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LSSA INFORMATION PAPER ON ABSTRACTING
'

IN THE LICENSING SUPPORT SYSTEM
!

!

!. P_URPOSE OF THIS PAPER: |

!

At the upcoming October, 1990 meeting of the NRC Licensing Support k
System Advisory Review Panel (LSSAMP) , the 20mbers are scheduled t

to continue the discussion on their recommendation to the - LSS ,

'
Administrator (LSSA) on the content of t.he LSS Heac*sr. One open

I item was the extent to whl: h documents in the. '6SS should be j

abstracted. The purpose of this paper is to ley out information !
about abstracting which the L65A believec should be taken into
consideration by the LSSARP members as they examine this issue.

!!. BACKGROUND:

During the March 1990 meeting of the LSSARP, a Technical Working
Group was formed to prepare a draft recommendation for the fields
for the LSS Bibliographic Header and Full Header. The Working ;

Group met several times and prepared a report to the full LSSARP. .

The report recommended that abstracts be recruired only for ;

documents and non-documents that will not be available in ;
*

searchable full-text (i.e., those with either header only or
header and image only). The report further recommended that the ;

abstract field be ootional for documents that vill be available in +

| searchable full-text. The Technical Workir.g Group determined that
the LSSARP should discuss the issue as to which LSS document types
or groupings should be abstracted.

During the June 7, 1990 meeting, thb LSSARP '.3eitars agreed that ,

abstracts were required for materials that vill not be availabla ,

in searchable full-text. They then discussed at length the need -

for an abstract for LSS documents that will be stored in searchable
full-text. These discussions centered around cost versus benefit

'
considerations. Differing points were made about:

| the need for any abstract in the header, given- ,

availability of full text,
.

the sizable cost of abstracting, and-

whether only selected sets of documents might need to be-

abstracted and, if so, which sets.
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No firm recommendation evolved. To focus the issue and to provide ;

more definitive information about the cost implications of !
'

alternative abstracting scenarios, the LSSA offared to prepare an
issue paper for the members to consider prior to the next LSSARP
aceting in October. Since the June LSSARP meeting, the JSA staff
has reviewed existing information science studies related to this ;

issue and gathered industry data on the costs of abstracting. The i

following is the result of that investigation, including a '

discussion of abstracting options and some alternatives to i

abstracting.

I
e

IH. ABSTRACTING - WilAT IS IT? ,

d

A. TYPES OF ABSTRACTING '

In the Library /Information Science discipline, three types of
abstracts have evolved. All are based on the human review and ,

summarization of the content of a document. In order of increasing
depth and coverage, they aret e

n ;

M{NOTATIVE -- A 'short description of the document which |
*

brief1v describes the subject, usually limited
to a few lines in length. This type of
abstracting can be done by the sairs staff doing
the bibliographic or descriptive cataloging.

* INDICATIVE -- A longer description than the annotative
abstract, giving a more detailed summary or
the document scope and content. These
abstracts are traditionally about 200 words in
length. This type of abstracting is usuall';
done by professional indexers / abstracters
having subject matter background and/or
experience. The documents are usually reviewed
once both for the assignment of subject terms
and for the development of the abstract.

INFORMATIVE -- The most substantive type of abstracting which'

*

includes not only indicative information but +

also summarizes.the findings, answers, or data
in the document. Such abstracts often ;

eliminate the need to obtain or read the entire
document. The length varies based on depth of
document content. As with the indicative
abstract, this type of abstracting is also done
by professional indexers / abstracters having
subject matter background and/or experience.

2
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However, unlike the Indicative Abstracts, this
type of abstracting may or may not be done by
the same staff that are subject indexing the
documents. If not, then another staff resource
is required.

It is obviously more expensive as one moves from annotative to
informative abstracting because of the additional time and higher
level of expertise involved in reviewing the document and composing
the abstract. Section IV and Appendix A. contain more information
on the cost of abstracting.

B. ABS'!W.CIING IN *IHE LSS ENVIRONMFXT

Given that the LSS Title / Description field is intended to contain
(a) the titles of formal publications or (b) a brief description
of less formal or untitled documents, all LSS documents will have
-ganotative-type abstracts. This makes the ansumption that titles
of publications are somewhat descriptive of content. Therefore,
annotative abstracting is not considered from a benefit-costs
perspective in this issue paper.

Also, in the opinion of the LSSA, the LSS should not attempt under
any scenario to provide informative abstracts because (1) the costs
are excessively high and (2) such treatment of LSS documents is
unwarranted given the availability of the document text on-line.
The LSS abstract would only be intended as a search aid, not as a
surrogate for the docuaent itself, wnich is often the case with
systems providing informative abstracts.

Therefore, in discussing the pros and cons of abstracts in the LSS
environment, this paper assumes that any abstracts would be of the
indicative type.

C. BENEFITS OF INDICATIVE ABSTRACTS

The following is a list of the potential or reputed benefits of
having an abstract field in a full-text database. Where
applicable, we have included a summary of the information gained
from relevant research studies. It should be noted that no
specifically applicable research has been found that directly
speaks to the benefits / costs of abstracts in a full-text database
having keyterms and header data, such as will be the case with the
LSS.

1. 7MPROVED PRECISION -- The presence and use of abstracts may
improve the precision of subject / content searches because it
is assumed that if a word or phrase is in the abstract, then
it is probably a primary topic cf the document. This

3
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precision is gained by limiting word / phrase searches to the j
abstract field, either initially or after retrieving a :
document set via search of full-text or other parameters. |
There is a current on-going 4 bate in the information science i

literature about the benefica and power of full-text database
'

software as compared to traditional systems that have only |-

bibliographic (fielded) data, subject indexing, and i
^ tracting. Most of this debate centers around the balance t

of scall" versus " precision" capabilities. The attached
art aos are representative of the discussions and data
S rounding this debate (see Attachments #1 through #5).

.

;c is known that in striving to achieve the greatest recall :
(retrieval of all relevant documents), the precision t

(retrieval of only relevant documents) of search results 4

suffers. This axiom is applicable to all types of information |
!systems, ranging from bibliographic only to full-text systems.

However, the degradation of precision to assure greatest
recall is magnified in larae full-text systems, especially for ;

collections on a narrow and/or homogeneous topic, such as the
HLW LSS. This problem will be further exacerbated in the LSS ,

environment of decision support and litigation support where '

knowledge of all relevant materials appears more to be ,

| essential. ;
.

In a 1986 article (Attachment #1), Gerald Salton summarizes
the results of several related studies. Simplistically '

presented, the precision / recall performance of different
access methods can be drawn from two of the studies. These :i

L data support the belief that searching the abstracts can ,

|
significantly improve recall (as compared to searching the
full-text alone without) a significant loss in precision. ;

!

Recall Ratios * Precision Ratios *
Searching the:

a. Text of Abstract 0.78 0.63

b. Controlled Descriptors
Subject Indexing 0.56 0.74 ;

c. Full Document Text 0.20 0.75
1

I * Recall Ratio is number of retrieved relevant documents as
'

percentage of all of the relevant documents in the
database.

Precision Ratio 3m the number of retrieved relevant
,

documents as porcentage of all retrieved documents

4
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As indicated in line b. above, the recall ratios are better
if one has controlled subject terms to search as well as the
full-text, without any significant loss of precision.
Subject indexing will be done in the ?SS.

2. RELEVANCY kkVIEW -- Abstracts provide A summary of the entire
document. Therefore, browsing the abstracts of a retrieved
set of documents can aid in determining the usefulness of the
document and the context in which the subject is treated
without having to roam around in the text.

Also, abstracts can be very helpful when reviewing document
listings or bibliographies in hardcopy away from the LSS
workstation. This would be the case when LSS search
specialists or intermediaries, e.g. librarians, research
assistants, and paralegals, are performing searches in
response to " client" requests. In one study, the presence of,

an abstract reduced the number of " missed documents" --

documents judged as not relevant by a review of the titles'
'

only, but which were subsequently determined as relevant after
a review of the abstracts (Attachment $6) .

3. COST SAVINGS -- Abstracts can potentially reduce the need for -

printing hardcopy of documents if a review of the abstract is
! sufficient for the searcher to determine the relevancy of the

.

document for his/her needs.
Abstracts can reduce on-line time if, as4. TIME SAVINGS --

above, review of the abstracts negates the need to browse / read
,

|
the full-text,

i
l'

D. LIMITATIONS:

]1. Abstracts are only as good as the abstracter. They are
subjective, whether it be the author's characterization of

'

his/her work or the abstracter's interpretation of the
author's work.

2. Abstracts do not improve recall of subject / content searches
| in a full-text database if the abstract does not contain

-

different-terminology from the text. . Different terminology ,

that could improve recall might be more generic, more '

specific, synonyms, or the translation of jargon.'~

3. Abstracting only certain document types / categories places a
burden on the user to know when abstracting was done and when |

it was not. Otherwise, users could unknowingly formulate i
search strategies that would provide false results. For

5
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example, if all documents in a collection are not abstracted,
then searches limited to the abstract field will automatically
exclude non-abstracted documents and thereby possibly exclude
relevant materials from the resulting hitlist.

IV. COSTS OF ABS'IRACITNG

A. AVERAGE COST PER ABS'IRACT

The LSSA collected abstracting cost and productivity information
from six companies that perform abstracting services. The
information providsed by respondents varied in terms of assumptions,
such as variations in the size of dccuments, the QC
reviewers / supervision ratios, and scope of abstracting. It was

therefore difficult to normalize the data. However, there was not
such a disparity in the data that some useful figures could not be
compiled. The assumptions used for this paper are listed in the
Table below and Appendix A.

Data was also provided by SAIC, based on their experience in the
LSS prototype cataloging offorts. Their data show abstracting
times of about seven (7) minutes per document based on a sample of
'47 documents, each averaging 48 pages. Unfortunately, the SAIC
timing estimates did not include a quality control review. Also,
it was uncertain whether these times consistently included the
actual review and analysis of tr a document scope and content before
the composition and keying of the abstract.

B. ESTIMATED COSTS IN THE LSS

The .following table presents the estimated costs of abstracting
LSS documents by document type. The figures on the number of
documents are extrapolations from recent SAIC re-evaluations of
the size of the LSS database (see Attachment #7). The estimated
number of pages in this SAIC report was divided by nine (9) to
develop an estimated number of documents. The figure of nine (9)
pages per document was selected because this was the size of the
average document in the DOE Nevada RIS collection, which will
contribute the vast majority of documents to the LSS.

The distribution of the estimated number of documents by major
document types is based on recent figures from the three major HLW
document collection: DOE's RIS systems in Las Vegas and at DOE
Headquarters and the NRC's NUDOCS system.

6
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Even though the figures in the table below are just gross estimates
and may differ from the actual volume /ct'sts experienced in the
f utt$re ; these figures are based on the best avatlable data. For
the purposes of this paper, they do provide the LSSARP members with
a significantly improved basis for decision making.,

,

Table 1. ESUMATED COSTS OF ABSTRACUNG IN DE LSS
(Ntimbers of Documents & Do11arai.1D_ thousands)

cumulative Document Counts and Costs by Snacified Year

LSS DOCUMENT BY 1995 BY 2000 BY 2005
COLLECTION BY
DOCUMENT TYPE NO. OF EST. NO. OF ES'.? . NO. OF EST.

DOCMNTS COSTS DOCMNTS COSTS DOCMNTS COSTS

TOTAL 1,278 $33,179 2,296 $59,$95 3,759 $97,581 >

CORRESPONDENCE
(64%)

3 doc / hour 81b $17,f96 1,469 $32,318 2,406 $52,932

PUBLICATIONS /
REPORTS

(23%)
2 doc / hour 294 $9,700 528 $17,427 864 $28,512

LEGAL & OTHER
DOCUMENTS

1

(13%)
2 doc / hour 166 $5,483 299 $9,850 489 $16,137

. .... .................

Assumptions:

1. A fully loaded rate of $66.00 per hour. This includes the ecsts of labor (abstracters, quality control revwwers, and supenisors),
GRA, overhead, and fee. Alstracting work sethities include reading documents, composing abstracts, keying in th' abstracts, and
performing quality control and supenision.

2 A production rate of two atstracts developed and reviewed per hour ($66.00 divided by 2 = S33/ abstract) was twed for the
Pub'ications/ Reports and trgatrother Document categories.1his is the production figure uned by the National Federation d Indesen
and A!streeten for 200 word indicative atstracts. For correspondence with typically fewer pages than the other two cargories, a
production rate of three per hour was used ($66.00 divided by 3 = $22/atstract).

3. While it is acknowledgNI that a portion of the ISS documents, particularly formal publications, will how an akstract or su.gmary
within the tody of the document, no cost reduction was factored into this table. Thh decision was based on responses of the sut eyed
abstracting companies. They were reluctant to reduce estimates even if documents contained atstracts, due to the time requind to

|
verify the quality of the exlsdng atstract and to edit as required for consistency of coverage with other abstructs. This decision was
also supported in the timing tests performed by SAIC in their prototype. Also, no adjustment was made to acknowledge that so we
documents, such as transmittal correspondence, would not warrant atstracting given that an annotative summary would te contain d
in the Title / Description field.

7
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V. ALTERNA*lTVES *ID ABSTRACI1NG

section III.C presented the potential benefits of having abstracts
in the LSS. This section highlights some of the LSS features
currently specified in the SAIC draft LSS Search and Image Design
Document which will provide come of the same benefits of
abstracting without the continuing costs of abstracting. These
software features, if not part of the off-the-shelf database
package, can be developed at a fir.ite, one time cost. This section
also discusses some other features that could increase precision
and recall.

A. CURRENT DOE LSS DESIGN FEATURES

1. Header Field Angivsis: After a scorcher has developed a
hitlist of documents based on his/her search statement, this
optional feature, if invoked, would present to the user a computed
table of the frequency of occurrences of values for any specified
controlled Vocabulary Header Field. This shows the distribution
of Descriptors, Sponsoring Organizations, Author Organizations,
etc. within their hitlist.

For example, given the best known search strategy, the user creates-
a hitlist of 230 documents on boreholes and volcanic rocks. The
user then requests the Header Analysis feature, using the
Descriptor field. The LSS system would then present a listing of
all Descriptorr used to describe the 230 and show the number of
documents having each descriptor, in decreasing frequency order.
The table would look something like:

This query found 22,Q units.
Header Analysis on Descriotor Field:

Descriotors Frecuency

Fractures .................... 47
Fractures (Geologic) 43.........

Topopah Springs Member 39......

Boreholes 36...................

Drill Cores 30.................

Stratigraphy 25................

:
:
:

Volcanic Rocks 11..............

Structural Geology 10..........

Strain (Geology) 4.............

The user could use this information about their hitlist to select
parameters of greatest or least interest to rerine the search
statement and create o query with greater precision. For example,

8
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the searcher might now want to broaden the search to includa all
'

documents on Topopah Springs Member while also excluding documents
on Stratigraphy and Strain.

2. Rankina Retrieved Cocuments Based on Selected Term Freauency
This LSS feature will allow the user to rank and display the
documents in his/her hitlist in decreasing order according to
density of selected ASCII-text words in the text. Density is
defined as the number of times a relevant words or phrases appear
in- the document as a percentage of the total number of words in
the document. For example, the words abstracts, abstracted,
abstracting, and abstracters are repeated about 140 times in this
4,000 word paper. This represents 3.5% of all words in this paper.
The percentage would be even greater if "stop" words (such as a,
the, were, most, in, etc.) were excluded from the total word count.
This process will present the hitlist in an order which provides
the most relevant documents first on the assumption that if the
specified words are repeated frequently in the document, that is
a major topic sovered in the document.

B. POTENTIAL LSS DESIGN FEA*IURES

The following are search and retrieval software features that are
not currently in the DOE design. These features may warrant
further investigation, given the costs of abstracting, the concern
of excessively large hitlists, and the problems of low recall and
low precision in large text databases.

1.a. Automatic Abstractina -- There are current software packages
that purport to scan existing text and present the contents into
an abstract-like summary. Such a software feature could be used
to add a summary to the LSS header record for presentation to
searchers and reviewers of bibliographies to enhance their
determination of the relevance of documents retrieved. This would
potentially provide the benefits of: (a) reducing the orders for
non-relevant documents or (b) finding relevant documents that might
have judged non-relevant upon review of the bibliographic
information only.

1.b. Ontional Extensive Biblicaraohv Format -- LSS users could
the have option of ordering the "first" ASCII page of each document
in their hitlist to be printed along with a header bibliographic
listing. Such a feature would have the same benefits as Automatic
Abstracting, described above.

2. Soohisticated kankina Alcorithms -- Over the past several
years, the information science literature has containad many
articles about research to improve text search results using a
variety of statistical and lexical analysis methods. Basically,
these are centered on the clustering of related or synonymous terms

9
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and word patterns. Attachments (4 and is are examples of such !

techniques. The capabilities of such software enhat; cements to !
improve recall and precision will be carefully monitored. As I

features become proven, they could be incorporated into the LSS
;

r

design over the life of the system.i 1

E PROS & CONS.OF DIFFERENT OP' MONS FOR ABSTRACHNG: )
A. At1 DOCUMENTS

i

: 1

Consistency and simplicity iPROS: *

l

Prohibitively Expensive |CONS: *

| * Not warranted for traditional 'corresponden:e' '

;- given:
\ r

use of Title / Description Field which will|
*

provide short annotative summary for-
! relevancy review. !

:

full-text search capabili).y*

| multiple other access points in the header*
,

fields for content / subject searches of all '

documents, such as descriptors,
identifier, project /special class fields
etc.

,

r

i

B. ALL NON CORRESPONDENCE TYPE DOCUMENTS "everything but .."
'

Exclude .etters, memos, telephone conversation reports...

, .

'
B.1 Abstract all non-corrascondence reaardless of how lona

or short the document.

Less expensive than Option VI.A.PROS: *
;

CONS: * Somewhat wasteful given that some "short"
documents do not warrant such treatment.

'

B.2 Abstract oniv non-correroendence over a certain naae
count.

Less expensive than VI.B.1.PROS: *

10
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Increased benefits of relevancy review and 1>

orecision !
I

Selection of document size cutoff is arbitraryCONS: >

and subject to debate.
'

..

* Searchors are very unlikely to keep this j
arbitrary rule in mind. Therefore, if they
limit their searches to the Abstract Field for j

orecision,. then they could unknowingly exclude j

thole sets of documents and get erroneous
search results.

i

i
1

C. ABSTRACT ONLY SPECIFIC DOCUMENT *IYEEE )
1

C.1 Egr All Documents Coded as Scacified Document Tvoes --

Pick un Abstracts / Summaries as available within documents )
|

or comoose and add if not.

Less Subjective or arbitrary in the selected !PROS: *
.

universe than VI.B.2.j-

Much less expensive because of smaller universe .lI' *

of documents to be abstracted. o

> Most understandable alternative to most, if ;

not all, searchers. Therefore least likely to !

be misused in searching.
;

'

CONS: > Still somewhat subjective in that the
Iassignment of Document Type codes is somewhat

subjective.

IInconsistent treatment of abstracts and*

therefore varying quality if abstracts drawn .

from the text are not strictly reviewed for |
consistency with LSS abstracting standards. j

C.2 Only Store Abstracts in Headers for Documents which have :

author-aenerated Abstracts / Summaries available in the
text which can be " crabbed" and out in header am
searchable full-text. ,

L PROS: * The least expensive alternative while still ,

I- allowing. searching of this text because

| submitter's preparation staff and/or LSSA staf f
do not have to compose and enter the abstract.I

11
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* The abstract listed in bibliographies will
assist the reviewer in determining the
potential relevance of documents retrieved.

Universe of documents which contain abstractsCONS: *

for searching and for presentation is totally
randos. This does not appear to be a viable
option because searchers could not use these
randomly existing abstracts with any
reliability for identifying relevant documents.

- Subjective in determining if document contains>

text which could be used as an abstract.

Incongistent treatment of abstracts and*

therefore varying quality if abstracts drawn
from the text are not strictly reviewed for
consistency.

C.3 Oniv Store Abstracts in Headgys for Documents which have
author-aenerated Abstracts / Summaries available in the
text which can be "arabbed" and out in header but not
allow this Abstract field to be searchable.

.

PROS: > The least expensive alternative. A minimal
cost to transfer and store the pre-existing
text in the header in a non-searchable field.

* The abstract listed in bibliographies will
assist the reviewer in determining the
potential relevance of documents retrieved.

By not allowing searches to be limited to*

Abstract Field in this option, it prevents
users from unknowingly eliminating potentially I

'

relevant sets of documents.

CONS: * This option presents a design issue to be
solved because the abstracts in LSS header
records that describe documents or data that
are not stored in searchable full-text would
have to bs made searchable.

VU. CURRFNr ISSA FTAFF VIEW:

The LSSA staff believes strongly that manually prepared abstracts
should not t i created for inclusion in the Licensing Support System

12
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in searcamble text for those documents that are already stored in !
'

searchabic . full-text due to the substantial costs projected for
abstracting in comparison to the benefits. Although there is the
potential for low recall and precision ratios in large text
databases, abstracting is not the only remedy. The other access )
points in the LSS header fields and the software features specified |
in the current LSS design will greatly enhance to searchers ability !

to create useful sets of documents. Also, the LSSA staff will I

continue to work with DOE in investigating additional software
tools to increase performance and will recommend the development .

of such software if it is a cost-effective approach. I

i

I

The LSSA staff does believe that the text of abstracts that already
exist in documents should be captured in the Full LSS Header. This |
would be in a non-searchable field to be use1 for presentation and i

relevance review only, (option c.3) above. This assumes the design !
issue can be solved related to the need to search abstracts for !

| those documents / data not stored in searchable text. )
| |

!
l

I

|

|

1

'l,

! I

1

|
'

I

-

i
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SUMMARY OF INDUSTRY SURVEY OF ABSTRACTING COSTS APPENDIX A

DIRECT HOURLY COMPANY COMPANY COMPANY COMPANY COMP.*.dY COMPANY :
LABOR RATES A B C D E F NFAIS

:
ABSTRACTERS $13.50 - $25.00 $10.00 - Unit nr $12.00 $13.50

18.00 15.00 Charge .

QUALITY CONTROL
REVIEWERS nr $25.00 nr nr nr nr"

SUPERVISORS $30.00 $25.00 nr nr nr nr"

RATIO OF QC 1

'PERSONNEL TO
ABSTRACTERS 1:2 1:5 nr 1:3 1:4 nr 1:4

i,

RATIO OF Same
SUPERVISORS TO 1:20 1:15 nr 1:15 Person nr nr
ABSTRACTERS as QC -

.

.

. UNIT CHARGE nr $58.50 nr $33.29 $16.77 nr nr i

PER ABSTRACT

TIME TO PRODUCE 20 Pages 135-mins / nr 49 mins / 37 mins / nr 30 mins /
AN INDICATIVE of doc. document 35 page 12.5 page document
ABSTRACT per hour document document

NOTES: nr = not reported
i NFAIS = National Federation of Abstracters and Indexers .
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APPENDIX A cont.

CALCULATIONS _OF FULLY IDADED HOURLY RATE

Avorace Direct Hourly Rate:

Abstracters = $15.75
= 20.00QC-Personnel
= 27.00supervisors

Ratio of OC Personnel toi

1:3.5Abstracters =

Ratio of Supervisors to
1:15Abstracters =

Abstractor's hourly rate $15.75
+ portion of QC rate 5.71 ($20 hourly rate for QC personnel divided by 3.5)

S21.46

+ portion of Sup. rate 1.80 ($27 hourly rate for Supervisors divided by 15)
$23.26

+ Overhead (120%) 27.91'
$51.17

;

+ G&A (20%) 10.23
$61.40

+ Fee / profit (8%) 4.91
$66.31 --- Fully loaded hourly rate for abstracting services.

.
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*

,

cowutwo macrets
.

Edpr H. SnHey Evidence from available studies comparing manual and automatic text-
!* "'l '#"'" retrieval systems does not support the conclusion that intellectual content

analysis produces better results than comparable automatic systems.

;

ANOTNER LOOK AT AUTOMATIC
"

TEXTRETRIEVAL SYSTEMS ?
(
I

|'

1

)

GERARD sal. TON

.

c.

An automatic text retrieval system is designed to the same time mainiaining high p'recision by reject-
~ ~ ~

search a file of natural language documents an6 ; ing a large proportion of extraneous items.When |

l- trieve certain stored items in response to queries this happens both recall and precision values of the. i
*

submitted by a user. Typically each stored item is search are close to 1 (or 100 percent). In practice, it
described by using-for content identification-ter- is known that recall and precision tend to vary in-

tain words centained in the docum< nt texts some- versely, and that it is difficult to retrieve everything
'

timet supplemented by additional tdated informa- that is wanted while also rejecting everything that is'

,

.

tion. Quetics are often formdated by using as search unwanted,l

terms words from the it xt that are icttrielated by in particular, when very specific query formula-
the Boolean ope.htors and, or, and not. The retrieval tions are used, few nontelevant items tend to be

systern is then designed to retrieve all stored texts obtained, but also relatively few relevant ones. That

| identified by an appropriate combination of query is. a very specific query formulation produces high.

|- words. A user interested in information about the precision and hence. low recall, performance. As the
'

design of small computers might formulate the query formulation is broadened, more relevant items
query ((minicorputer s or microcomputers or are retrieved, thus improving the recall. but also
hand held calculatoral e*6 (design or more nontelevant ones, thereby depressing the pre.

construetton or a rchitech:r e )).The re- cision. in the latter case, one obtains high recall, but

trieval sistem would then eMrret. from the file, also low precision. A compromise otten reached in
items containing the identifiws "de s ign" and practice is using a query formulation that is neither
*mi ni compu t e r s." or *c on s t r u c t i on" and too narrow not too broad. However, when s choice

*mi e r oc ompu t e r s.* [8.10) must be made between recall and precision. most
The effectiveness of a retrieval system is usually users choose precision oriented searches where only

evaluated in terms of a pair of measures, known as relatively few items are retrieved. and the user is
recall and precision. Recall is the proportion of rele- spared the effort of examining a large amount of
vant material actually retrieved from the file. while possibly irrelevant material-the penalty attached to
precision is the proportion of the retrieved material a high recall search. ,

that is found to be relevant to the user's needs,in in automatic retrieval systems, both query formu.
principle. a search should achieve high recall by re. lations and document representations can be altered
trieving almost everything that is relevant, while at to reach the desired recall and precision levels

Emudi ..nunnned in pen bi ihe N nonet scam round non unde, through the use of recall enhancing devices (e g.,
a

sanan sm66 term truncation) to broaden the document and
e m eAcu a m e w es/e m s m query identifiers. and precision enhancing devices

M8 Commumcatwns of the ACM luly 1986 Volume 29 Number r
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(e g . term w eighting) to make item identifications whole synonym list. The ST AlkS system also in. i

more specific A list of typical recall. and precision. cludes a ranking feature that retrieves documents in i
, '

enhancing devices appears in Table 1. decreasing order based on total document weights.
Term trunution consists of using truncated terms, which are calculated by adding the weights of the

or word stems,insiend of the original complete query terms contained in each retrieved document ,

!terms, for query or document identification. A form pp
!

like *analy" would encompass the notions * analyst." Although some features of the STAIRS system are

* analysis." *enalyrer." etc.-having a broader scope not as attractive as they might be (e s., a Eore rea.

than any of the complete words. Other recall. sonable term weighting system might produce betteq t

Oenhancing devices involve using terms that are syrt retrieval performance). STAIRS is certainly a state. ; h[onygus or related to the original ones or broader of the art full text. retrieval system, and its opera. t
i V |and more general. Such terms are generally avail. tions are typical of what is obtainable with existing

able in thesauri and teren hierarchies er are sug. operational automatic text search systems. In the ,

'

gested by users during the search operations. STAIRS retrieval test conducted by Blatt and Maron. i f
Term udts enhance the search precision by an average precision value of about 75 percent (0.75) ,

distinguishing the better, or more important, terms was obtained, and an average recall value of 20 pet.

from the less important ones. Such a discrimination cent (0.20). That is, for each of the 40 test searches.

may also help,r,aql,,,,tpe output in decreasing order of three out of four retrieved documents were in fact
'

presumed importance. OiIIe_r precision. oriented de. pertinent to the user queries, and approximately
vices involve using ter_m rihrases instead of single one.fifth of the total number 01 televant items pres. ';

terms-for example. * computer programmer" in. eut in the collection were rettl%d.
stead of * computer"-and supplying narrower or in this article, we will argue that not only is this

'

more specific terms. Useful term phrases might be level of performance typical of what is sch!evable in
available in a dictionary, or could be formed from existing, operational retrieval environments, but that
sets of single terms that cooccut regularly in a col. It actually represents a h% order of retrieval effec. |
lection of documents. tivenet.s. We will present some major experiments

Most automatic text. retrieval systems provide for comparing automatic retrieval with manual, con. ,

the use of truncated terms and the addition of trolled vocabulary systems on large document col. ;

broader narrower, and telated terms. Automatically lections. We then address the theories underlying

generated term weights may also be used ao distin. automatic indexing and propose a basic blueprint for

gunh items containing the more highly weighted implementing effective automatic retrieval systems.
terms from those containing terms of lower weight. emphas! zing that the future lies in automatic and' ,

\ +I A reent article by Blair and Maron examines the not in manual systems. j

well.Lnown automatic text. retrieval sy' stem STAIRS I

as applied to a collection ofAQ.000, full text docu. THE BLAIR AND MARON RETRIEVAL TEST
ments-equivalent to some_350.000 panes of text-to in the Blair and Maron test of the STAIRS system,

answer 40 different user queries @ In STAIRS. searchers were able to extract from a large collection

words are normally extracted from document te3ts of 40.000 documents a substantial number of useful

for content identification. After text words have items; since only one of four retrieved items proved ;

been broadened using truncation, each word may be extraneous, the time consumed considering useless
'

supplemented by lists of synonyms supplied by the items must have been comparatively small. How.

user. When synonyms are specified, a search based ever, the searchers in the Blair and Maron test were

on a particular term automatically extends to the 1,awnrgand the materials being nearched were 1e al4
'

,

documents, and because the Anglo.American legal ;
'

system is based on the concepts of common law and
T ABLg L Typcal Recall. and Precision Enhancang Denoes |udicial precedence, many lawyers are of necessity

P""*a**eneas high recall users. In this tradition. knowing how a
8'" "* e enseg a m es a m os particula'r legal case must be approached often
"" "**""# """

means examining sj,1,possible previous cases that
V Term truncaton tsum Term weymng may be similar in some rEpect to the current case.

The high precision output obtained by Blair and
Aoo on synonyms Aooiton of term phrases

Maron. which resected most nontelevant materials,
Aoston of related terms use of term cooccunenoes

in occuments or but also obtained only about 20 percent of the poten.
tially useful items, might be entirely suitable in an.amtences

L Aoston of trosoer terms Aoston of nanower terms other environment (e.g., for research workers, uni.
tusing term ruerartmy) (usang term rworarchy) versity professors, and students). However. In the

|
| ble 19% Volume :9 Number ?
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case Of the legal personnel that actually conducted output than low recall searches. Moreover, compari. ;
the searches in the Blair and Maron test, a bs11gt nbsqn1 etween manual and automatic indexling~iiF Ig'
recall performance was considered ess,e_n,t.ij[even at, tems on latae document collections indicate that the i

n

the cost of decreased search precision. automatic. text based systems are at least compeli.
From their retrieval test, Blair and Maron derive tive with, or even superior to, the systems based on !

i

pree main conclunonTil): Fyrst,. they assert that, intellectual indexing. Finally, there are automatic !
wnen rugh recallis essential in searching large col. Indexing systems that provide index terms that are
lections, users cannot simply broaden the search re. not simply words extracted from document texts.
quest (as would be donc experimentally for small Trideed, the automatic indexing results of Salton and
collections) because of the problem of output over. Swanson [11,20] that are cited in the Blair and
load. More specifically, they claim that, when Maron study were not based on the use of full docu.
broader search formulations are used, search preci. ment texts, but only on the analysis of document !
slon may suffer intolerably, and users might be abtracts: the favorable results obtained in these {

I t swamped with masses of irrelevant material. For studies on the effectiveness of automatic systems
this reason. the authors conclude that earlier test were schieved with abstracts (not full text), and
results showing the superiority of text based re. therefore excessive input and verification demands ]trieval over manual systems are not necessarily rele. were not placed on the system in these cases. )i

| vant to large, real.world collections.' "
j.

Second Blair and Maron argue that, when high, EXPERIMENTS WITH LARGE | |
1

recall is desired, manual inde xing is preTerable to RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS j/ |
1 full. text searching.

W Wdim bal& ). .. the full text system means the additional cost of in the late 1960s, Lancaster conducted an in. house 1i inputting and verifying 20 times the amount ofinfor. study [7} of the Medlers demand search service, i

motion that a manually indexed system would deal
with.This difference alone would more than compen. which is operated by the National Library of Medi. i

sete fee the added time needed for manualindexing eine in Bethesda, Maryland, for searching biomedl. J

and vocabulary construction. |1] cal literature. Medlers is based on manual, profes. '

i

s onalindexing by subject experts using a controlled
h Blair and Maron allege that full. text sys. Indexing language described in the Mesh (Medical

,

t

tems, and STAIRS in particular, are not particularit Sublect Headings) thesaurus. After a manualindex.
user friendiv in the sense that, in their test, even ing operation and a manual query formulation, the
trained se7chers were unable to achieve adequate file search and retrieval operations are performed
performance, and untrained users would presum. automatically. '

ably do even worse. The in house evaluation of Medlars discussed in
Despite the impressive precision performance of [7] involved searching a database of over 700,000

the STAIRS system in the Blair and Maron test envi. documents in biomedicine using a set of about 300
ronment, the authors conclude with a surprising test queries. The search results varied widely: some !
paraphrase of Samuel Johnson: * Full text searching queries performed perfectly (recall = 1.00, and prect.
is one of those thin 5IIhlit . . . is never done well, arid sion = 1.00), whereas others retrieved no relevant
one is surprised to see it done at all* ((1, p. 298)). ~
This is surprising. moreover, because~ in their stud _y,, p,,c,,,on
no comparison was made between full.texhtt.t. ring!
~ systems and manually indexed systems, not be. h,

| tween the retrieval paiformance cflargelersua LO STMRS-
'

amall document collections. In this sense, conclu. "'80-

sions drawn are unsupported by any data submitted -

to the reader -outside of the alleged poor recall per. -

formance exhibited by the STAIRS system in the Mesars in house ;-

legal case. 0.5 / lest
-

in fact, evidence abounds indicating that these /"
-

- conclusions may be more sentiment than fact. Spe. -

| f.
cincally, the evidence from several retrieval evalua. 75th percentae

| tions conducted with very large document collec. CW-
Recg

tions does not support the notion of ouiput overload. 0
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

93 {0
- =

although high recall naturally implies more re.
trieved items and hence more work in analyzing the FIGURE 1. Mediers search sermos Evaluasen (adapted Imm (7])

Can Commenketams of or ACM july 1906 Volume 29 Number 7
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11 cms at all(recall o- 0, and pr cision o 0). For ihe TABLE 11. tieders Portennance points
*

300 queries, the average recall performance was j%, ,,
0.58. and the average precision 0 $0. In presenting.

ine,,,, ,g,,,,, 1

the results. Lancaster notes that the actual perfor. Pwswmenee psaias heces pieensa tema i soie,es 8

mance value obtained for a query can be made to 9.p,,,saan newcess 0 19 0.00 e-50 N0 .|Vary by submitting more or less specific query for. Meeum performave 0.64 0.60 175 85
mulations. The average performance for a query can V rec *a searcres 0 89 0.20 600-600 135
be made to slide along a monotonically decreasing
curve starting at the high precision / low. recall end
of the performance spectrum. and proceeding to the trieve an average M 500 mitaWns y ad h
high recall / low. precision end as query formulations repestors willing to scan this many citations to obtain a

high,, i,v,1 or ,,c.13,
are broadened The resulting curve representing the ;

j
performance of the hiedlers search system is shown By superimposing the performance point obtained

(

in figure 1: A second. lower curve (also included in in the Blair and Afaron study of the STAIRS sys. I
figure 1) represents the 75th percentile curve. giving lem-0.75 precision. 0.20 recall-on the hiediars
the performance points exceeded for 75 percent of performance curve in Figure 1. it cah be seen that

,

the test queries. the STAIRS performance falls well within the range
Three particular perfortnance points for Medlars of the high. precision Mediars searches, even though ;

are analyzed in more detail in Table 11. For the high. no controlled language or manualindexing is used.
precision searches the Med!ars precslon prior. The query broadening, recall enhenting devices
mance was about 0.80. but the recall reached only listed in Table I are available in an automatic env1

j

0.19. For these searches, about 50 items were re, ronment like STAIRS just as they are in the Mediars I

trieved (out of some 700.000) of which about 40 were controlled language environment. '

relevant. At the everage performance point of 0.58 The recall and precision failure analysis under.
recall and 0.50 precision. the retrieved set increases taken by Lancaster for the Medlers searches shows '

to 175 documents of which about 60 percent were that manual indexing environments can also be
relevant on average. For high recall searches. the Problematic. A summary of the failure analysis for
recall reached nearly 90 percent (0 89). but the pre. 797 recall failures (failures to rettleve relevant
cision dropped to 0.20. To obtain that level of recall items) and 3038 precision failures (failures to reject [
performance. It was necest.ary to retrieve between nontelevant items) appearing in Table !!! shows that
500 and 600 items out of 700.000. of which about 130 a substantial proportion of the search failures are
on averste were relevant to the query. Thus. the due to the manuel indexing and the controlled lan. '

feared output overload predicted by Blair ar.d Maron guaFe used in the Medlars environment. Some of i

d5cs not occur for the Medlars search service This these failures might be avoidabhin an automatic
is most likely not due to the manualindexing tut indexing situation, whereas others would not. Poor
rather to the heterogeneity of the collections, which search formulations and inadequate user-system in.
encompass all of biomedicine and would tend to fa, teraction may occur with any retrieval system, man.
cilitate the exclusion of useless material for any one ual or automatic. However, the conventional manual
search. retrieval system is vulnerable in some very specific

The set of 500 itoms retrieved on average for the ways.

Medlats high recall searches represents only seven
one hundredth of n percent (0.0007)of the collection: TABLE Nt. TypicalFatwee elliseers Searches
nonetheless, such a high recall entails sutstantial (adapted tem [73 '

! work for the users, and only speciallymplLvated _ j gang ,,

*
. m

; users (e s.. lawyers) might opt to submit such broad 757 sense. poststen *.

query formulatforis. In [7). Lancaster remarks that
,

teksee . ,' tehses ,*
,

"" ^we can choose to operate Medlars, as it presently exists.
- at any performance point on or near the recall-precision inoemeglanguage Oed of approptete 10.2 36.0
plot (of Fig 11. ... Intuitively one feels that Median serm, feine coorenaton)

i

should be operating at a higher average recall ratio (than Seeren huon poo apsode or W 35 4 32.4

f 0.56) and should sacrifice some precision in order to at,
t sing (too specac or 37.4 12.9 I

tain improved recall. However Medlars is now retneving g%g
an average of 175 citations per search in operating at inadeounte user-system eterneson 25.0 16.6recall 0 50 and precision 0 50. To operale at an average

, ,recall of 85 to 90 percent and an average precision of 20 m en,y. 3ao p -
to 25 percent implies that Medlars would need to re-

july 19a6 Volume 29 Number 7
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j Ifis people er stcr;p cf people cinstruct a th;saurus in f ABLg IV. Comparstve geeluaten CMA$A geeseh lyelem
,

a gnen subiert area.enly 6oyercent ef the index terms ledepted Isom !!]) (44.000 documonu, O postes)
/ may be common to both thwauruses.

, ,,

7 if two emperienced indesers index a given document us. tu ynenmg(wat nearch 0 78 0.63- ing a given thesaurus, only 30 percent of the index terms "' "
I may be common to the two sets of terms: ]W

'

W OM W
'j if two search intermediaries search the same question on suecasted concepta

Ij the same database on the same host. only 40 percent of Controced ienguage manuai neenh0 0.56 0.74
'

the output may be common to both searches: Controsed isnpunge agpemenwd ty 0.71 0 a5
natural-Inngua08 larma

if two scientists or engineers are asked to ludge the rete. ..
*

vance of a ghen set of documents to a given quotion. ,

the area of agreement may not exceed 60 percent. [3) (0.63) The controlled lanpege manualindexing
''he solution Cleverdon offers is as follows: produced a better pctsion value than the auto.

matic abstract set rch (0 74), but a substantially'-

!
The problems caused by the use of a controlled language worse recall (0.56F Based on these results,it is cer.

|
thnaurus and variations in (manual) Index!ng can be

tainly not E0"sible to conclude that searches of
overcome b) eliminating these two activities and using.<

natural. language abstracts are inferior, in general, toas the input. an estract such u the title and abstract in
natural ior free text):enguage. Basically, a controlg controlled language indexing. Indeed, were the

language represents a reduction in the totahty of the NASA search population legal personnel with a re.
potentially available terms in the given subject area ... call orientation sim!lar 10 the searchers involved in
(due to) compounda.g of real synonyms or spelling varia. the Blair and Maron test. they would certainly have
tions . . . (or to) subsuming of one or more specific terms preferred the output produced by the automatic,

by a general term. .. search system with its recall advantages of over 20
Such combinir.g of surch terms as may. In a given percent compared to the manual system. Cleverdon._~
search, be considered necessary is better done at the who was in charge of the NASA test, concludes that

. search stage than at the input. This appears to be one of , within the parameters of th!s test, naturellanguage
the reasons why. In every test which has compared the

senching on titles and abstracts proved at least equal to.
performance of surchinF on controlled language ir.dex

and probably superior to, searching on controlled len.
terms as against searching on aheans in naturallan.

guage inms. it alsc seems that a significant factor in this
guage. the rnults have been intavor of naturalianguage.

I (result) was the increased level of indexing exhaustivityg (prosided by the natural tonguage text surch system).
,

'

Comparison of Manual and Automatic Indexing
1 In the mid 1970s, a comparison between autorr.atic The performance points for the NASA search sys.

I and manualindexing was conducted using a NASA tem evaluation are plotted in Figur. 2. along with

! database consisting of documents from Scientific and the curve representing the controlled term perfor.
I Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) and Interna. mance for the Medlars test, and an indication for the

,k- tional Aerospace Abstracts (IAA). The test was based STAIRS system. Comparing NASA and STAIRS per.<| >

> y on a collection of (4,000 docume.nl titles and ab. formance on collections of comparable size shows

stracts processed against 43 search requests. The fol.
C lowing indexing systems were compared: p,,,,,n

k i

k e a natural. language text. search system consisting of h
'

NASA manual noemog 'd)(ct d M | w s.I .a machine search of document titles and abstracts, t.o-i .

8IA'RS
not the full text: .

[\ smart-[gg,Mg""
R e a naturallanguage text. search system supple. .

*|i mented by a thesaurus of * associated concepts * g.

prepared from the source documents: *Ks4 ears.

,% e a controlled language indexing of the documents og gg.
,,

N p ,,,,ontmanus I( performed by human subject experts: .

e the controlled indering supplemented by natural. / snge \s
, ,

noungt.

language terms extracted from the documents. .Contredwo w,m s, ;
'

i terms (Crenfeid)- ' t@, The search results for the NASA test as summa. tcranficio) Recan

0 ' ' ' o$3 ' ' ' ' [o'

% rized in Table IV show that the natural language
;

/ h abstract produces the best average recall for the 40
test queries (038) and also a high order of precision PIGURE 2. f a:- .of14anuelweih Autometcindesme.

b h6 $2ch i hcswN
i ,,,n u na, m wco...uann, e eacu

A.Lo sac 3 Cba& c.c5~5D W ' La.>p $/
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that the NASA search:s are substanti:lly m:re effee. high degree cf exhaustivity tends t improve the

*
tise. Collection size does n t seem to play an impor. recall performance of a surch by permitting the
tant role in search performance. Query type and ho- identification of relevant materials that would re.
mogeneity of subject matter are likely to be more main unrecognized were the indexing exhaustivity

'

important, lower, whereas a high degree of specificity is likely
Many additional cornparisons between automatic to favor search precision.

and controlled 4erm indexing sptems apptar in the in principle, the choice of an indexing system that
literature. In [12), a small sample collection of 450 will be useful for content representation of natural.
documents and 29 search requests is used to com. language texts should be based on linguistic consid.
pare the performance of the Medlars system with an erations. especially semantic components. However,
automatie indexing system based on abstract search. since linguistic analysis methods are difficult to ap.
Ing supplemented by the use of a thesaurus of re. ply efficiently to large text samples. most existing
lated terms. The two systems produced almost iden. Indexing theories are based on statistical or probabi.
tical results for the test collection: 0.31 recall and listic methodologies. On the simplest level, both in.
0 61 precision for controlled. term indexing, ve'rsus dexing exhaustivity and index term specificity may
0.32 recall and 0.61 precision for natural language be characterized by the occurrence statistics of the
terms plus thesaurus. terms in the collection of documents. In particular,

in the well known Aslib-Cranfield study, an the exhaustivity of the indexing is characterized to
attempt was made to evaluate the performance of some estent by the number of index terms assigned
natural. language *singie. term * Indexing based on to a given document, whereas term specificity is
abstract searching and supplemented by many types more or less inversely proportional to the number of
of recall. and precision enhancing devices. The documents to which a term is assigned [19). Thus,
automatically derived single. term languages were terms that are assigned rarely may be assumed to be
then compared with various kinds of controlled. more specific ihan those more frequently as. gned.
term manual indexing systems [,1) as applied against in judging the value of a term for purposes of
a sample collection of 1400 aeronautics documents content representation, two different statistical crite. |

tested by 221 queries. As shown by the two typleal ria come into consideration. A term appearing often
performance curves for the Cranfield study that are in the text may be assumed to carry more impor.
Included in Figure 2 [4. pp 127 and 164). the recall- tance for content representation than a more rarely
precision performance for the Cranfield collection occurring term. so that a document containing the
was relatively poor compared with other previously term * pear" many times is likely to deal with the
mentioned results obtained fer much larger test col. notion of pears. On the other hand,if that same term
lections. However, in practica!!y every cue. the occurs as wellin many other documents of the col.
Aslib-Cranf cld tests indica . that the single. term lection-that is,if all other documents also deal with
natural lanFuage indeUng ; avided so newhat pears-then the term * pear" may not be as valuable i

beuer search results than the comparable controlled. as other terms that occur more rarely in the remain. '

term indexing This is true also for the two Cranfield ing documents. This suggests that the specificity of a
searches illustrated on Figure 2. given term as applied to a given document can be

However, as mentioned earlier. an automatic text. measured by a combination ofits frequency of oc.
search system does not need to restrict itself to the currence inside that document (?he term fregurney or
use of single words extracted from document texts. if) 6.nd an inverse function of the number of docu.
Complete automatic indcring packages are available ments in the collection to which it is assigned (the
for constructing fairly sophisticated automatic docu. interse document frequency or idf). The idf factor on
ment representations. he computed as 1 divided by the document fre.

'

) quency. A possible term weighting function for term
AUTOMATIC INDEXING THEORY f in document / [18) would then be
AND PRACTICE

| The effectiveness of any indexing system designed to "''"'I'*##I" '

produce useful content representations for written Using this term importance definition, the best
texts depends on two main characteristics: the terms assigned to documents will be those occurring
exhaustivity of the indexing (i.e.. the degree to which frequently inside particular documents but rarely on
all aspects of the document content are recognized the outside. Such terms will in fact distinguish the
end represented in the indesed document represen. documents of a collection from each other. Both fac.
lations), and the specificity of the individual index tors of this equation are easy to calculate: The in,
terms used to represent document content (i e., the verse document frequency of a term can be obtained
level of detail of a given content or index term). A in advance from a collection analysis. and term fre.
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quencies can be computed from the individual docu. reflects the degree to which the document represen;

ments, as needed. tations resemble each other. This density ran be
measured by computing the sum of the pitwise,

The Probabilistic Retrieval hlodel document similarities for all pairs of documents in
.

In the prdahinric retrict'af model, one assumes that the collection. This means that the density of the

the most valuable documents for retrieval purposes documents will be high when the documents resem.

are those whose probability of relevance to a query ble each other a great deal (i.e., when they are in.

is largest |10. 21) The relesance properties of the dexed by many of the same terms).
documents can be estimated by using the relevance Using the term. discrimination approach, the

properties of the Individual .erms included in the broad. high. frequency terms become the least desir.

documents. Under suitably simplified assumptions, a able con;ent identifiert because they will be as.

trren relet ance weight tr, can then be generated for signed to many documents in the collection thereby
enhancing the mutual similarity of the correspond.term i as
ing documents.The assignment of a broad high.

fr.-log y ,, y' + constants frequency term, because it increases the average
-

"' similarity between documents, also increases the
where N is the collection site and n, represents the document space density. lf the discrimination value

number of documents in the collection with term f
of a term is measured as the collection density be.

[$). This formula represents the ;mportance of th'e idf fore the given term assignment minus the density

intor, since the higher the document frequency n,of alttr term assignment,it is clear that high frequency
a erm, the lower the relevance weight it,. The prob. terms are characterized by a negative term.

at.listic rerieval model thus provides some justifi. discrimination value. In the term. discrimination

cation for ine use of the idf factor in the term model, the very rare, low frequency terms preferred

weighting formula given on page 653. Since under by the idf factor are also not very desirable for con.

appropriate mathematical assumptions the idf, factor tent identification because they are assigned to so

is approximately equal to the optimal probabilistic few documents that they hardly change the space

term weight tr . density when introdc;ed.The very rare terms thus
receive a discrimination value close to zero.

The Term. Discrimination blodel The best content identifiers will be those occur.
A different but related way of approaching the docu. ring neither too rarely nor too frequently; they will

ment indesing task is basing the indexing on the be assigned to as many as one tenth of the items in

irrm.dwrirninatwn rnodt! [10 Under this model. it
the collection and will serve to distinguish the items

is assumed that the most useful 'trms for the con. to which they are assigned from the remainder. A

tent identification of natural.lani.tage texts are graphic representation of the variations in term.

those best capable of distingmshing the documenu discrimination value as a function of the document
of a collection from each other. This suggests that trequency of terms is given in Figure 3. As the num.
the value of a term should be measured by calculat. ber of documents to which a term is assigned in.

Ing the decrease in the " density * of the document creases from zero, the term. discrimination value

collection that results when a given term is assigned first increases from aero and becomes positive; then,

to the collection.The density of the document space as the document frequencies become stilliarger,

.

Thesaurus Phrase

transformateDn tansformation

t ///! //// //// |,,,

8 ft/t itii titt ,

Gooo Yery poor 64urnberof'

Poor encoum- high- Occuments to

low trequency treguency frequency wtuch term

terms terms terms is assigned

Zero Positwe Negatwo

@senmanatson @senmanation $scrmnation
vaiue , vsive value

PIQURg 1. Term.Diservinneton Model
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)-.c term discrimination values dicrease rapidly and be- Retrieval cvaluati:n results for this 'ype cf simple |

came n:gative f:t high frequency terms. Indexing f:t both large and small document c-Ilec.,

The term discrimination model confirms the no- tions indicate that even this single term indexing I

tion that a correct degree of specificity exists for method is competitive with, and often superior to,
|

4

terms used as content identifiers, and that terms not conventional intellectual indexing systems [2,4,12).
exhibiting the appropriate specificity should be The STAIRS system used in the Blair and Maron test !

!broadened when too specific or narrowed when too adheres to all these processes with the exception of

broad |19). The recall and precision enhancing de- term weighting in STAIRS, term weights are as.
vices included in Table I can be used for this pur- signed after retrieval of the documents based on

pose. A principal method of term broadening in- term occurrence characteristics in the retrieved doc-
volves using a thesaurus, or other vocabulary group- ument subset only; the weighting is then used to

ing device, to supply synonyms and related terms of generate a radtdlist of retrieved documents.The
various kinds to handle the text. independent rela- use of ranked document output improves the user-
tions between terms. Term narrowing is achieved by system interaction by alerting the user to the more
introducing term phases to replace certain broad important documents first; raoreover,information ,

single terms, bued on a text. dependent assessment. culled from the documents retrieved early in the !

Under the term discrimination model the thesaurus search can then be used to generate improved query i

thus assumes a specific role as a grouping devire for formulations in subsequent searches. i
'

related narrow terms. Used in this way the thesau- Ideally, however, term weights should be gener.
run and phrase transformation methods produce sted before the query and document representations
shifts in terms toward the center of the frequency are compared during the search, and should be com. i

spectrum where the content identifiers with the best puted on the basis of the entire collection and not i

specliicity art located. just a particular subset of retrieved items, which
'

may or may not be representative of the entire col.
A IlLUEpRINT FOR AUTOMATIC INDEXING lectior.. Certainly, terms exhibiting high occurrence
These automatic indesing strategies meLe possible frequencies in the retrieved subset cannot be labeled

'

;

the design of effective automatic text based retrieval effective or ineffective unless something is known

systems that are fully competitive with conventional a priori about their occurrence frequencies in the
manual operations and can be operated without the collection as a whole.
need for human subject or domain experts for docu. The basic indexing process can be improved by ,

'

ment indexing and search formulation. Summarized adding the following refinements:

below is a proposed basic or- . [13) for automatic , Generate weighted word stems that are attached
# E to the documents,

e Identify the individual words occurring either in . Use a thesaurus to replace terms with low docu.
the documents or in document excerpts (e.g., titles rnent frequencies (and near zero discrimination
and abstracts). values) by their corresponding thesaurus clast

e Use a stop hst of common function words (and, of. identifications.
or, but, the, etc.) to delete from the texts the high. * Use a phrase formation process to generate term
frequency funtion words that are insufficiently phrnes that incorporte terms with high document
specific for content representation. frequencies (and negative discrimination values)

* Use a suffix stripping routine to reduce the remain- bued on term cooccurrencu in the document ex-
ing words to word stem form: this recall enhancing cerpts.
transformation broadens the scope of the terms e Compute a combined term weight for assigned
and can be performed automatically using a lim- thesaurus clases and term phrases, and represent
ited number of basic rules (9). each document by the ;orresponding sets of

e For each remaining word stem f occurring in doc- weighted single terms, term phrases, and thesau-
ument f, compute a term weighting factor, which rus classes.
is the product of the term frequency of term lin
document j multiplied by the inverse document in the STAIRS system, the thesaurus is generated '

frequency of term i nn the collection as a whole. *on the fly" by letting the user suggest terms that are ,

Available evaluation results indicate that term synonymous, or related to, particular index terms,

weighting improves retrieval effectiveness by dis- These related terms are then used automatically to

tinguishing the important content terms from the expand the set of original terms. A previously avail-

less important ones [15). able thesaurus that groups low frequency terms into
.

e Represent each document by the chosen set of classes of related terms could be used for the same

weighted word stems. purpose.
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A rittutal larigunge Quiry formulatton Can be Con. 2H.tv5 D.unbn e owihad tw png proWthhc caudumon.| .

verted into 9.ets of weighted terms in the same way or term eclestnce for en initial cellut.on aestth before ont rete.e

u,a tabrmehon u endeMe
'

as a document teel. Composite query document sim. a leM umid Tr4 Caporcen sacrog ad is#mera arenruisy..
4

ilarily CoefflClents can therl be Computed. reflecting tem tst Alts)-Generelinformenen Meaul 2nd ed la\1 Germnb
Siungen Gnsneny. Ape. W2 Contains en utly ducnpien W u,

the similarities between Cottesponding term repre- 8M/ STAIRS *niem
'

4nenier, r w rwisera er eh, M< dim twnd stern srw, x..sentations. When query document similarity mes- , oui o,bre,y er uwscine. seiheed.. Md . len io6a An impensin
surements are available, the documents Can be achCriphon or the nn.houw test o the Med4rs march a stem cerr dr

out et the Nelsonal Library or Medicineranked for output purposes in decreasing order of t u,usi,, r w ,,p,m,n,e aernent sy rue,ns,a rnr. ,
the query. document similarity. hloreover, improved adIN4*wa tad d Wiley.New Yw A all4nown wit-
query formulations can be generated by incorporat. Id e,)u,'" ion"*""""*"'*"""'**'"*"''l'"*"*8' ' * *

ing information obtained from the texts of previ. s wns is Deniopment ore summins atenihm Mun 7,nst

ously retriePed documents [13)- Centraf Leageist fl.1-2 (Mar. and June tene).1131 A det.iled
descripnon or en summenc word. stemming alenthm

When searct. :mquests are submitted in Boolean so. Roberi.on s t..end sperck iones. K. Relevance weishuns or n.ech

form. as the} are in many operational retrieval envi. terms.1 Asts 27. 3 (Mey-fune t o?$1.129-let. Dnenbes one of the
main probabshsht 6mformomn.retnent models_

'
ronments weighted terms can also be incorporated. \tt)Sehon G Acoruht ud analyus katurf 168. 392e tApr.1970).

= 33s H3 A surtey or automalle lett rettwist es or 1970Then, an approximate. fuzzy match between the is s,iion. c aneni siudies in .uiom.i c ie i en.iysu nd documeni
weighted term sets representing the documents and ain'ul i ACM 20 IIApr ier3). ess. rte An enio.non or ier.
the weighted Boolean query statements Can be used ious aviometic lett.enalpie end indesing methods

13 Sehon. C A blwprint be estomatic 6ndening ACM slCla lcrum 16

=
to produce a query doament similarity measure. trait issii 22->s A nkunty noninhnir.) summu3 or en ep.:

ment that is used in turn to obtein a ranked output 14. $. roach a evios.eiic indning sna test an.In.:

hon. c A binprint for automatic boolean quer processing AC.v
: in decreasing order of the query document similar. Sicia imm nr. grati teert s.25. A summer > o[e reir ni sp=m

ity. Term weighting and output ranking are there. It ,', f,* *#' """" '*''' "d " * ** """I "' * *d '""'d

fore avallable for Boolean as well as non. Boolean it s. hun. c . end Lat. M L Computer evalu.i.on or endning and teit

queries [14.17j. [o,ocessing 1. ACM ls.10an lesel. 6-36 An early set or test sesults
r

,omeavio.wiicindningowihods
.

14. Salton. C . and McGill14 Introdertwo w Modern Jahrmerscai Re-
CONCLUSION enttaf McCrew.Hi!L New York.1983. A tecent lestbook duhng

wiih .uiomenc wii p,oce ing and ient watch and retrieni
y No support is found in the literature for the claim 17 888# ad wu. H Enunded a=lun inbrnwton

retrieval Common H.11 (Noe.1983).1022 1036 A descrip.
E that text based retrieval systems ale inferior to con- non or e mit.eni model wing an (runy) sminn los,c with

ventional systems based on intellectual human in. *mh' d de**a kra ad weshad balan tareaSt Selion.'G . Yang C.s' .. end Yu. C.T. A theory or tenn imponance input. Indeed, all the available evidence with refer-
eviamenc wit.uinis 1. Asis u. can-reb sers). 3s.44 Con-
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i rnuhs bued on ducnm6uuon nlue woghting
. that properly designed text based systems are prefer. it spe,a ionox A sieu.nc.i ina,,,eiaan or arm .,ecir,c,,y and

able to manually indexed systems. Furthermore. as 38u arP 5*aa in atraat l* 28.1 (Mu 1872L 18 2t blata
' ,',a"m"eT,"" *' '*d" '"** * ""' '" '""'""I '"* *''""""
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Swanson pointed out over 25 years ago. ". .1; is
expected that the relative superiority of machine --- # '' >-r -' ' l- - '- - ' >< ' < r
text searching to conventional retrieval will become penne n ecomouc wii. search syoi.m wiih a convention.i r..
greater with subsequent experimentation as re. trwal span head * a*nual andans Probabit tia nelmt n-
trieval sids for text searching are improved. whereas eult showing the superior 6ty of automet6c tut searchant

:. nn Rii.beryn. ct s #rmerw. aerewnt and ed. suuerworths. Ion.
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An reelwlon of a large, operational full text document retrieval system$/b I
Yy }y M e*' HI 5*> ley

(containing mghly 350,00) pages oftest) shows the system to be retrieving ' }" U" *'
less than 20 percent of the documents relevant to a particular search. The

'

findings are discussed itt terms of the theory and practice of full terf )
;

-

document retrieval. !

i

AN EVALUATION OF RETRIEVAL i

EFFECTIVENESS FOR A FULLTEKT
DOCUMENN|tYRIEVAL SYSTEN

'

i
i

j

DAVID C. BLAIR and M. E, MARON

d
..

U)&
0 I

I, |k g
.

Do. .inent tem n! . the problem of finding stored
' need for human indeners whose employment la in- 88 ;

| S u m er s t! '.teln useful infortrietion. There exist
creasingly toetly and whose work often appoore incon.

fi gt *: Releient and )ws then fully e5ective,
ete b .q '. im a range of topics, written by A pioneering test to evoluete the femelbility of full- Eo. EO vr.t acth..ri et different times. end et varying text search and retrieval was conducted by Don $ wen. *
levtilt of depth, detail, clarity, and proclelon, and a set son and reported in Science in 1980 [e]. $wenson con- p ja .z
of individuels who, et different times and for different c)uded tho' *ast meerching by computer wee signifi- 4 c' k (8

:

reuons, mtch for recorded information that may be cently beh .han conventional retrieval using human E "W c' .n
u ,

contained in some of the documents in this set. In eachsubject indexing Ten years later, in 1070, Salton, eleo
.

imtonce in which en individual seds information, he in science, reported optimletteelly op e series of expe'
O ,, 'l 2 ;

or she wil) find some documents of the set useful endmente on automatic full. tent eserchlag [8).
P s; t,'. $

Other documents not useful; the documents found use. This paper describw a lefgevoele. full tett search h g [r,*,-
I

Iul tre, we asy, tritpent; the oths to, nr)1 relevent and retrieval experiment aimed et evehseting the effec- gg
'

H:w should a cellection of documents le orgsalsed ttvenese of full lext retrieval. For the purpasse of our ce f' @ %&{"yso that a person con find all and only the relevant ett,dy, we esamined IBM's full 4ent tetrieval system,
ltems? Or.e answes in automatic tull text retrieval, STAIRS. STAIRS. en acronym for "STor And Infor.

'
*:

|
o P 'dwhkh oa It( surface is disarmingly almple: Store the mellon Retrieval System,' la e very feet. Wrecity, ;l y'

U full teu # nti de ents in the collection on a com. full lemt document retrieval system Our eenpiricot 7R2puter w that every c' erecter of every word in every
wntmee of every document un be located by the me.

study of y* situation

showed He retrieve
Ivenese sok sueprisingly . g t'

uhine. Then, when a person wents information from goog.,We eNer theoretical reasone to suplein why thle
that stored collection, the computer is instructed to poor performance should not be surprielag and sloo
search for all documents conteining corteln speelhed why our experimentel results are not inooneistent with
treords and word combinations, which the user has the earlier more favoreble resulte cited above. The re.

<

sp^cified trieval problems we describe would be problems with
.

'livo elements mde the idee of automatic full text - any large-scale, tull text retrieval system, and in this
retiieval even more attractive. On the one hand, digital eense our study should not be seen as e critique of #

*)chnology continuos to provide computers that are . STAIRS alone, but rather e critique of the principles on
etnr. fester, chuper, more reliable. and sesfer to use: which it and other full. tout document. retrieval eyelems

and, on the other hand, full test retrieval evolds the
are bued.

em Acu annetst.sl'0300 can tu
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i Tilt ALLURE CF FUI.L. TEXT ing of Indexers, en time consumed in scanning /
reading documents and eastpning context and eubloct

' DOCUMENT RETRIFVAL .

.

r

Retrieving document texts by subject content occuples
terms. The economies of fril. text meerch are appealing.'

'

.

a special pine in the provhce of information retrieval -
but for it to be worthwhile, it must also provide setts.

O*

because, unlike date retrieval, the richness and Sextb!!. factory levels of retrieval effectivenew.

ity cl astural language have a significent impact on the
MEASURING RETRIEVAL RPF9CTIVENESS .conduct nf a seatch The indener chooses oubloct terms -

: that will dwcribe the informational content of the doc-
Two of the most widely used measurm of document.

uments included in the detehnse, and the user do. retrieval effectivenees ete Recell and Precision. Recall

scribes his or her information need in terms of the
- measures how well e systtm retrie'ss all the rulevant

subject descriptors actually assigned to the documents
documenta: and Precision, how w '.s the system re-

(f'igure 1). However, there are no clear and proclee trieves only the ;olovent docurne;a. For the purpose of

rules to govern the indexers' choice of appropriate sub- thle etudy, we define a docuanen! es relevant if it is .

)ect terms. so that even tralned indexers may be incon. lodged useful by the user who initleted the eserch, if

sistent in their application of subject terms. Experimen. not, then it is montelevant lees [4]). Moro precisely,

tal studios have demonstrated that different inden
Recallis the proportion of relevant documents that the

will generally index the same document diffmotl system retrieves, the retto of r/s, (Figure 2). Notice that

) and even the same Individual will not always se one can laterpret Recall es the probability that a role.

I identical index terms if asked at e later time to ladox a
vent document will be retrieved. Proclelon, on the -

document he or she has already indexed. The problems other hand. snessures how well e system retrieven imly

associated with menuel assignment of subject deactlp- the relevant documents: it le defined et the retto r/n -
Int? make computerited, full. text document retrieval and can be interpreted as the probability that a te.

- cxtremely appealing fly entering the enti.v. or the trieved document will be relevent.

mnet significent part of, e document text onto the dete-
base, one is treed, it is argued from the tidnt[1D'.3 vile THE TEST ENVIRONMENT
of manually creatint,dncument records reflecting t% The detahaec examined in thta study canaisted uf lust -

subject content of a particular document; among those, under 40.000 documents, representing roughly 350,000

O the construction of en indexing vocabular e train. pages of hard. copy text, which were to be voul in the

'

.
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CONDUCT OF THE TEST l, .-

Fct the test, we ettempted is have the retrieval system ).. -
Number of hieent and hveed veed in the ume way it would have been during actual j

r

iw Number mioant T litigation. Two lawyers, the principal defense attorneys 1

*' " ' * " *
-

l'' in the sol 6 participated in the experiment. They gener.
Numter of Reeeni and hiriced aled a total of $1 diffent Informellon requests. which

.1

' ~"~

were translated into forrr.41 querles by either of two" ' ",
lotalNumber Nuemd n

paralegale, both of whom were familiar with the cme
and experienced with the STAIR $ system.The parale.!

[ gols searched on the delsben until they found a set of
documents they believed would estisfy one of the int.

H P10Ung 3. Defwspe of Preslein ud pocan tial requests. The original herd copies of these docu.
,

L men %=e retrieved from files, and morou copies were
sent o the lawyer who originated the aquest. The lew.|

defense of a large corporate law suit. Access to the yes .Sen evaluated the documents, ranking them ec.
documents was provided by IBM's STAIRS /TLS soh. cording to whether they were *vitol.* * satisfactory "
ware [ Storage And Informetton Retrieval System /The. *margli ally relevent," or *irrelevent" to the original re.
seurus Linguistic System). STAIRS software represents quest. The lawyer then made an overall iudgment con.

. siste.of.the. ort software in full text rettlevel,11 pro. cornina the set of documente roccived, stating whether
- vid:s facittin for retrieving text where specified words he or the wanted further rennement of the query and
appear either singly or in complex Boolean comi.Ind. further searching The ressou for any subsequent
tions. A user crn specify the retrieval of tort in which query revisions were made in writing and wre fully
wurdu .ppear to. ether anywhere in the document, recorded. The information request and qunty.

'

within the same paragraph. within the same sentence, formulation procedures were conaldered complete only
or adjacent to each other (as in *New* adjacent 'Tork") when the lawyer stated in writing that he or she was
Retrieval can also be performed on helds such es au. utisfied with the search results for that perticular
thnt, date, and document number. STAIRS provides query |} e.,in his or her judgment, more then M per. ;
vanling functions that permit the user to order re. cent of the " vital," *settsfactory." and * marginally rcle.
trieved sets of 200 documents or less in either ascend.vent'* documents had been retrieved). It was only at
ing or descending numerical (e.g.. by date) of alphebeticthis point shal the task of inessuring Precision and Re.
le g , by author) order, in addition, retrieved sets of las' call was begun. (A diagram of the information requat
than 200 documents can also be ordered by the fre. ' procedure is given in Figure 3.) The lawyers and persi.
quency with which sper.lfied scarch term occur in the egala were permitted as much lateraction as they
rettlaved documents. The Thesaurus Lingmstic System thought necessary to ensure highly essetive retrieval.
(TI.9) provides the fo:llities to manually create en inter. The paralegals were able to seek clarification of the
at tise ti.wsaurus that ten be celled up by the user to lawyers' information request in as much detail and as

_'

semantically broaden (or narrove) his or her searches, it often as it i deelred, and the lawyers were encouraged
allows the designer in specify semantic relationships sunting Information from the databueto contim"
between search terms such u *nerrower then." until the settsfied they had enough information
''brosdor than." *related to ""synonomous with * en

to deferu .ault on that perticular leave or query.
well as automatic phrase decomposition STAIRS /ThS In the lost, eeus ry required a number of revisions,
thus represents a comprehensive full-text document. and the lawyou . - J not generally satisfled until many
retrieval system. retrieved w of docurr .' ta had been generated and

cveluated.
'

THE EXPf'.RIMENTAL PROTOCOL Precision was calcolmed by dividing the total num.
> To ten how well STAIRS could he used to retrieve sl!ber of relevant (i.e., * vital," *eatisfactory." and " margin.
and .N"the documents Mlevant to a given request for ally relevant *j documenta retrieved by the total num.
Inforn ' :ori. we wantc s in osacnce to determine theber of retrieved documents. lf two or more retrieved
vetues of Reca'.!(percentege of relevant documents re. sete were generated before the lawyer wm eatisfied
trieved) and Proctalon (percentage of retrieved docu. with the results of the search, then the retr 4ved act
ments that are relevent). Although Precision is an im. considered for calculating Precleton was computed se
portsnt measure of retrieval effectiveness, it is mean. the uniors of all retrisved sets generated for that request.
ingle unless compared to the level of Rec 611 desired (Documents that appeared in mare than one retrieved
by the user. In this cuc, the lawyers who wer , to use set were autometically excluded from all but one set.)
the system for litigation support stipulated that they Recall wu considerably more difhcult to calculate
must be able to retrieve at least M percent of all the since 11 required finding relevant documents that had
documents relevant to a given request for information, not been retrieved in the course of the lawyers' search.
and that they regarded this entire M percent as essen. To find the unretriet>rd relevant documenta, we devel.
tiel to the defense of the case. (The lawyors divided the oped sample frames consisting of subsets of the unre.
releven' retrieved documents into three groups *vitel,* trieved delebase that we bclieved to be rich in relevant* satisfactory." and * marginally relevant.' All other rc. documents (and from which duplicates of retrieved rel. |
trieved documents were considered 1rrelevant.')
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\
event documents had 'ocen excluded). Random sample ersted. The total number of relevant documents thatp ,

h
were taken from .'nne subsets, and the samples were existed in those subsets could then be estimated. Wn
examined by ;ne lawyers in a blind evaluation: the sample ! from subsets of the detsbase rather than the

lawyers e are not aware they were evolusting sample
entire catabase because, for most queries, the percent.

sets rather than retrieved sets they had personally gen. age of relevent documents in the database was loss that
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percent. This munt that, on everess, STAIRS could be
'' 2 percen't. making it almost impoulble to hevc bothused to retrieve only 30 percent of the relevant docu.

fnenescable ample sters and a high level of contdancementa, whereas k lawyers using h system believed |'

. m the semiting Rail utimates. Of courn, no extrapo. they were retrieving a much higher percentaea (i.e.,
lation, to the entire database could be made from then over 75)ercent).Recall calculations. Nonetheless, the estimetion of the When we plot the value of Precision against h cor.

a

number of relevent unretrieved documente in the sub.responding value of Roosll for each of b 40 informe.
sets did 31ve us a meumum value for Recell for eachtion roguests. we got h scatter diagram stven in Fig.
request. - ute 4. Ahhough Figure 4 contains no more date then

Table 1,it does show the relationships in a more ex.

TEST Rf'SULTS plicit way. For exemple, the hoevy clustering of pointe
: Of b Si rettlevel requests processed, values of Prect.. in the lower right corner shows that in over 50 porcoat
si:n and Recall were calculated for 40 The other 11of the cases we set values of Precielon above to percent
requests were used to check our sempling ter.hniques -with Recall at or below to percent. The clustering la
and control fut possible bias in the evolustion of ro. the lower portion of the diagram shows that in to per. '

coat of the information requests b value of Recall wastrisved and umple sets.
In Table Iwe show the values of Precision and RecalleW; below 30 percent. Figure 4 also deplete b fro-

.

for eat.h of the 40 requnts. The values of Precision potly obeerved inverse rotationahlp between Recall-
sensed from a maximum of 100.0 percent to a mini. and Precielon, where high values of Prec6alon are oRan '

mom of 196 percent The unwelshted everage value ofaccompenled by low values for Recall, and vice versa
PreJslon turned out to be 79.0 poteent (standard devis.

-

tion = 23 2). The welghted average was 75.5 percent. (8)-

TW aunt that, on avmge. 79 out of every 100 docu.
OTHER FINDINGS

.

a<fu mrleved using STAIRS were judged to be rete. After the initial Rooell/ Precision estimations were
done, several other stettstical calculations were carried

s

u.a
kes of Recall ranged from a rnaximum of 78.7 out in the hope that additional inferences could be-Ths

Imreent to a minimum of 2 8 percent. The unweightedmade. First, the rauhs were broken down by lawyer to
avertse value of Recall was 20 percent (standard devia.ascertain whether certain individuals wm prima facie
tion * 15 9), and the welghted everage value was 20.26

4

^ 1 AsLE 1. Receu and Pseeleien Vetu6e for gash bilereisten Repost

Wometen
Wennesen sequest

awater Reese Pressaien awnber ness 8 peasielenfoguest
'

27 800% 42.0 %
e

2 45.6% 92 4 % to 80.0 19.s1 e

en e
e

30 7.0 100.03 .

e
4 e *'

St *

6 e' *

-6- 89 60.0 $9 12.5 100.0

L 7 20 6 64.7 $$ 18 2 79 4

6 43.9 88.8 84 14.1 48.1
e

h 9 13 3 e4 9 36 e
L

10 10.e 96.8 86 4.9 83J

11 12.6 100.0 37 16.9 et4 .

12 96 44.2 38 24.7 48.3 >

13 16.1 46.0 30 14.6 etJ

14 78.7 90.0 40 4.1 100.0

et 18.8 98.9 t
e

42 46.4 91.0-16 e

e

43 14 0 1004it e

e

18 13 0 38.0 44 10.4 100 417 e

19 16.8 42.1 45 90.8 94.0

30 - 19.4 68.9 46 11A 06.7

21 41.0 33 8 47 13.4 1004

22 22.2 94.8 '48 13.7 87A
,

23 20 100.0 49 17.4 - 47 A 1

to 18.6 76.7
e

26 13.0 94.0 St 4,7 100.024 - e

26 7.2 96.0
;

'swsoe no:s = to es .<swee<e emeeson = ta e;
Averspo Preopen = tv ebdetendere opsteeon = 23 31
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percent, ageln the results wors not stelletically (Ignifl.
>

'. ff cent et the 05 levs .t

0 MeanValue for R and P7

The Retelevel Rffectiveness of
lawyere versus Paralegale .

,i
'- 1 *

The argument can be mode that, because STAIRS is a
*

high-speed, on line,lhteractive system, the nearcher et ;
. the terminal can quickly and effectively evaluate the ' r*
output of STAIRS during the query modification proc-

: ess. Therefore, retrieval effectivennes might be signifl.:

e% cently improved if the person originating the informa.
* *

lion request is actually doing the searching at the ter-*
minal. This would mean that if a lowyet worked di.
rectly on the query formulation and query modifiretion :
et the STAIRS terminal, rather than using a perdegal es '

. ' *
S** *, * * . 'h _ Interswdiery, retrieval effectivenees might b; im.

-

3

" proved.
'

.
* ** * .

We toeted this conjecture by compering the rettlevel s* * *

j eflectiveness of the lawyer vis 4 vis the paralegal on the1
asaw information request. We selected (et rendam) Ave
information requests for w'alch the searches had el.
ready been completed by the pareingel, and for which,

retrieved sets had been evaluated by the lawyer and

F10011g 4c Plot et Presleien vessus llesel ter Afinlaneson nequeess values of Recall computed. (Neither the lawyur who -
made the relevance jud;ments not the paralegal knew
the Recell Agures for thou original requests.) We in. ,

more adept et using the system than others. The results vited the lawyer to use STAIRS directly to access the -
detsbese, giving the lawyet capses of his or her originalwere as follows;
information requests. The lawyer tienelated thne re-

Recall Precielen quests into formal querlos, evolusting the text dis.
Lawyer 1 22.7 % 76.0% played on the scran, modifying the queries as he or

,

1awyer 2 - 1A.0% 8t.4% ' she new fit, and finally deciding when to terminate the --
search. For each of the five information regua ts, we .Although there is some difference between the roults

>

for each lawyer, the variance le not stellstically signifl' eettmated the minimum number of relevent' document !
cent at the .05 level. Although this ws: a very limited in the entire file, and kr 1which documents the

*

test, we can conclude that et least for this experiment lawyer had prvviously l. relevant, we were able i

the results were independent of the petticular user in. compute the values of Row 1 for the lawyer at the ler.
minal es we had already done for the paraletal. IIlt ~

volved,

Another area of intere' t related to the revisions made
were true that STAIRS would give better results when : .

s
the lawyers themselves worked at the terminal, the :

to requests when the lawyer was not completdy natie. valow of Recall for the lawyors would have to be sig l
fled with the inittel retrirved sets of documents. We -nificantly higher than the values of Recall when thn -
hypothnised that if the values of Recall and Precision

paralegels did the searching. The twults were es fol.for the requests where substantial revlolons lad to be
made lehout 30 percent of the totall were ognificantly lows:

different from the overall mean vables v., might he Recall Recall i

able to infer something about the requ^ sting procedure. Request

Unfortunately, the values for Recall and Precision for number (poesiegall (lawyer) <

1 7.2% 6.0%
the subetontially revised queries (23.9 percent and 62.1

19.4 % 10.3%
2percent, respectively) did not Indicate e statistically sig. 4.2% ' 26 4fc
3

ntficant difference. 4 4.1% 7.4%
Finally, we tested the hypothesis that extremely high 14.9% 25.3 % 1

6
values of Precision for the retrieved sets would corre. Men 10.7% ' 15.2%
late directly with the lawyers' judgments of satisfaction

(a.d. = 7.65) (s.d. = 9.A3)
r-

with that set of documents (which might indicate that
,

the lawyers were confusing Precision with Recall). To : Although there is a marked improvement in the law,
do this, we computnd the mean Precision for all re.i

1
quests where the lawyers ' vere estisfied with the initial

yer's Recall for requests 3,4, and 5. and in the averes "

Recall for all five information requests, the improve.
retrieved set, and compared this value to the mean ment is not statistically significant at the .05 level
Precision for all requests Although the Precision for (t = -0.81). Hence, we cannot relect the hypothesis C
requests that were not revised come out to be 85.4

,
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.; were constructed that contelnad the word * accident (sj'
1 hoth the lawyer and the paralesel got the s:me results elong with several relevant proper nouna.1.2 out ourch j

forHecal!J lor unrrtrieved relevant documents, we later found that . '

. the accident was not alwer wferiod to as an "seni.a
WHY WAS RECAl.l. 90 LOW .

.

dent? bgt as en " event," Incident,"altuation," * prob.' The realization that STAIRS may be retrieving only one lem,* or difficulty." oftcn without ment! Ming any of-
,

ct,( of five relevant documents in reponse to en infur.
motion requMt me) surprise those who have used -

the relevent proper names. The menner in which en |
|

' STAIRS or 1,ad 11 demnnstrated to them, This is because
individual referred to the incident wu frequently de-

-|
they will have seen only the retrieved set of documents

pendent on his or her point of view. Those who die.
-|

and t.ut th$ total corpus of relevant documents: that is,
cuased the event in a critical or occusetory way re-

!

: they have seen that the proportion of relevant docu.
ferred to it quite directly--as an *ecejdent.' These who

.{
ments in the retrieved set (i.e , Precision)is quite good . were personally involved in the event, and perhaps'

<

(ersund 30 percent) The important issues to consider
culpable. tended to refer to it euphemistically as, inter

, hmt are (11 why was Recall so low and (2) why did the
ahe, sn *unfoetunate altustion." or a * difficulty,' Some- |

!

times the accident wu referred in obliquely as "the
; unrs (lawyers and paralegals) believe they were re- subject of your last lettu,' "what happened last week .|

trieving 75 percent of the televant documents when,in was . . . ." or, as in the opening lines of tbc minutes of a
j

|' fact, they wero only retrieving 20 percent. muting on the leaue, *Mr. A: We all know why we're
The low values of Hecall occurred because full text

rettivial is difficult to use to retrieve documents by. here . . . .* 50metimm relevant documents dealt with
} subject baceuw its design is bued on the amumptfor,

the problem by mentioning only the technical espects

that it is a simple metter for users to forsen the exact
of why the accident occurred, but neither the accident I

wor 6 and phrases that will be used in the documents
Itali nor the people involved. Finally,inuch relevent
informstlon discussed the attuation prier to the accident

they will find unful, and only 10 those documents. This and, naturally, contained no wierence to the accident |

suumption is not e new one;it goes back over 25 years ,

13 the early days of computing The basic idea is that itself.
Another information request rau) tad in the identift.>

- one scriute the formal aspects of text to predict its
cation of 3 key terms or phrases that were used to

meaning or subject coatent: formal aspects such as the
occurrence, location, and frequency of werds; and to

retrieve relevent Information:later,'we were able to
find 26 other words and phrases that retrieved adil.

the extent that it un be precisely described, the syn. ,

' tactic structure of word phrenes. It we hoped that by '
tional relevant documents. The 3 original key tortas

!

; exploiting the high speed of a comptitor to snelyn the
'could not have been used individually as they would
'have retrieved 420 docunwnts, or approximately 4000

loimal sapects of text one could est tHe computer to
~ deel with text in a * comprehending.like" way (i.e., to pesos of hard copy, an unreamanably large set, moot of

which containec irrelevant information. Another fe.-identify the subject content of texts). This endesvor is
. known p ' Automatic Indexing * or. in a more general quut identified 4 key terms /phrpos that retrieved rel.

.

event documents, which we were later able to enlarge
sense. -Noteral 1.nnguage Processing '' During the past

by 44 edditional totme and combinations of terms totwo decades, many experiments in automatic indexing
retrieve relevant documents that had been missed.'(of which full. text searching is the simplut form) have Sometimes we followed a trail of lingulatic creativity -

been p.arried out, and many discussions by linguists, through the database, in eserching for documents die.
,

. psvthologists. philosophers, and computer scientists . cussing "Irsp correction" (one of the key phrases). we
' he e analynd the results and the issues (6). These ex. discovered tho' islevent, unrettleved documents had
lus.ments show that full text document retrieval hasd6scussed the same leeue but referred to 11 M the " wire

,

woned well only on unrealistically small databases warp." Continuing our eserch, we found the in stillTas bollef in the predictability of the words and
. phr net that may be used to discuss a particuler subject

other documents trop correction was referred to in a

~ is a lifficult prejudice to overcome. In a nelvo sort of
third end novel way: the " shunt correction system."

= way,P is on appealleg preludice but a prejudice none-
Finally, we discovered the inventor of this system wu
e men named "Conwel!".which directed us to sometholen, tw.wus the effectiveness of full. text retrieval documents he had authored, only he referred to the

has not been substantiated by reliable Recall measures
' on 'f eelistically large databases. Stated succinctly, it is

system as the ' Roman circle method." Using the Roman

impo:sibly difficult for users to predict the easet words,
circle method in a query directed us to still more role.

word combinations, and phrases that are used by all(or
vent but unretrieved documents, but this was not the

: most) relevant documents and only (or primarily) by
end either. Further surching revoeled that the system

( thon documents, as can be seen in the following exam.
had been tested in another city, end all documents ger.
mene to thou tuts referred to the system as the " alt,

'

truck," At this point the search ended, having uon.pla ' .
in the legal case in quwtion, one concern of the law.

sumed over en entire 40 hour week of on line search.
.

.

yers was en occident that had occurred and was now
Len object oflitigation. The lawyers wented all the re.

Ing. but there is no reason to b6lieve that we had .>

reached the end of the trell; we simply ten out of time,
Imrts. correspondence, memoranda. and minutes of As the detebue included many items of personal cor.

7

mcettnp that discussed this occident. Formal queries

Comaumestions of sht ACM
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lection of relevant information to be put on.llne Mig'it
,

es the verbatim minutes cf most.- it not be reasonable is cxpect them 13 be suspinitusrespondshee as w''

inas, the use of slang frequently chanpd the wy in that they were not retrievi everything they wented '
which one would *normally" talk about 6 subject. Dise-Not really. Because the date was solary (providing
blerl or malfunctioning muhanisms with which the access to over 360.000 pays of hard copy, all of which

<

lawsuit was concerned were sometimes referred to eswas in some way pertinent to the lawsult). It would be
^

*smk" or "dood," and a burned out circuit was referred unreasonable to expect four individuals (two lawyers
to as being " fried " A critical issue was sometimes re- and two paralegals) to have total recall of all the impor
ferred to as the " smoking guro tant supporting facts, testimony, and relatert data thit

ben misspellings Proved en obstacle. Key search were prmane to the case. lf they had such recall they
terms like "flottening.* "geuge,* * memos. and *corre- would have r o need for a computerleed,interseuve

"

spondence,* which were essential ports of phrases, retrieval system, h is well known omong oognitive psy.
were used effectively to retrieve relevant documents, chologtste that men's power of literal recall is much less
However, the misspellings "flatoning." "guage," " gage." effective than his power of recognition. The lawyers
'memoes," and " correspondence." using the some could remember the exact text os some of the impor.
phresos, elao retrieved relevant documents. Misspell.tant information, but as we have already stated, this

:

Ings like these, which are tolerable in normal everydaywas a very small subset of the totalinformation role-
- - - correspondence, when included in a computerised do.vent to a peructiler issue, They could recepfar the im-

tobase become literal traps for users who ero asked not portant information when they esw it, and they could
only to anticipate the key words and phrases that may do so with uncanny consistency. (As e control, we sub-
be used to discuss en issue but also to foresee the wholemitted some retrieved sets and sample sets of docu.
range of possible misspellings, letter transpeellions, andmants to the lawyers several times in.4 blind test of
typographical errors that are likely to be committed, their eyelustion sensistency, and found that their cone

Some information requests plecod almo.t impossible alstency was almost perfect.) Also, since the lawyersm

{ demands on the ingenuity of the individus) cxmstruct- were not experts in informellon retrieval system de-
ing the query. In one situation, the lawyer wanted algn, there were no a priori reasons for them to suspect

i

" Looking at
" Company A's comments concerning . the Recalllevek of STAIRS.
the documents authored by Company A was not
enough, as many relevant commenh were embedded inFATERIORATION OF RRCAll ASthe minutes of meetings or recorded accondhand in the

A FUNCTION OF Fila SIFAdocuments authored by others. Retrieving all the docu. 'One reason why Recall evaluations done on emell data-
ments in which Company A was mentioned wee too bases cannot be used to estimate Recell on larger dets-
broad a search: it retrieved over s.000 documents bases is because, ceteels paribus, the value of Recall
(about 40.000+ pages of hard copy). However, predict- decreases as the sise of the database increases or, from
mg the exact phraseology of the text in which Com- a different point of view, the amount of search effort
pany A commented on the issue was almost impossible:required tu obteln the same Recall level increases as
sometimes Company A was not even mentioned, only the databesc increases, often at a faster rate than the
that so-and.so (representing Company AJ *said/consid- increase in databene stic. On the database we studied,
ered/ remarked / pointed out/commentad/noted/ex- there were many search terms that, used by them-
plained/ discussed." etc. selva, would retrieve over 10,000 documents. Such

In some requests. the mca important terms and output enerleed is a frequent problem of full text tr-
phrases were not used at all in relevant documenta Portrieval systems,
example. " steel quantity" was a key phrase used to As a retrieved set of several thousand documents is
retrieve important relevant documents germane to an impractical, the user must reduce the output overload
actionable tasue. but unretrieved relevant documentsby reformulating the single term query so that it re.
were also found that did not report steel pant #y at all, trieves fewer documents. lf a single term query wi re-
but merely the number of such things as " girders," trieves too many documenta, the user may add another
% ems." " frames." " bracings," etc. In another request, it term, wn, so as to form the new query "wi and w," (or
was important to find documents that discassed "non- "wi edlacent ws," or *w same wn"). The reformulated
expendable components " In this case, relevant unre- query cannot retrieve more documents than the origi-
trieved documents merely listed the names of the com- nel; most probably, it will retrieve many fewer. The
ponents (of which there were hundreds) and made no process of adding intersecting terms to a query can be
mention of the broader generic dcacription of these continued until the sino of the output reaches a man-
items as " nonexpendable * ageable number. (This strategy, and its consequences. is

Why didn't the lawyers realizc they were not getting discussed in more detall in pj.) However, as the user
all of the information relevent to e particular issue? narrows the else of the output by adding Intersecting
Certainly they knew the lawsuit. They had been in- terms, the value of Recall goes down because, with
volved with it from the beginning and were the princi- each new term, the probability is that some relevant
pel attorneys representing the defense in addition, one documents will be ext.luded by that refntmulated
of the paralegals had been instrumental not only in query.
setting up the datehase but also in supervising the se. 1

1-
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:

T'he deteri: ration of Recil from a probabilistic point we comider a three. or four. term qu;ry, the value cf*

cf view is quite startling Fct each qu:ry, there is a Recall drops eff even m:re 6harply,'

clus of relevant documents that we designato as R. We The problem of output overlood la especially critical
represent the probability that each of those documents in full. text retrieval systems like STAIRS. where the I..

will t.ontain some word wi u p, and the probability that froggency of occurrence of search terma is considerably i
larger than (and increases fester than) the frequency of Ia relevant document will contain some other word vs

e6 4. Thus, the value of Recall for a request using only occurrence (or " breadth") of Index terma in a databoso i

wi will be equal to p, and Recall for a request using where the terms ate manually assigned to documents. g
only w, will be equel to q. Now the probability that a This means that the user of a full text rottlevel system ,

relevant document will contain both wi and we is less will fece the problem Of output ovwload sooner than ,

than or equal to either r or 4. lf we assume thtt the the user ob menuelly indexed system. The solution
'

respective appearances of tai and w in a relevant docu. that STAIRS o? ors-conjunctively adding search termse

ment are independent events, then the probability of to the query--doo reduce the number of documents
both of them oppnaring in a relevant document would retrieved to a managdia number but also eliminatos
be equal to the product of r and q. Since both r and q relevant documents. Search queries employing four or
are usually numbero less than unity, their product usu. five intersecting terms were not uncommon among the
ally will be smaller than either p or g. This means that queries veed in our test. However, the probebility that
Rscall, which can also be thought of as the probability a query that intersects five terms will retrieve relevant
of retrieving a relevant document,is now equal to the documents is quite small. lf we were to esalgn a probe.

product of p and . In other words, reducing the num. bility of ,7 to all the respective probabilities in a hypo.4
ber of documents retrieved by intersecting an increas. thetical five. term query so we did in the two. term

,

Ing number of terms in the formal query causes Recall query in Table II (and .7 is an optimletic average value),
for that query also to docrene. the Reca'l level for that query would be .026. in other

However, the problem is really much worn. In order words, that query could be expected to retrievo less
for a relevant document. which contains wi and w,, to than 3 percent of the relevent documents in the data.
be retrieved by a single query, e searcher mu<t select ben if the probabilities for the five. term query were a
and use those words in his or her query. The probabil. more realistic everage of.5. the Recall value for that
ity that tiic searcher will select wi s, of coursc, gener. query would be .0009? This means that if there werei
ally loss than 1.0, and the probability that wi will occur 1000 relevant documents on the database, it is likely
in a relevant document is also usually less than 1.0 that this query would r9trieve only one of them. The
However, these probabilities must be multiplied by the ' searcher must submit many such low.yleld querlos to
probability that the searcher will select w as part of his ' the system if he or she wants to retrieve a high percent.e

or her query, and the probability that w will occur in a age '' the relevant documents.r
releg ant document Thus, calculating Recall for a two.
term search involves the multiplication of four num. DISCUSSION
bm each of which is usually less than 1.0 As a result, The reader who is surprlud at the ruults of this tut of
the value of Recall gets very small(see tablo II) When retrieval effectiveness is not alone. The lawyers who

participated in the test were equally astonished. Al-
.

though there are sound theoretical reasons why wo
TA8i.E I. The Probabety of necteeg a Retovent pecument should expect these results, they seem tu run counter

to prcvious toets of retrieval effectiveness for full. textContainin0Termsw andw e

'' '
P(Sw ) = .6 = Probabr.ty searctwr uses term w, in a search g, g

P(S = .6 = Protabety searcher uses term w e a e tems by twpected researchers in the field (Swenson (6)
e

and Salton [3)) determined to their setlafection thatpry
P(Dwi) = .7 = Probatety w, appears in a reievent document full text document. retrieval systems could retrieve rel.
P(Dw,) = .6 e Probabrity m nopears in a resevent document event documents et a satisfactory level while avoidinge

Probatety of esercher estochng w, and a rotovent oocument the problems of manual indexing. Our study, on the
containing wG other hand, shows that full text document retrieval

dow not operate at utisfactory levels and that there are
P(Swi) x P(Dwi) e ( 6) x (.7) = A2

sound theoretical reasons to expect this to be so. Who is
Probabety or searcher essecting w and a resevent cocument righty Well, we all are, and this is not an equivocetlun.e

C "l8*G *8! The two earher studies drew the correct conclusions
P($w ) x P(Dw,) = (.5) x (.6) = .30 from their evaluations, but these conclusions were dif.

n

# # 0"'**
Prouebery of eserener seie eng w, and w and a retevent doo. experimental databases of leu than 7tbo documents.e

_ Our study was done not on an expertmental database
P(Swi) x P(D*i) x P(Sws) x P(Dw ) but en eetual, operational database of almost 40,000s

menti Had konson and Sahon Wn fortunak
le G . P( 6) x P(.7) x P( 6) x P( 6) = .'M- enough to e.udy a retrieval system as large as ours, they
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perience in information sy:'ans anelymle sad should be
wnuldMndoubtedly have observed almilar phenomena expected 49 have somewhat better seershing abilities:

[I ' lSwanson was later is comment pere:ptively on the
difficulty of drawing accurate conclusions about docu.

than the typical STAIRR searcher. Moreov;r. STAIRS is
*'

rnent retrieval from experiments using small delebases
sold under the pror.nse that it is easy to tee cad re-L JH
quires no sophleticated training on the part of the user."

[T ) In addition, it has only recently been observed that - Yet this stuoy is a clear demonstration of just how
, in ormation retrieval systems do not scele up [2j. That

sophisticated search skille must be to use STAIRS. or, .
,

is rstrieval strategies that work well on small systems mutatie mutendis, any other full. test retrieval system.
do not necessarily work well on larger systems (primar- There is evidence that thle problem is beginning to be
ily because of nutput overload) This means that studies romenlaed by at least one full. tout retrieval vendor,
of retrieval effectiveness must be done on full-sized' WESTL.AW, which has made its teputation by offering
retrieval systems if the results are to be Indicative of full-text eccess to legal cases. WESTLAW has now be-
how a large, operational system would perform. How. gun to supplement its full text retrieval with manually 'over. large scale, detailed retrievel effectiveness stud.
los. like the one reported here, are unprecedented be. assigned lader terms.

cause they are lucredibly exponelve and time consum-
ing; our caportment took six months lavolved two re-
searchers and six support staff; and taking into acteunt SUMMARY
all direct end indirect expenses, cost elmost half a mil. This paper has presented a major, detailed evaluation

lion dollars. Nevertheless, Swenson and salton's earlier
of a full text document retrieval system. We have 3

full.lext evaluations romain pioncoring studies and,
shown that the system did not work wellin the envl.

rather than contradict our findings, have en illuminet- roament in which it was tested and tLi there are theo.
rollel reasons why fall. text retrieval systems applied

ing value of their own.
An objection that might be made to our evaluation of

to largo detsbeses are unlikely to perform well in any .

STAIRS is that the low Recall observed was not due to
retrieval environment. The opilmlem of early studies

STAIRS but rather to query formulation error.This ob- was based on the small sise of the databases used. and

lection is based on the reallaation that, at least in prin.
were geared toward showing only that full tout osarch

ciple, virtually any subset of the database le retrievable
was remptriflor with eserching based on manually as-

by some simple of comptea combination of eserch
alsned index terms, under the assumption that. If it

terms. The user's task is simply to find the right combl. were competitive, full text retrieval would eliminate
the cost of indexing. However, there are costs associ.nation of warch terms to rettleve su and only the relo.
bted with a full test system that a manuel system does '-vant documents. However, we believe that users should
not incur, First, there is the increased time end cost of

not be asked to shoulder the blame, and perhaps an
entering the full text of a document rather than a set of

analogy will indicate w hy. Suppose you ask a company manually eenigned subject and contoxi descriptors. Theto make a lock for you, and they oblige by providing a
combination lock; but when yott ask them for the com- everage length of a document record on the system we

bination to open the lock, they say that finding the
evalveted was about 10.000 characters. In a manually

correct combination is your problem, not tholts. Now,it assigned index. term system of the same type, we found

is possible. In prirm le to find the correct combination,
the everage document record to be lees than 500 cher-

but in practice it man be impossibly difficult to do so. A
acters. Thus, the full-text system incun the additional-

full text rettlevel sptem boars the burden of rettlevel cost of inputting and verifying 20 times the amount of

failure hocause it placos the user in the position of
information that a manually indexed system would .

having to find (in a relatively short time) en impossibly aeed to deal with. This difference alone would more

difficult combination of search terms. The person using than componeste for the added time needed for manual

a full. text retrieval system to find information on a indealng and vocabulary construction, The 20 fold
Increase in document record sise also means that therelatively I.rge detabase is in the same unenvieble po.- database for a full. text system will be some 20 times >

sition as the individuallooking for the combination to
larger than a manually indexed database and enteilthe lock lt is true that we. es evaluators, found the
increased storage end eserchlas costs. Finally, because

cumbinations of search terms necessary to retrieve
many of the unrettleved relevant documents,but three the evorage number of eserchable subject terms per

things should be kept in mind. First, we make no claim
document for the full text retrieval system described

to having found a# the relevant unretrieved docu- here was approutmately 500, whereas a manually in . i

ments; we may not havn found even half of them, as dexed system might have a subhet indexing depth of
'

our sampling technique covered only a small parcent.
phout 10. the dictionary that lista and keeps track of

age of the databasc. Second, e tremendous amount of
these essignmente (i.e., provides pointers to the data. ;

,

search time was involved with each request (sometimes base) could be as much as 30 flees larger on a full text
'

over 40 hours of on.llne time), and the entire test took system than on a manually indexed system. A full text

almost 6 months Such inefficiency is cleerly not mnso- retrieval eyetem does not give us something fot nothing

nant with the high speed desired for computerir.ed re- Full text searching is one of those things. as Samuel

trieval. Third, the evalustors in this case represented, lohnson put it so succinctly, that * * . . is never done '

together, over 40 years ni practical and theoretical ex-
well, and one is surprised to see it done at all."
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A bstrac t: Some database producers assunie that the availabnity of fuH text
databases will make indexing and abstracting obsolete. Very few fun text
databases include both controlled vocabulary indexing terms and abstracta. As
fun text databases become more widely available, this assumption is beginning tobe tested.

'. This study reviewed research to date that has examined fun text retrieval
performance on inverted file syste ms. Research comparing efficacy of searchingon value-added fielde vs. f ull te xt was also revie wed. Conclusions are not yet
definitive but suggest tha t value-added field contribute to comprehenstve
retrieval and im prove precision.

The author conducted a retrieval performance experiment in 1983-84 on the
H arv ard Business (HB R) fuH test database and the BRS search system. HBR
contains controlled vocabulary descriptors and abstracts, allowing retrieval
performance of these fields to be compared with fun text.

R esults showed that fun text retrieved a high proport .a of the relevant
!documents. Controlled vocabulat y searching, and to a lesser degree abstracts,

also contributed uni e e relevant docu m e nts. The value-added fields allowed
m uch better precision in searchi ng and had lower costs for searchers.

Unique relevant documents retrie red by each method were examined to judge thespecial contribution of each field Controlled vocabulary compensated fot
variations or changes in terminolocy, levels of specificity of terminology, and
incomplete search strategy developaent. Abstracts puHed concepts together and
some what standardized language. Fun text allowed articles to be retrieved that
contained relevant information peripheral to the article as a whole, compensated
for deficiencies in controued vocabulary, and often used more synonyms.

Suggestions for additional research will also be presented.

!
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, 1. IN T R O DU C TIO N -
1
!

Fun text databases are lacreasing in ouabers on the commercial' inverted >

file search systems. Because fun text databases are a relatively new,
r'

phenomenon on the once traditionaHy bibliographic systems, much fun text '

. search strategy la t,ased on assumptions or trial-and-error rather than on
systematic study of the best resuke. Some producers or providers of fuu text
databases assume that the availabuity and searchabnity of complute texts in
inverted file systems vul aske indexing and abstracting obsolete. Few fun text
databases also include the value added fields of coo'roued vocabulaty indexing
teras and abstracts. This paper reviews some past researth that compared

1

'q< eearch results and describes a recent project that examined the relative 1
contributions of fuH testi controHed vocabulary terme, and abstracta in online

'

search strategy on the Harvard Business- Review database.
-t

2. ,R E VIE W OF RESE AR CH

M any studies in information retrieval may be relevant to retrieval '
performance; described here are those few that examined full text vs. !
controued vocabulary descriptors or abstracts on standard inverted file systems.
The A merican Chemical Society (ACS) and BRS did a series of user studies of -
the fuH text of A CS journals before they were made commericaUy available on
B RS. The researchers observed that searchers were able to find specific factual

- information by searching texts of articles when there were no corresponding
terne in tittee or abstracts [1).-

Studies by liersey et al. of the Smithsonian Institution Science- '

Information Exchange (SSIE) compared retrieval performance from searching'

subject indexing codes with searching text words in a dat 5ane of one page
summaries of research in progress (2). An early version of tLe Head. Data
Central software was used. . The study concluded that retrievd performance-

-with indexing- terms was superior to that when asarching free text worde.
.Receu was about 301 higher; precision was 1)-201 better. Both approaches
offered advantages by retrieving documents that were unique and relevant. - Text,.

,[" word retrieval provided detau; index code retrieval retrieved concepts and broad
' subjecta and -contributed to more complete retrieval. The authore recommended

~

combination systems rather than forcing searchers to rely on one search
technique.

*

Indexing may be expensive from the database producer's viewpoint, but
free text searching can be expensive to users in teres of computer time. . Three
times 'as auch computer time was required for the free text searching in the
SSIE study as for the controued indexing searching. The free text searches ,

required three and one-half times the number of teras per-question, and 14
it.ses as many ters combinations. In a study by Stein et al., six expert patentse f classifiers were asked to conduct 12 patent searches each on a LE XIS database

I of 50,000 patents. After the searches were completed, each query was studied
| to determine where in each patent the search terne occurred and what term

variants occurred (3). Resuhe indicated that the fun test resulted in
substantiauy better retrieval than any single patent representation.
Combinations of document segments were ranked by how often the fun search

.
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query would be retrieved if a search was limited to them

and claims (161) and title and abstract (7.5 %). summary and description provided the best search resulta (871)A combination of
.

, followed by title
examined, full text, summary and description were of most help for retriWhen individual segments werew hile

titles, abstracts, and claims were of limited help.'1 inverted e val

Several conclusions are suggested by these studies.text

searching (e.g. full text, abstract, controued vocabulary descriptorsNo one method ofen

Provides total recall in standard search systems and no one! fun tant , title)
provides the bestlxts in result s. method consistently

!c fun text searching retrieve unique documents, suggesting thatControned vocabulary searching. abstract, and full text
Ind3xing a combination of methods. the best strategy is to use
2arsd
.o

3.i enlins .H A R V A R D BUSINESS R E VIE W STUDY

in an experiment conducted in 1983-1984, the author compared resultsfrom searching an
words in complete texts, abstracta, and controued vocabulary

; desertptors using the
Harvard B usiness

~

HB R has both controlled vocabulary descriptors andReview (HB R) fun text database on the
B RS search syste m.

abstracts in addition to the complete texts of every article from 1976 t
gg

present.
o the|

,y ,g , , , ,

recau of 73.9%. Controlled vocabulary had an average relative rein a series of 31 questions, the text achieved on the avera
. dies of
table on ge a relative

abstracts 19.31. Fun text: fac tus.1
- call of 28% and

18 % as com pared to % % for controlled vocabulary and 35.6% for ab thad the poorest average precision ratio of the threeiding
F ull te xt nearching was the s racta,

most expensive with an average unit cost perrelevant docu m ent
searching and $3.89 for abstractof $7.86, as compared to $3.54 for controlled vocabulary

word searching.!ing
hags Although the fun text contributed the highest

search methods contributed unique relevant documents in different qu sti
recall, each of the threeg

one
23 topics thatsearch method consistently provided all relevant documentapnce e o ns. Nothe In only nine of

For the rest of the 23 topics the abstract and/or controlledretrieved relevant documents were all documenta retrieved by
,, '

.

!achas the fun text.

vocabulary were required to achieve comprehensive retrievalnt. Text
relevant documents that Samples ofnd broed

ogndsd examined in an atte.spt were retrieved by only one anarch method were
.

to characterine the unique contribution of eachre prese nta tion.
This characteritation may assist searchers to decide

I
search method would be best for a given topic. whic h

y but
| 3.1 C ontrolled Voca bula ry1 Thre.

;i ths

ihos
! g4

in nine questions relevant documents were retrieved by thvocabulary that were not1 patonts e controlledretrieved by any other anarch method.ictsbas, examining these documents, there seem A fter
'C3udisd controued vocabulary resulted in retrieval whileto be three major twasons why thei

the fun text did not. Thesereasons are:

terminology, and 3) incomplete search strategy developm1) variations or changes in terminology, 2) opecificity of
3,,

|

ent by the searcher.
.

Terminology used in the texts of the articles in question vari d furch
e ro m the
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note commonly used termindogy found in dallar articles. A relevant articia
retaieved only by controned ocabulary in one question, for example, was a
reprint of an article 3riginalb rublished in 1950. In 1950 the now conson terse

edopters" were not in use. HB R's contronedof " product diffusion" or "early
vocabulary retained the older term "new F3 ducts", use of which in the search
strategy would have retrieved the 1950 reprint. In another question the
controued vocabulary term "famuy" retrieved a document televant to personnel
polici, *or spouses working in the the same firm. Dowhere in this document

terms nepotism, couples, marriage, married, at spouse found, but thewere e
terms vives, wife, or relatives would have resulted in retrieval by the fun I

The author of the document assumed male-owned firms that were hiring
;

relatives (including wivesh the searcher failed to add the appropriate synonyms. |text.

In another question a relevant document retrieved by the descriptor "flexibis
working hours" was not retrieved by the fun text search because only the term
"Dexitime" was used in the text of the article. The searcher used the altersate ,

spaning "flextime", but fallad to use " flexitime." !

These three questions point out the need to use both modern and older
forms of words and to use many synonyms to achieve complate fun text 1

re trie val. The constancy of controued vocabulary terms for any concept as '

compared to the inconsistent and changing nature of text language often assista
,

I
!

re trie y al.

Other relevant articles retrieved only by controlled vocabulary were
retrieved because the controued vocabulary terms were much broader than the
subject requested or because there were terms for only one of two facets of
the question. In one, for example, the user requested documents on the
reti;ement ot farmers ar.d ranchers. Both concepts were specified in the fun
text and obstract searches. The RBR controued vccabulary does not contain a
ters for the farmers or ranchers concept, however, so the single broad term
" retire ment" w as searched. Some aspects of retirement planning are independent )of the retiree's occupation, however, so some eelevant documents were found 1

with the broader strategy.

One question asked for articles on in plant recreational facilities. A gain,
a fairly specific strategy using both concepts was conducted for the fun text
and abstract searches. Only the very broad ters " employee benefits" was
available for searching it the controlled vocabulary. The additional relevantk documenta retrieved by tsis strategy used the term " perks" rather than benefits iI

Ii

in the te xt. The recreational facet was represented by such terms as
relaxation, entertainment or recreational facilities. Another question also
contained two concepts, only one of which was available in the controlled i

vocabulary. In a question on in-house databases, "Information systems" or
" databases" retrieved relevant ite ms that were not retrieved by the fun text for

The first reason is that only the terna computer or data Ii two reasons. The other reason is that the secondprocessing were used throughout the testa.
of " office" or "inhoase" excluded re!avant articles. The authore of thefacet

articles assumed any computer system or database was located 'inhouse" or in
the office without explicitly using those terms.

In summary, the strength of controued vocabulary to control synonyms and
varied or changing vocabulary was supported in this study. In fun text

l

searching on the standard commercial systems such as BR$ the burden of |

Controlledcompensating for language inconaistency is on the searcher. fvocabulary costs the database producer more to create, but retrieves items 1
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difficult to find using fun text only. Ironically, the limitations of a broad|a
controlled vocabulary contributed to more complete retrieval without achieving j'

i ta o s unac ce ptable preciston when no teras were available for both concepts of a |11d i
tard search, because the single broader concept retrieved relevant items without

adversely aff ecting precision. In a larger database this eight cause
| nael unacceptable precision levels.
| ,ont
I ths 3.2 A bstract

1

kring
nyo s.

The abstracts did not contribute as many unique relevant documents asble did the controlled vocabulary. There was high overlap of abstracts with funtero
which in a way shows the success of the HBR abstracters in suasarising

te xt,
tsresto the content of each article in the author's ow n words. Still, the relevant

documents retrieved only by abstracters were examined to determine why theywere not retrieve 1 by any other method..dar

Iu There see m to be three main reasons why relevant articles were retrieved
by abstract nearching but not by fun text. These reasons are: 1) words did not|issists

. appear in the same text
| ih paragraphs, 2) language varies in texts, and 3) thesearcher did not use all possible synonyms in the search strategy.|

f' .
I

The most
com mon reason for abstract-only retrieval resulted from usingths

f' the S A M E paragraph operator in the full text searches instead of the broaderI of

Boolean AND. This decision was made because B RS and HE R both recommend|
I' Limiting fun text searches to the same paragraph. Search ' gras from bothfull

facets of a search appeared somewhere in many of the .t| ain a of these document.but the terms did not appear in the same gram matical persgr. Ts. In the1
, rts

abstract the important concepts were brought tor.ther into ,a._ sam e field (i.e.,:cndant
paragraph). In a question about the effects of ut. ions on the introduction of1.nd
new technology, several articles were retrieved by the abstract because all of
the

ramifications of umons were listed in the abstracts. The texts discussed
! Assin, each of these effects in turn without repeating the term " union". The same is

true in a question about second careers. In one articla retrieved only by,eut abstract words, the concept of training or retraining was not mentioned in the
sa m e text paragraphs as the concept of ne w jobs or layoffs, but these twont

ufits concepts were brought together in the abstrac t. For a qu6stion on stress of
working wives the article that was retrieved only by the abstract is about the

,

stressful role of corporate vives. A sention of them entering the workforce
was in a paragraph without other search teres, but all concepts were togetherin the i.bstract field.

xt for
Another reason for document retrieval by the abstract but not by the fun

text is one of language. In articles uniquely retrieved by the abstract in onescond
question, " wives" or " wife" are used more frequently in the text than " woman"A3
or " women". The abstract uses women. If the synonyms " wives" or " wife" hadin
been added to the fun text search, 'his article would have been retrieved. In
another question an article about Sioux Indians does not refer to them
" minority" group in the te xt, but the abstract uses this term. as a

ea cud

A s with controlled vocabulary, it appears that the abstracts in HB R O
1|

sometimes compensate for the inconsistency of language and the necessity of|

aany possible specific terms for the same concept. A comprehensive fur text
search requires liscing many synonyms for each concept.
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3.3 F un Te xt
|

searching of ten retrieved many more unique relevant documentsF un te xt
than either controlled vocabulary or sbstract searching. One frequent
contribution of the availabaity of fuD texts is, thus, an increase in the number'

fi
of documents retrieved. An examination of a portion of the relevant documents
retrieved only by the fun text revealed four major characteristica. These era:
1) level of specificity can better match the question, 2) fun text can
compensate for deficiencies in the controued vocabulary, 3) some concepts thatnot mentioned explicitly are mentioned in the

-

are implied in the abstract but
sometimes uses more synonyms and can thus compensate forte xt, 4) fun te xt

incomplete search strategies.

Art 2cles that on the whole are broader in scope than the search request
(that include the search topic as only a minor portion of the article) are the
major reason for fun text-only contributions. The abstracters and indexers
attempt to match the depth or level of specificity of each article taken as a

Thus, an article on unionization of professional employees may hat thew hole. sentioned in the abstract orspecific professions in the te xt, but these are notFor documents retrieved only by abstracts thecontroued vocabulary terms. were broader than the text
opposite was someti'ses found-terms in the abstractof labor unions on the decline of

In a specific question about the effectte r m s.
prod 9ctivity in the U.S., some articles sentioned many reasons for this cecline,
incluoing labor unions. The specific reasons are accessible only via the fun text
where they are listed or sentioned briefly. This variance in the level of
specificity was the one major reason for many of the text-only retrievals.

Another contribution of the fun text is that it compensates for
deficiencies in the controned vocabulary. Several topics did not have
appropriate descriptors for a concept, so narrower or broader teras had to be

One question was about collective bargaining in colleges and universitiesused. The " product andbut there are to HBR descriptors for coueses or universities.
service" ter ms were used, but relevant articles discussed couages and
universities as a subject, not as a product or service. The same reason applies

H B R's polic y
to a question about coueetive bargaining in libraries, schools, etc.
of assigning only five descriptors iseans that only the major issues in an articlethe leve. ofThis, plus the policy of indexing and abstracting atare indexed.
specificity of the article as a whole, results in many fun te xt-only retrievals.
AH articles retrieved by the fuD text only seemed to have appropriate index
teras within the constraints of the controlled vocabulary and the HB R irdexing
policy, however.

Compared to abstracts, fun text facilitates retrieval of articles that
mention a specific facet of a topic, but that are generauy broader in scope
than the search question. FuH text also retrieved some articles when one facet
was assumed but not explicitly sentioned in the abstract. For example, in the

(

question about recceational facilities as benefits in organisations, the abstracts j
of some documents implied that recreational facilities provided to employees toin j

reduce tension are benefits, but the term " benefit" was not explicitly used, lattitudes toward hard work the concept of " attitudes" or je question about
" feelings" about hard work was implied but not mentioned in the abstracts. !
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Abstracts sometimes used jargon or a single term for a concept in the
t e xt whue the fun text stated it in several ways. For example, in a qmtion
about minorites including Hispanics the title and abstract of an article referred
to "M exicans". The text, however, used various synonyms such as "hispanica",
" chicanos", "M exican- A mericans", resulting in retrieval. in a question about
layof f s or unemployment, "hard-to-employ" was the only term used in the

nt docuosnte abstract of one document to describe une mployed workers. Une m ploy m ent ca used
acnt by layoffs was included in the article but the tern layoff was found only in the
n tha nusber fun te xt.
cut docucente

Thes2 cret -

~

can - 3.4 Su m mary
concspts that j

onid in the
psnette for This exa mination has analysed the unique contribution towards

comprehensive retrieval that is made by fun texts, abstracts and controued
vocabulary searching. The controlled vocabulary indeed controls synonyms or

{ ogrch request language that changes over time. The abstract brings together major concepts
cia) era the in en article that may have been discussed separately in the text, it also
1 indonare so me w hat standardizes language. The major contribution of the fun text is
a taksn cs a made when an article is of broader scope than the search question or when one
i ocy list the facet of e question is mentioned only as one possible factor in a broader issue,
ho c.bitract of Specific terms or causes are often Ested or discussed in textual paragraphs but
stracts the are too minor or specific to be indexed or abstracted. Each search method
r then the text askes its own contribution and often this contribution depends on the nature of
s ths dscline of the nearch question or the individual articles in the database. No one method is
.c this dachne' com plete for every situation. R ele vant articles viu be missed and search costa
via the fun text may be higher if searchere do not have the option of choosing various methods
levol of of searching. Indexing and abstracting are not made obsolete in fun text

e trisycis. databases, all representations assist complete retrieval and provide their own
unique contributions.

have
ros had to be 3.5 Suagestions For Future R esearch

cod universities
Th3 " product and
o cod Because fun te xt databases have not been widely avauable on commerical
e reason applies search services for long, there has not yet been such research that examines
tc. HB R's poIICY their characteristics. The present study is thus only an early step in
ne in c.n article determining how fun text databases might best be searched, but the conclusions
at tha level of must be limited to a relatively saan database of the business Eterature. The
)nly rstrievals. methodology used in this study should be replicated in other subjects to see if
topriate index, terrieval performance and search results vary with the subject matter of the
ns HB R indexing text and to see if low precision becomes an even greater problem in larger

-
d atabases. Related research has indicated that language patterne very with the

k nature of the discipline, but this has yet to be tested with fun text online
Crticles that f se arching. Such an extension into other social science disciplines and into
odst in scop' physical science disciplines could have important ramificatione for searchers in
is wh3n one facet search strategy development and for publishers in database design decisions.

ozcople, in the
n2, tha abstracte Another variation on the present study would be to change the fun te xt

E3 08plof " ' E0 eearch strategies to use the Boolean AND operator rather than the paragraph
.plicitly used. In S A M E operator or to compare various fun text strategias. This would help to
attitudse" or identify the best fun text strategy. The type of research aantioned so far is
ho abstreets. practical given the realities of the present systems, but can only suggest ways
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these esisting systems might be improved. Any studies limited by the
fundamental designe currently in use cannot reveal optimal performance in an 3

I
ideal situation that has no previous design aseuaptions. Additional user studies

i
are needed that will reveal how potential users would most like to use fun text g

B

databases if they were not restricted by current syste m constrainte.

Future research should take into consideration the different possible uses
| of fut text, including brovaing, fact retrieval, and finding articlae on a given g

topic. Usere with different types of needs may have different requirements for
search and display features. The research on the use and retrieval
characteristice of fun text databases is just beginning.

i
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[ An Evaluation of the Applicability.of Ranking Algorithms :

.to improve;the Effectiveness of Full-Text Retrlefal. l. On? :
.

-the Effectiveness of Full-Text Retrieval * i~

L

Jung Soon Ro ;
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It is generally accepted that Information retrieval based examining the effectiveness of full-text retrieval compared
on full texts of docurnents will result in higher recall and with that of other approaches in terms of recall and pre.

1 lower preciolon compared with retrieval using para- c sion. 'Ihe second purpose of the study was to examine how
'

, graphs, abstracts, or control,ed vocabularies. Part I of
the study tested this assumption by examining the effee- to improve the precision of full text retneval with minimum

,

,

tiveness of full text retrieval compared with other ap - decrease in recall. Document term weighting algorithms ; '

- proaches in terms of recall and preciolon. Experiments proposed in past research for automatic extractive indexing
were conducted on a subset of a journal article col- were examined as a means to' improve the low precision of r

lection with nine search questions through the BHS full-text retrieval. Parts I and !! of this study will address,

search service. Full text retrieval was found to achieve .

significantly higher recall and lower precision than these two study areas in turn.'

eearches by other methods. Part || of the study will focus
~

on how to improve the low proclelon of full-tcut retrieval '

without a decrease or with a minimum decrease in recall. Background ;

' Document-term-weighting algorithms proposed in past
research for automatic extractive Indexing were exam- Research on full text retrieval started with studies on the
ined as a means to improve the low preciolon of full text poss bility of automatic text analysis, i.e., the possibility of
retrieval,

extracting keywords from full text of documents. In a rela.

Introduction tively early study, Swans n rep ned the superiority of re-
'

trieval performance of a system based on automatic text
A full text retrieval system is a document retrieval sys- analysis over a conventional system based on a manually

tem in which the full _ tests of all dxuments in a collection assigned subject heading index [2). In later work, the j

are stored on a computer system so that every word m each SMART system predicted the superiority of full texts to ;

sentence of every document can be located by computer abstracts in order to extract index words from them [3).
~

software. Because of the continued decline in the cost.of =Many efforts to test the effectiveness of the full-text /

computer storage devices and byproducts of computerized retrieval system have been made on portions of the legal ,

publication, full texts of documents are increasingly avail- literature [4-11]. Most of these studies reported the superior
-

~

able in machine readable form and serve as databases for- effectiieEess of full text retrieval compared with the man-
~lnformation retrieval. ual, conventional technique of index lookup on court deci-

From previous research and commentary, it was expected sions. In the field ofjoumal articles, some studies have been . q
' that full-text retrieval would result in higher recall and lower done on user opinion survey for online vendor full-text sys- 4
precision when compared with retrieval using paragraphs, tems [12-14] or on the usage of full text searching for data
abstracts, or controlled vocabularies. The first purpose of retrieval [15-17). Recently. Tenopir (18) examined the -

this study was to test this assumption in journal articles by effectiveness of full text retrieval where every word in a -
z

document is used for an index word, compared with that
of other searches conducted on the fields of abstracts,-

'
'The rmarch reported in this article is based on my doctoral da- titles, and controlled vocabularies. In Tenopir's study

'' * " " "
nd$a c$e cIttl full text retrieval was limited to paragraph searching,'

7ation
a kind of proximity searching which retrieves docurnents

Received April 21.1986, accepted (ktober 6.1986.
in which scarching words appear within the same gram-

C 1988 try John Wiley & Sons. Inc. matical paragraphs.

i
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= Tenopir's Experiment text searching, at least one AND operator in search strategy, ,

Tenopir's experimental data on the effectiveness cf is required, because in the paragraph search cf Tenopir's
4

study, the operator AND was replaced with SAME to re-
|! searches conducted on paragraphs, abstracts, and controlled . trieve a intersection ."A AND B within the same para-

vocabularies of journal _ articles was incorporated in this 4

' Fr8P s. De second factor wi,s considered for the secondhstudy. Tenopir tested the effectiveness of full text retrieval
(limited to paragraph searching) on the subset of Harvard Purpose of this str.h. which will be discussed in Part II of

Business Review (HBR) for the time period January. this article. In the experiments for the second purpose of this
? 19WAugust 1983, with 31 questions from the history files study, effectiveness of full text retrieval was compared with

,

of two univers(ty libraries, through the BRS search system. Gat when weighting algorithms were applied to full text - J

Three faculty members of the business school judged rele- retrieval. Tempir used three operators for proximity scarch-
,

vance of documents retrieved from 31 questions. Paragraph mg: ADJ 'or adjacent words, WITH for words within the j
searching in full texts of joumal articles was found to sane sences, angE fw wwds Wn de same para-
achieve significantly higher recall and lower precision than graphs. Since there is no obvious way to apply rankmg

,

i

searches by other methods. Also, paragraph searching was algwi6ms t phuses, especially phrases of which single

found to retrieve a significantly larger number of unique w rds appear anyplace in a sentence or a paragraph, only

relevant documents than searches by other methods, adjacent words were considered as phrases m applying

A use made of Tenopir's data was to investigate the weighting algorithms m this study. Thus, search questions

reliability of relevance judgment for the present study, stated with SAME or WITH for phrases were excluded in '

oc samphng. By chm, ating questions stated without ANDmSince many documents are expected to be retrieved from
,

:

full-text searching, and an enormous amount of time is operator or with a WITH or SAME operator for phrases,20

required to judge documents for relevance, only one judge out of 31 questions remained. From these, nine questions-

was used to assess relevance in the present study. However, were selected at random. Table 2 lists the nine ' questions

since relevance judgment by one judge was questioned in e nsidered in this study.

the previous research [19), especially when questions came !

from a history file not directly from the judge, Tenopir's Search Strategy
data-on relevance judgment was .used to investigate the
mliabihty of relevance judgment assessed by one judge in e same search strategy used in Tenopir's paragraph

this study. Also, using Tenopir's search strategy it was pos- searching was conducted through the BRS search system
,

sible to be free from subjective bias for scarching strategy I t full text search except for replacing the operator SAME

- which may affect the effectiveness of the retrieval, with AND. Thus "A AND B" intend of "A SAME B"
.

retrieved documents m which concepts A and B appear not |

only within the same paragraphs but also anyplace in a
Experimental Design document. Table 3 shows the search strategy used for the

nine questions.
Database

The database used for the study was a subset of the Relevance Judgments
Harvard Business Review for the time period of January
1979-August 1983. The descriptive characteristics of the One doctoral st.ident in the Department of Management,
collection of full texts of articles are given in Table 1. School of Business, Indiana University, assessed the rele.

vance of documents retrieved both from full-text retrieval
g g and from other retrieval methods conducted by Tenopir. 3

Since nine questions are closest to the field of management
Because of the enormous amount of time required to rather than accounting, finance, or others in business, the

;
ji.dge relevance of documents retrieved from each question, judge was selected from the department. The knowledge of ,'
the search questions examined were limited to nine. In sam- any Ph.D. student in the department was considered suf-
pling nine questions, two factors were considered. First to ficient to judge the relevance of documents, si..ce the HBR
study the difference between paragraph searching and full- is a general and popular journal in the field of business.-

Recall and precision ratios associated with abstracts, de- ,

TABl.El. Descriptive sutistics on full texts of mieles.. scriptors, and paragraphs in Tenopir's study were re-
calculated using these new judgments. Although one judge

Total documents in the couection - 4:s has been found acceptable in previous research in the legal
Toul words in the collection 1.829.601 field of full-text retrieval in which questions were not sub-

k'"'''' " I'"8*
mitted by the judge himself [20), the reliability of these

Number of word tokens (document length)
judgments was investigated by computing the agreement of

word tokens per document this judge with Tempir's judges using both Holsti's coeffi-
cient of reliability (CR) [21) and Scott's index of reliability

' Harvard Business Review. Jan./Feb.1979-July /Aug.1983. (pi) [22).
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I TABLE 2. Search topics. TABLE 3. Search strawgies.
.

1. I would hke hwrature on cutback management or the process of tran- Question
. ' sition management or administration.

M
.

2.~ Workaholism, workaholics, atutudes toward hard work.
. 1. 1.' cutback $ or cut ADJ back$ OR transition-

3. Effect of diet and exercise programs on reduction of abseniecism and 2. manage $ OR administ$
increase of productivity arnong corporate staffs and executives. 3. I AND 2

4. -- Scheduling of extended work houn. Computation of productivity and 2. 1. workahol$
safety in niation to extended work houn. I am specifically interested 2. hard ADJ work
in entended work houn over eight houn in relation to the above 3. attitude $ OR betHf5 OR feeling $ OR believ$ -
aspects. 4. I OR (2 AND 3)

5. Collective bargaining by women-dominated professions such as social 3. I. absenese$ OR productivity OR modvation
workers. nunes, libranans, and teachers. 2. executive $ OR employees OR worker $ OR personnel

6. Impact of collective bargaining on the introduction of new technology. 3. diet OR exercise OR health OR nutntion OR physical ADJ
7. Reunment planning b) farmers or ranchen. fitness
8. Producuvity in Japar. versus productivity in the tJS- 4.1 AND 2 AND 3
9. Productivity with r.aions venus productivity in nonunion companies. 4. l. nexible ADJ hour $ OR flex ADJ time OR flextime OR overtime

OR four ADJ day ADJ week OR etwnded @J hour $
2. schedull OR productivity OR safety

Holsti's coefficient of reliability (CR) is a widely used 3.1 AND 2
5. 1. librar$ OR nurse $ OR hospital $ OR social ADJ ucrk$ OR~coefficient of reliability, indicating the ratio of coding agree-

. .. . wacher$ OR educator $
ments to the total number of coding decisions. That is. 2. woman OR women OR fenale

CR = 2Af / Mi+M2' 3. (kCUPation$ OR job OR jobs OR profession $
4. strike OR strikes OR union $ OR collective ADJ bargain $ OR

where Af is the number of coding decisions on which the two a'8 ti*t5
D3judges are in agreement, and AfI and Af2 refer to the number [ , AND 4

of coding decisions made by judges I and 2 respectively. 6. l. collectiv? ADJ bargains OR strikes OR union $ OR negonat$
However Holsti's CR has been criticized because "it does 2, technolog5 OR automat $ OR robot $ OR computer $ OR -
not take into account the extent of intercoder agreement minicompuwr$ OR microcomputer $ OR mechanization

which may result from chance (21)." Scott's index of agree- 3. I AND 2
E 0R mnch$ment between two coders, i.e., pl = Po-Pc / l-Pc, [ $

takes into account both the observed proportion of agree- 3.1 AND 2
ment (Po) and the porportion that would be expected by s. 1. productivity
chance (Pc), Compared with the agreement between three 2.ppan

judges in Tenopir's r.tudy (CR = 66%), the agreement be, 3. united ADJ states OR us OR u ADJ s OR america $
2 D3tween this judge and Tenopir's judges was 87%. When f9, ,;

considering the extent of mterjudge agreement which may 2. union $ OR collective ADJ bargains OR strike OR stnkes OR
result from chance, Scott's index of reliability pl was 71%. open ADJ slup$ OR nonunion OR non ADJ union

3.1 AND 2

Findlngs

' As shown in Table 4, on the average, based on the nine TABLE 4. Average number of documents and nlevant documents-

questions studied, the full text approach retrieved 68 docu- ntneved in Tenopir s study and this study.

ments, while paragraph searching retrieved 17.1 documents,
Fun ext Pangnph Abunct Contml -- abstract retneved three documents, and controlled vocab-

ult.ry retrieved 1 ? 6cuments. Compared with Tenopir's Tenopir's study
- experiments retrieving 17.8 documents from paragraph,2.4 No. of documents

- from abstract, and 3.2 from controlled vocabulary, with 31 ntrieved 17.8 2.4 3.2
No. of nievantquestions in the database of January 1976-August 1983,
d'""*"""*'*"*d 3 I ''

abstract search retrieved more documents than did con-
T y-trolled vocabulary search. The reason abstract search

retrieved more documents than controlled vocabulary in this ntrieved 68 17.1 3 1.7
study seemed to be because qt'ntions 23,31, and 35 were No. of relevant
not considered in this study. In Tenopir's study for those documents ntrieved 8.4 5 1.8 1

three questions, broad search techniques were used for g

natural-language searches. For example, for question 31,
the broad concept "information system" was searched in the " personal." Questions 31 and 35 were not considered in this
field of controlled vocabulary, while a specific concept study because of operators SAME or WITH, and question
" personal information system" was used for abstract search 23 was not selected at random. Table $ contains the number |
by intersecting the two concepts "information system" and of documents retrieved from each search.
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. - TABLE 5.' Numheh 'of retrieved documents from each search; TABLE 6. Number of nlevant documents from each search. |
,

'
.

~

- -i.

*- Quesnan : Fuu tat _. Parkgraph > Abstract Controued . Question Union Full ett - Paragraph . Abstract Controlled -

1- 86 = 40 3 6s 29 29 16 3 4, - -

*
=2- 20- 5 2 0 4 4 .3 0 0
~3 : 91 - 6 0 0- 3 1 1 1- 0 0

'

4 18 - 5 2 2 4 3 2 2 1 2.-
'

5 102 18 2 0 5 2 2 2 1 0
6 177 49 9 0 6 14 13 6 4 0
7 15 0 0 3 7 1 0 0 0 11
8- ' 31 7 3 3 8 - 11 ' 11 5 3 I

.9 72 24 6 I 9 15 14' 10 4 1-

Total 612 154 27 15 Total 80 76 45 16 9

Mean 68 17.1-, 3 1.7 Mean 8.9 8.4 $ 1.8 i

. The number of relevant documents retrieved from each f,^cc.,ke,"*'"*"**d*8"' ' "I"*"' d * * "" "" "d *'

.

search is given in Table 6. On the average of nine questions,
out of a total number of 8.9 relevant documents, full text Full text Pararraph Abstract Conuolled

search retrieved 8.4 relevant documents, while paragraph
search retrieved five documents, abstract retrieved 1.8, and N[,"'[*"'d"""" 5y, 76 45 16 9
controlled vocabulary retrieved one document. Full text No. of documents judged

- search retrieved 1.7 times more relevant documents than definitely nievant 43 29 14 9

- paragraph search,4.7 times more than abstracts, and 8.4 No. of documenu judsed i

times more than controlled vocabularies. In question 7 a Probably nievant 33 16 2 0

relevant docurnent retrieved by the descriptor " flexible Mean 3.566 3.644 3.875 4

working hours" was not retrieved by both paragraph and full - '

text search because only the term " flexitime" was used in the
,

text of the article. As mentioned by Tenopir, she used the TABLE 8. Relative recall ratio of each scarch.
;

alternate spelling "flextime," but failed to use " flexitime," -

W sn n Fun text Pangnph Ahtnet ConuoHedThe relevant documents retrieved from full texts or para-<

graphs had lower relevance value than that from controlled i 100.00 33.i7 10.33 13.79 ,

vocabularies or abstracts. Table 7 shows that the relevance 2 100.00 75.00 0.00 0.00
degree of relevant documents retrieved by full text is an 3 IN M 3# M EN EN

4 66average of 3.566, compared with 3.644 for paragraphs,
3.875 for abstracts, and four for descriptors, when the 6 92.86 42.86' 26.67 0.00

'
weight of four is assigned to the documents judged "defi. ? 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00
nitely relevant" to questions and the weight of three is 8 100.00 ; 45.45 20.00 6.67 )

assigned to the documents judged "probably relevant." All 9 93.33 66.67 25.00 6.25
,

relevant documents retrieved by controlled vocabularies Mean 83.65 61.31 18.37 21.49

were definitely relevant.
,

Tables 8 and 9 translate these numbers of relevant docu- .

ments retrieved from each search to relative recall and pre. TABLE 9. ' Precision rauo of each search.

cision ratios. Twlative recall was substituted for recall and
Qmnn. Fun text Pangnph A ktuct Connoheddefined as tl e number of relevant documents retrieved by a

. single search divided by the number of relevant documents i 33.72 40.00' 100.00 67.67
in the union of sets retricved by several searches on the same 2 20.00 60.00 0 "

,

topic. Recall and precision ratios in Tables 8 and 9 are 3 1.10 16.67 ." "

4 33 II dE" 3E" . 3 **macroaveraged, in w hich a parameter (recall or precision) is
8calculated for each question and the average is then taken. |-|6 4

Compared with 61.31% fer paragraphs,18.37% for ab. 7 0 33.33... ..

stracts, and 21.49% for controlled vocabularies, full texts 8 35.48 71.43 100.00 33.33
rated 83.65% of recall. On the other hand, full text achieve - 9 19.44 41.67 66.67 100.00 '

lowest precision, an average of 14.46%, compared wr Mean 14.46 ' 36.64 58.73 66.67

36.64% for paragraphs,58.73% for abstracts, and 66.67w
for controlled vocabularies. From the microaveraging view-
point which totals over the set of questions, full text graphs, 20% for abstracts, and 11.2% for controlled vo-
achieved 95% of recall compared with 56.2% for para- cabularies. The precision of full text searching, by s
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1 microaveraging, oas 12.43% compared with 29.23% for recall value of a search system is higher when only the -
.

y paragraphs,59.26% for abstracts, and 60% for controlled documents retrieved by search methods operated are exam-

~, e vocabularies. ined than when the entire database or a sample size of
databases is examined for relevance judgment, under the
same conditions of other variables.

Discussion of the High Recall and Low Prectalon The second reason for the two contradicting results on the
of Full Text Retrieval effectiveness of full text searching relates to the search strat-

Besides the two pioneering works which predicted the egy and the inverse relationship between recall and pre-

possibility of full text document retrieval [2,3], much re- cision, where recall often increases as precision decreases,

search reported the more relevant documents retrieved by and vice versa. As mentioned by Blair and Maron, adding

4
full text searching compared with other searches. The intersecting terms to a query results in narrowing the size of.'

% Smithsonion Institution Science information Exchange the output, while adding alternative terms (like synonyms)

T d Project te 30% 40% higheLaver. age recall value with the Boolean OR operator increases the size of the

k of full text searchin hEf a search usERug- output, in other words, the possibility of retrieving relevant
-

k# inde'xmg coacs, although the database consisted oi one-page documents decreases with the increased number of inter-

summaries of a research project has many of the charae er. secting terms, but increases with the increased number of-

ghgy istics of a lengthy abstract database rather than full texsecting terms to a query, continuing until the size of the
altemative terms per concept. The process of adding inter-

- In the legal field, the LITE system found that in 7.5% of then
,

:hg g total searches full text searching retrieved fewer relevsnt output reaches a manageable number, was reported to be
i

1- citations than were discovered by a manual, conventional necessary because of.dtarge size of data _bajQn Blair andl

'h technique of index lookup search, while in 48.4% full text A Maron's study. Set rch queries employing four or five inter-

di searching retrieved more relevant citations than were dis. secting terms were not uncommon among the queries used ;

@_

covered manually 15]. The Joint American Bar Foundation'1 in Blair and Maron's test.
and Intemational Business Machine Project reported that the 9 Tbc too many misted additional terms, as mentioned by

full text search and the manual search had performed abe S Blair and Maron, which also resulted in the low recall and
equally well in terms of recall, and that the manual seeren (high precision in their study, might be related to the charac-
was about twice as effective in terms of precision [6]. The teriitics of legal documents. Blair and Maron reported that

Oxford experiment found that full text scarch had 70% of 20% of relevant documents were retrieved by full text.

recall and 29% of precision, while manual index lookup By examining the other 80% relevant documents unre-
search had 49% of recall and 92% of precision [7] The trieved, they found too many additional terms, up to 26 or

Responsa Project found that the average precision of full. 44 other words, to retrieve relevant documents that had been

text search was 34% when recall was achieved up to 100% missed. De characteristics of legal documents resulting in

for all questions [8]. However, the optimism of a full-text too many missed additional terms were examined in their

document retrieval system was not supported by everyone, report, which was not possible in joumal collections. Using

Blair and Maron evaluated the IBM's full-text retrieval sys- Tenopir's search strategy with journal articles, this study did

tem, STAIRS, with a legal-document collection, and re- not manipulate the search output. Compared with the up

ported low recall and high precision, i.e., a recall value of to more than 44 alternative words and the four or five inter-

20% and a precision value of 79% [11]. secting terms commonly used for a query in Blair and

The contrast of the effectiveness between Hlair and Maron's test, only 3.4 altemative words on the average -

Maron's and other studies' has theoretical reasons. The first of nine questions and two, or at most three, intersecting

is the different definition of recall value used in the research. terms were used in this study, in which the 95% of relevant

To count the total number of relevant documents (including documents were retrieved from full-text searching, Journal

unretrieved), Blair and Maron sampled a subset of document articles seemed to have fewer alternative words than
collection, examined the samples to assess the relevant- did legal documents; these characteristics might affect the
documents, and then estimated the total number of relevant effectiveness of full-text searching.
documents. On the other hand, other studies, including this All the missed words were used to retrieve all the relevant

study, used the relative recall value by which the total num- document by full text searching in Blair and Maron's study,

' ber of relevant documents was defined as the number of i.e., with 100% of recall, what would tk precision value of
relevant documents in the union of sets retrieved by several it be? he Responsa Project suggested the possible answer,

searches on the same topic. Since only the documents re- i.e.,34% of precision.
trieved by search methods operated, rather than the entire
database or a sample size of the database, are examined t Conclusion i

assess the relevance judgment, the total number of relevant
documents in the union of sets retrieved by searches oper- As predicted, there was a significant difference between
ated might be fewer than (or at greatest equal to) that in the the full text search and searches by other methods. The
entire database or a sample size of a database (of course, hypothesis stated as a null was rejected using ANOVA at the

under random sampling). It is therefore possible that the significance level of 0.0001 for recall and at the level
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L0' .E 0.0032 for precision ratio. That is, full text retrieval resuhed 6, Endndge, W, B. "An Appraisal of a Case in Retrieval Project."In:
in significantly higher recall and lower precision than D1 Johnston, Ed. Compuser and 4eln Kingston:1968..'
searches by other methods Scheffee and Tuckey HSD 7. TaPP", C. Compwer and she Law. London: Weidenfeld and Nico- !

3
.

showed that full text search significantly differed from 8. S'

abstract search and controlled vocabulary search, but not
A.M. " Computerized Storage and Retrieval of Case law -

without indexing; the Hebrew Responsa Project." Law and Compuser
significantly from paragraph search, for both recall and Technology. 2:14-21; 1969.

'

precision, The relevant documents retrieved from full. 9. Bins, J. " Text Retrieval in Norway.* Program. !$(3):150- 162; 1981.

- text searching were judged less relevant to questions than 10. Bing, J.; Selmer, K. A Decade of Cowwer andlow. Oslo, Norw sy:

- that from other searches. Norwegian University Press; 1980. ,,

I1, Bla r. D. C.; Maron, M. E. "An Evaluation of Retrieval Effectiveness
Since full 4xt searching retrieved the greatest number 1

for a Full Text Docuenent Retrieval System." Communications of she
of relevant documents, it is recommended for a comprehen. ACM. 28.289-299,1985. '

.sive search if cost effectiveness is not required.1-lowever, 12. Durkin, K.; Egeland, J.! Oarson, L R.; Terrant, S.W. "An Ex.
the relevant documents retrieved by controlled vocabularies periment to $tudy the Onime User of a Full Text Primary Journal >

or abstracts had more relevance value; controlled-vocabu- Dmabae" in Pmudings of the fourra inrunanonal onnne in.
. formation Meeting, London, Dec. 9-11 1980. Oxford, England:lary searching or abstract searchm, g ts recommended for barned laformation, Ltd.; 1980:53-56.

bricf searching.
. 13. Terrant. S. W.; Garson, L R.; Meyers, B. E. "Online Searchin's Full

accause research on ruil-text retrievai has just started, Text of American Chemical Society Prirra Nrnals." Journal of r

further investigation could be fruitfully conducted in many Chemicallqformation and Computer Scienw. 24.230-235; 1984,
14. Frakha, Ja Buckingham, M.Ca Woiwatu J. * Biomedicalrelated areas, Subject matter of databases, size of databases

Journals in an Onhne Full Text Database; a Review of Reaction to
and questions, search strategies, types of documents

ESPL * In: Proceedengs of the Seventh laternational Online Infor.
(journals, encyclopedias, newspaper, etc.), etc, could be marionMerring londm,Dec.6-8.1983. Oxford, Esigland. barned
studied as the factors affecting the effectiveness of full text Information, Ltda 198A407-4 to.

retrieval for further studies. Research on a possibility to 15. O'Connor, J. "Recieva' of Answer Sentences and Answer. Figures

improve the Precision of full text retrieval will be Presented from Papers by Text .*,< arching "Iqformation Processing and Man.
asement. 11:155-164; 1975.in Part 11 of this article, t

16. O'Connor, J. " Data Retneval by Text Searching " Journal of Chem-
'

icalinformation and Computer Science. |7:I8|-Ilt6; 1977.
:
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Letters to the Editor !
.

|
|

s

Sir; of a theoretical and practice nature. In the former Lase I will
draw not only on my own hvestigations but also a study ron-

I w. h to call your anention to the anicle by Jung Soon Rn in ducted for my firm by Davis . ..n. fonner Deputy Director of iis
the March,1988 issue of JASIS (Ro,1988). At times, the paper MLDLARS. )- - - -

is almost unintelbgible. More importantly, there are several seri- ,

ous errors in the a*ticle. F.er example, on page 77 the author i

1. Theory jclaims that a study at $$1E repor'ed 30-40% higher average recall
for full text searching thr.n for scarching on subject codes. This is it was probably with ton;ue in check that Prof, Swanson pro-
just completely wrong. In actual fact the results reported by SSIE posed his Postulates of impotence and Postulates of Fertihty,
are 95% recall for subject indexing ard 66% for text search | However, in the former case he h sufficiently serious to warrant
really think you need to try to find better referect who are four amendments, which one might call Postulates of Hope;
acquainted with the htcrature.

1. Low recall combined with high precision may pro-
vide a sufficient number of relesant documents to answer

F. W. Lancaster the question, thereby obviating high recall (McCarn,
Graduare Sihool of Library and /rt prmarmn Sesence 1988h (McCarn's paper seeks 80 deselop a single measure/
University ofIlhnois of effectiveness combining recall and precision.)
Urbano. Ilhnois 6/M/ 2. " Test"is not an undifferentiated and self explanatory

term, but rather variously defined by the number of re-
tnevable tokens predictably inherent in the typs of docu-

Ro. Jung Soon (1981t). An evaluation of the apphrabiht) of rankini ment (Rowbottom & Willet.1982).
algonthms to improve the effectiveness of fult text retricssi l. On the 3. *Indeling" is not an undifferentiated and Scif en.
eficctiveness of full test rsuieval. /vurnal of Ar Americas Sorern foe planatory term, but rather variously defined b) the nature
leformarma $ciente, M,73-78. of the task, the education and experience of the indeter,

the duration of and feedback to the indexing project, and
the specific needs of the user population (s).

4. Interactive searching, together whn query retention
and analysis, can provide enough bites at the information
apple to keep the scarther nourished.

It is interesting that Ro sches heavily on the Tenopir disserta-

Yesterds)'s mail brought th; March issue of JASIS. whose tion (1984), while Swanson comments approvingly on the article

lead article by Jung Soon Ro is nicely juxtaposed with Don by tilair and Maron (1985) These two studies, whose results are
Suanson's on the same subjcet. The fonner article begms with d,ametrically opposed, have become touchstones for protagonists

the anemon that of full test and surrogation. It is aho interesting that neither Ro
nor Swanson cites a paper that sought to lay a theoretical round-F

it is generally accepted that mformation retrieval based on work for the debateJSvenonius.1986). In addition to d3mg that,

full texts of documents will result in higher recall and $senonius has this to say about the Tenopir study: ;

lower precision compared with retneval usmg paragraphs,
abstracts, or controlled socabulanes. A reason phen why the full-text method was able to ex-

tract unique documents from the database is that the vo-

The latter contains the observations that cabulary provided by the full text 'd a documerit is larger
than that of any of its surrogates, i.e., its title, abstract, or

.I suspect that the outcome of rett eval tests depends desenptors; thus, this vocabulary expresses concepts not

more strongly on the nature of the questions and the car- espressed by the surrogates, includmg more specific con-
cumstances of the relevance judgments than on the charac. cepts. A second reason given for the performance of the

tenstics of the systems under test. (page 94, col. 2). full text method in retrieving unique documents is some-,

consistently effective fully automatic indesing and re- what worrisome, it would seem that on the database

triesal is not possible. (Page 95, col. 2) searched the full tett used more synonymn than the con-
tmlied vocabulary. This is puzzling: What is a controlled

Haemt recently had or..sion to conduct secondary research meabulary for? One is tempted to speculate 13ai the con-

in ttus area for an inforrution system espected to contain about trolled vocabulary used might not have been of the best i

three milhon documents, I would like to make some observations sort. (Svenonius,1986, p. 334)
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One migid add. *or its use in indesing may not have teen ade. pated that the database will constin as many as three milhon docu.
quately supervised.' ments, averaF ng 5-10 pages: at present the plan is to ente'i

t .

them in full test. One of the uses of this database will be to st ;
On the first page of his paper. Ro states that stitute for exchange of documents by parties to litigation. Al.

though thete are no plans at present to evaluate the effectiseness
Many efforts to test the effectisenew of the full test re. of full text retneval from this database, users will include adser.
Ineval system have teen made on portions of the legal ht. sary counsel that may argue in court that the database fails to pro.

*

j- erature. . . Most of these studies reported the superior vidt adequate recall and hence is inappropriate for its designed
effectiseness of full tett retrieval compared with the purpose. Should a count uphold counsel in this argumerit. the re.

,

! manual, conventional techmque of mdet lookup on court sult could be a 2-4 year delay in lefal proceedings, at a cost of
), decisions. 500 million to one bil' ion dollars. i

One is tempted to launch into a 3eremiad on organizations th.it
f This is correct as far as it goes. In my espenence, lawyers al. undertake such programs without consulting information scien.
'| iiays prefer test to surmgation for legal documents, but alwriss tists. However, the point I want to make is that the debate over

I'
reverse their preference where evidentiary materials are con. full tett vs. surrogation has important economic ramifications.
cemed (correspondence, busmess documents, reports, ete.l. As the cost of computmg comes down, and the feasibility of in.

| Another article not cited by any of these authors won the prire corporating word processing and optical disk storage into com-
| for the best /A$/5 paper of 19R$ trugt' nann.19K5). In it Fugmann putenred retneval comes ever closer, the need for really serious

describes the specific conditions ufiUJr which va'rious indexing study of the basic questions lecomes ever tr9re urgent,
rnethods can be assumed to perform well and badly Much of
what he has to say echoes the ther <etical esplanata . given by *

Blair and Maron, repeated in Sua.an's aruele, as to why full John S. Jordani tent won't work on large databNL
John S. Jordan & Asson ates

'

f in summary, until the players m this game can agree on a set Wa3hington, D.C. 20007
| of rules for determining the variables and esaluatmp test results,

those of us uho have to depend on their uduce are not going to
Blmr. D.C. & Maron. M.E. (1983). An evaluanon of retneval effectne.feel very comfortable in doing so-

ness for a full-test document.retneval sptem. Commungatums of the
ACM 28. 289-299

2. Practice e Furmann R. t1983). The five assom theory of indesing and informanon
suppiy. jAs/s. 36, 116-129.

There is a critical practical need for resolution of these ques- McCam. D t|988). Recall. Full text vs. surrogate databases.

tions with respect to large datab.iset One esample is a federal e kombottom. M E. and Willett, P. (1982). The effect of subject matter on
the suiomatic indesing of full text. / ASIS. 33,139-141.,

I database that uill start beinF created in September 1990. (Th*
svenonius. E. t1986). Unanswered questions in the design of controlledsubjest matter nintes to burial of an undesirable substance in t vocabulanes. / ASIS 37. 331 t:0,

such a mantR r 'o guarantee that it will not interact with the Tenopir. C. Il98a t Retrieval performare an o full text journal article
surrounding en...uament for sescral thousand years.)It is antici. databsue. Ph D. dnsenanon. Universi of Ilhnois.
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COMPARATIVE (FFECTS OF TITLt$. ABSTRACTS AND FULL Titt$ ON RELEVANCE JUDGMENTS (l')
,.

Tefko $arecevic
Center for Documentation and Comunication Research

4

School of Library Sciencel'

h case Western Reserve University
y Cleveland, Ohio

knowledge we pain investigating) relevance we eightN
to practicallyAbstract be sole (in some distant futureI

-

optimise such effective contact in a forms) aanner
Twenty two users submitted 99 questions to ..and furthermore know when we achieve an optignae

emperimental IR systems and received 1086 docu. in reittion to sets of given constestatt andthenments as answers, receivin first titles
abstracta, and finally ful texts. Abi1Ityof

variables within a given IR system.,

esers to recognite reirrence from shorter femats hehaseemd of %e lei

[' ' in camparison to full text judgment was observed,
Of 1086 answers evaluated, 843 or 781 had the same This study is concerned with end lleited to -"

Of 207 answers the effects on human relevance judgments of veri.judgment on all three fomsts. veged so attons in the format of decumset represent 4tienstjudged relevant from full text. 131 werePere tels be.
from titles and 160 from abstracts. relevance judgments by users based se titles end

t

tween users' and IR systems' performance on abstracts are compared to thoto on full tests 1'
.

'' shorter fotests are drawn. i.e., full. text judpents were taken es stender 1i

A relatively large number offor comparison.
judgments, on over 1,000 titles, abstracts, andInt M . tiont Stanificance af the Concert

N (3 Relevance fs11 texts, were used in this study.
>

A coammnication gggg can be thought of as The work reported Pere was performed within a
a sequence of events rusuising in the transmission larger project entitled Couperative Systeep Laber-
of something called infomation from one object story, which was concerned with a variety of the.t

We may not cretical, expr *ntal and control aspects related(source) to another (destination) (2).
g

The whole6now what infomation is but we can study some of to *esting and 6 *aluation of tw systems.E,
.ts properties and effects. Analogies of such an project. (its obyctivss, methodology, design,lis of results, controls and[ approach abound.. man doesnt know what for instance exnrtments, anal)as been fully reported e$50electricity is, but is quite well f amiliar with its

r91stedstudies)r. Relevance judgments on various formatsbehavior, properties, effects. where (3).
of documents was one of variables investipatedn

Systens whose function is the carryinq out of experimentally among a set of other vertsbles
4 communication process are usually referred to as affecting perfomence of IR systems. This paper A
infomation 5. stems. There are a variety of such d5als with one variable, namely relevance judg. Z

systems, utt112ing a variety of properties of in. ments on differing formats of output. Therefore,

femation, in a variety of ways, and rest impor. presentation of methodological aspects is limited
to essentials for that variable.

g,],.Our interest i'

tantly for a variety of purposes. cel %here is limited to infomatioe retrieval (IR) pro.
pu,t,* .as a variable..was defined asrepresentation of documents presented to a user es(

.

cesses and systems which art prinarily concerned
u

with see sntic properties of infomation. AnJR, an answer to a question. 9,
can be thought of as an instrument for J
ig effective contact (within a given frame previous Experimental Work .prov

af reference) between the source and destination
with'n a coerunication process..that is, a process In all of the work stemming from or relJd i
which, when properly carried out, assures that the to infomation retrieval, or more broadly, to
informtion transmitted from the source (s) to the infomation science, there have been no acre than p@
target (s) is relevant, i.e., results in the accum. a dozen experimental studies directly concerned ?

with aspects of relevance. Only three previousulation of knowledge at the destination. In other (words, relevance may be interpreted as a ressure experiments could be found that were devoted to a r
of the effectiveness of the transmission of infor. problem sieller to the one reported in this study!
motion in an infomation retrieval process. Thus, how do different document formats affect human /,
it is a fundamental concept in IR processes and relevance judgment?
systems..regardless of the name it is called, the ,

. ~ _ f as_sateko est
, 4) conducted andefinition it is given, or the way it is treated

mg _

''
'' Reth four types of(or 10nored , relevance is fundamental to infor. experiment to detemine

motion rett eval. ' lexical indicators * of content could be utilized
=

;
best by subjects to distinguish relevant from

Therefore, it is significant to study rele. trrelevant documents in answering 100 short ques.titles, auto. P
vence, e.g., to study variables af fecting rele. tions. The lexical indicators weret r

vence judgments by people . . . variables such as 105 of sentences from the text selected
psychological factors, femat of representation of by machine , pseudo. auto abstracts (first and last

abstracts

information, etc. . . . since this enhances our 5% of sentences from the text) and full text. [p;understanding of what makes far an effective con. Ouestions were based on 21 docusents taken from a i
The enole effort in IR 92. document population; there were fifty subjectstact in an IR process.

systems is basically direc.ed toward siculation, (college students) divided into groups perforwing
approximation and even prediction of users' rete. the judtrnent. The results indicated that there,

vence judgments. Hopefully, on the basis of
I
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were no major differences in Judgment beaween the Methodolofty i

i
*, groups using complete text and either kind of
! abstracts, but the title groups scored consid. Nine index files containing indeses tc the |

'

erobiy lower, i.e., determing *vsefulness' of tame 600 documents, but differing in inden len. i

+,

dacuments from titles t4as low. Furthemore, the guage and/or sources of indexing, were a' embled '

group usinD full text expressed the highest conf t. in order to observe the effect of various vsri.donce in tnetr judgment. Though the experiment ables on performance of the experimental IR system
,

reported here differs in 1:Portant respects, its as a whole. Documents were in the field of tropi.results agree to some extent with trends reported
cal diseases. Questions were solicited and obtained !

,

by Rath, frosi specialists (M.D.'s or Ph.D.'s) in tropical t

Oiseases working as scientists. researchers on !eteenick ($) investigated the response of reg.
vertogs aspects of tropical diseases (e.g), ivier users of a Selective Disserination of Infor. controls, nature, effects, cures in
sources, laboratory institutions across the U.S. .motion ($DI) systemt 400 documents sent to users vtrious Ias a notification in response to their profiles. Tiene specialists were considered as a sample ofi.e., questions, were divided :nto two groupst real users of an IR system, by virtue of having

.

,

*trst, where only a title was sent and the second besn asked to submit questions as they arose from iwhere an abstract in addition to the title was their current research work and interest..*real" isent. Results indicated that there were no sig.
nificavit differences in th) ordering rate for a q wstions that they would or did subuit to e 'real'

!IA system or library in their fleid. tech question i* herd copy' 1.e. full text, of a document, when 9as analyzed in a veris +,y of ways (by controlled
?either titles or, titles plus abstracts were used addition of synonyms, necr synonyms, and/or '

for notification. Furthemore, it was found that related tems) and semnsi on two tevels of com-once the full text is received, the percent of plexity (a very broad searc% and a 'e.tcrew' one '

full text documents judged relevant to users' 1.e., as asked in the ovestDn). Each of the nYne,

interest wa 6 not sigtnificartly different between files was searched in the aboce manner separately. !users who rrdered on the tests of titles and those All documents for one question ?ttrieved as !who etim,d on % oasis of titles plus abstracts. answers by any search on any file were cost >1 ped
Once users received full text they ,iudged approx 1 into one list..i.e. a union of answers was

;

mately 60% of documents as being relevant. The created, regardless,of their source of retrieval.
trends in these percentages in Resnick's study are This union was submitted to each user for each of

t
'

to some extent in agreerent with trends reported his questions with the request to judge indepen..'
in this study, dently each of the submitted documents as being

. either relevant (R), partially relevant (P), orRees, Schultz, et al. (6) investigated among notrelevant(N). The following loose defin" tonsother variables, the effects of various document were provided to users along other procedurs
representations on relevance ratings by various ins tructions t,

i medically oriented groups differing in their med.
; ical expertise. The different representations A ' relevant" (R) document is any documenti included titles, bibliographtt citations, and full wnien on the basis of tne information it '

! )t texts. Representations of 16 documents were judged ennveys, is considered to be related toby 40 medical experts (H.O.'s.. researchers and your question even if the infomation is' i= non researchers) 29 medical scientists (Ph.D.'s),( ) R$ M.D. residents, 29 medical students and 60 med. outdated or familiar to you.
| ical librarianst judgments were made in relation A ' partially relevant' (P1 document is anye
' '

to en elaborately described diabeus retearch pro. document which, on the basis of the infor.ject and recorded on an 11. point Mlevance scale.
1 Librarians tended to increase the scale values of

motion it conveys, is considered only,

somewhat or in some part related to yourj the relevance ratings from titles to citations to question or to any part of your question.full texts, while others tended to decrease tht>

ratings, i.e., on the everage, titles and citations A *non= relevant" (N) hommet is any docuawere lets relevant to librarians in comparison to ment wMen, on tne basis of the infomation 4

fv11 tents, while to others titles and citations it conveys, is not at all related to your-

were more relevant 'n comparison to full texts. question.
,

Medica) esports ent, scientists tended to judge ;

titles and citatio ns quits liberally, probably Documents as answers to one given questionestimating that ti.t full text of a document may were submitted seperately in three femats of
reveal items of 1 tterest and when they have gotten output..first a set of titles, then a set ofto full tent, their judpent was much more strin. abstracts and finally a set of full Outs..andgent, ilust tM f Pposite trend was found in the viers were asked to . judge each forstat indepenaexperiment repo 'ed in this paper, but the expert. dently of others. All three sets of femats weremental tettings, relevance scales, definitions and sent to a user at the same time, but in separate
variables differed to such an extent that it is envelopes with explicit instructions to evaluate +
hard to make any con @ risors. all titics first. Instructions were to complete

the evaluation of titles prior to evaluating'.n general then, sf any comparison can be abstracts, to mail the results of evaluation backmade at all, results fro two of the three studies imediately and only then proceed to abstracts. ,

* reviewed exhibited trend. that are in some agree. The same procedure was to be followed in evalu.j ment with the trends in risults of the present ating abstracts and then to proceed to full texts.5tudy. y,

1
,
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Hypothesis Method of Cannarison and Analysis

Specifically, the basic purpose in testing The first method of comparison of three judg.
the format of output as a varieble was to observe monts that came to mind was to add up the nts

the changes in relevance judpents of users when (i.e., nuder of ensWers judfod relevant (
) the fo110 wing representation of the output of partially relevant (P), and not relevant ( [for
% searches was presented to the users in exact each fomet separately over all Guestions. Tne
j successient se of judpen;s on shorter formats could then be

cogered with the se of judgments on full tests
1. Ti''es taaether with biblionraphic e.g., the neber of entwers judged R on titles

P r gL1g (autner. Journal sete, etc.). could be oogered with the number of enewers
Th .. cit. was used in sedition to text judged R on full tests. However, this method does
of titles because this is a practice not provide a coglete picture of the ability of

' in 'real' 1R systems to which users the users to determine re)e m ce from Shorter for.
-

.
are accostened..we wanted to retain sets because it will not odicate setether the ass-'

reality 46 auch as possiblet titles bershiryf the set of an mes judged M1 event
were 6 to 9 words in length. varies <res format to ft -ast. For ensgle, of a

total of eight enewers a taritted e user ear judge
2. Ab ' racts ine' mP na titles with bib. four answers :Slovent she four men. relevant en all

n > irannic cir ons. Aostracts used formats, but the four televent entwer$ in his'
we 41 pnosecop e, trem Trootcal Diseases final judgment on full test say have been judged,

Bulletin, abstracting Journal for not relevant in a proviews jedpent en a sherser
- articles 1 ical diseases from formet, or vice versa.

}' g tendon (England . Abstracts were To obtain a more accurate picture of the
,

tb0 400 words in length.
situation, it is necessary to tabulate for each

:
- .- - 7

Z 3. B ) tests of docesan These were pair of formats the intersections and thenges of
.

pnotocopies from Journals where they all possible relevance judpents. Stace a three.
appearedt they were 2000 to 4000 point scale for judging nievance (R. P. end N).,

4

words in length, was used, there are nine possible intersections
and changes of judgments between any two forests.

A null hypothesis was statedt different for. The 3 x 3 teble in Figure 1 shows the possit>1e
mets of output do not affect the relevance judg. intersections and changest
monts of users.

The three forvets were chosen so that it
might be possible to obserse the relationship Judpents on
between user eyelvetion and document fomat. Fiauce 1 Full Tests
where the femat was varied to allow for a (Final Judpent)

assumed to be agradual increase in length
produal increase in the infomation presented. R P M- ;

The full tent provides the maximum length and ,

maximum information availablet thus the judgment Judgments on Shorter R R.R R.P R.N

of the full text was taken as final. If $0. then
- the user's judgment of the shorter representation. Representation P P.R P.P P.N

titles, and abstractt can be expected to differ
occasionally; in a sense, to ' err" in two direc. (or 1st Judgments) N bR bP N-N

tionst leniency or strictness. Such ' errors'
seem to indicate an inability on the part of the
user to detemine finst relevence from the
shorter representations. This S M uld not, however. This is, of course also a general table that
be construed as a test of the user. Naturally, can be used on any pair of relevance judgments.
the user's ability is largely dependen; upon the As used here, indicated alon? the side of the tabir
degree to which shorter formats accurately repre. (when nusbers will be substituted for letters),
sent the content of the full text. In a sense, we will be the neber of answers judged R. P. N on a
may consider this as a user's perforrance on Sherter format (e.g., titles) and tiong tSe top of

the table will be the ' geber of answers judged R.shorter femats. P. N on full texts. The entries in the cells repe-
The above reasoning rests on three additional sent the nueer of answers judged R (or P or N) on

assumptions first, that a user does make the the shorter format that were judged R (or P or N)
judgment on *,he text content of a shorter repre. on the full texts. For example in the upper
sentation and not occasionally on some other clues. lef t corner the entry. R.R will seen the number of
such as 6uthor, journal, deten second, that the answers judged relevant on titles (or abstracts)
judgment on each document in the set is entirely ' which were also judged relevant on full toutst in
independent from judgments on other documents in the lower lef t corner the entry, bR. will mean
the sett and third, that the manner of presenta. the nueer of answers judged not relevant on
tion of the sets of documents of differing femats titles (or abstracts) but judged relevant on full i

made it possible for the judoments on one fomat texts. The diagonal. R-R. P.P. N-N. represents
to be independent of other formats i.e., that the instances where the user did not change his judg.

~

users followed the instructions fully. ment. All other cells represent changes.
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Measures of User's Perfomance seans that none were judged non.
relevant. Operationally. $p wasIn order to be fully empletted for contlu.

siens, data, as displayed in tables of fem in approximetod as the i n

Figure 1. should further be empressed its tems of the number of docuse s
on shorter format that were alsosame probabilities, ration percentages or pro *

sortions, etc., that is in, terms of soar,i measures. judged N on full tout the
les specific measures empressing users' perfomance number of documents j N on

full tent.were readily available. Therefon It was decided
to use the same measures that were used to empress 3. Effectiveness (Es)isafur$ctionofeffectiveness related perfomance of IR systems.
but proper operational redefinitions were neces. se one 5p such that Es*Se+Sp.1.
sary. This approach, using the same measures prior to actual calculations, however enindicating systems' as well as users' performance,
led to en emaninetton of interesting para 11els and additional problem, reflecting a weakness o,f the
to subsequent interesting conclusions about per. operational definitten of measures had to be

solved: the treatment of partially relevant doev.formances of IR systess.
monts(P's).Themea*.Jresasoperationallydefined
can be calculated only from a too. point mlevanceMeasures of effectiveness of IR systems per. scale (R and N) and not from a three.pcint role.

formance used in connection with ti.e CoQarative
$ystese Laboratory were lensttivity ($e). Specifi. vence scale (R. p. and N), as used in the experi.
city (Sp)andEffectiveness(Es).(7) ment and as shown in Figure 1. Thus, the partia%

reluvant judgments must be reinterpMted. in order
tenattivity was defined as the conditional to arrive at a two-potnt scale. Specifically. P's

probastitty snet a member (document) of a file can be added either to n's, or to N's, or enciveed
altogether. To accoendate all three possibilities.will be retrieved by a system if it is relevant.
thme sett of measures were calculated:Operetionally it can be approximated as the retto

between releva,nt documentt retrieved and all role.
'

1.want decaents in the file. Seeciftetty was Sej, Sple and Es1. where the partially
defined as the conditional precaemty tnet a relevant judgments were added te non.

member (document) of a file will not be mtrieved televant ones (P added to N)
(i.e., will be suppressed) if it is not relevant. 2. Se2e Sp2. and Es , where the partiallyOperational'.y. It can be opptominated as the ratio
between non relevant docume ts not retrieved and

relevant j s were added to role.
vant ones addedtoR)a11 non relevant deciments in the file. Effective.

16 a function of $e and $p such that 3. Se3. Sp3, Es3, where the partially
=

* Se + Sp 1.
relevant answers were encluded

$1pce we have chosen to empress the user's entirely anJ calculations done only
att11ty to detemine nievance of a document from on the basis of actual R's and N's,
differing representations by the same measures

New let us drew parellels between the users'uhat remains to be done is to trterpret spectfb perfomance and an IR system perforsence. If acally the ananing of the measures in the content
of this emperiment. As mentioned, we called the user is able to deterwine his final evaluation
judgeant on full tout the final relevance evalv. from a shorter forest,1.4.. if his judgment did

not che from a shorter format to a full toutatten of the answer. Thus the value of le, $p or (final) t. then a given system seuldEs as a sessure of the users' ability to detemine reasona y be asked to attempt to de the samethe relevance of a document from full text repre.
with indeses based on that same shorter femat.sentation is inevitably 1.00. Se $p and Es for
If however, the user was not able to do this.shorter representations eman as follows: 1.e. if his judgment changed, then in generet, a

1. Somet tivity (le) measures the users' system cannet reasonably be espected to do better ;
'
;

than a user in assigning relevance to documentsI
se111ty to recogette relevant answers

from indamos based on that format. Thus, the. t ter their titles or abstracts in com. users' perforsence en shorter forests can be con.1
perison to full test judgments. Se
of 1.00 means that all documents steered a reasonable coal for a system performance
judged relevant on full texts were on shorter forests. Conclustens to that effect

y aise judged relevant on titles or will be made 'ater in the paper.
abstrects, and Se of 0.00 means that
none were judged relevant. Opere. gg,
tienelly, le was apprestacted as the

the member of documents
The data hate for camparlsen was arrived at3

,

on a shorter forse? that were
by adding up the total number of Mouments and the

also judged R on full text M the R. P. N judpuents en these documents subsitted as
manner of docuumts judged R vn full answers over all the questions. There were 22
text. users who subettled 99 questions: altogether for

those 99 questions there were a total of 1006
2. Seacificity ($p) measures the users' answers judged by users on all three forsets (i.e..

ability to recognite non relevant for one question there may be 30 answers, for
answers by their sitles or abstracts. another 17 . . . and to forth . . . when all added
Lp of 1.00 means that all documents up over 99 questions the nunoer of answers was

1086).Judged non-relevant on full texts
w.re also judged non-relevert on

The judgments were distributed over the threetitles or abstracts, and $p of 0.00
formats as follows:

2 96 k ,
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1 ,

No. of '

Answers Partially h8% ' seg Seg Ses I
"'

,

A81*V8"t 't*1
sp) Spg Sp3g g

hl h2 h3 '
,

N '"" '
Titles 167 157 _762 1086 .63 .75 .75 ,

,

.96 .93 .97 fAbstracts 175 169 742 1066
i

Fv11 Tent 207 166 723 1086 .Et .60 .
72 (

l

Finure 2 presents the intersections and Fleure $ presents the same seasures but !
shanges or relevance judpents betusen titles and indicases the users' performance en judgments *

, - full touts. The arrangement of this table was betuosa abstrects and full tes',s, deve the full *
,

espisined in full while treating Figure 1. An tout judgments are taken as final and thus as a - t !_

eassele from reading the tablet the first row standard 1.

indicates that of the 167 answers judged R from i

titles, there were 131 judged R.lusm indicates that13 P and 23 judged
- -

N from full tests. The first co le) leg 803
* '

of the 207 answers judged R from full test there >

were 131 judged R. 33 P, and 43 judged H from '

i

ti110s 8 1 2 3 .

.77 .06 .47
Full Text

[i.RE1.I. Jedpents .93 .95 - .98

207 IW :723 .75 .8) .06 '

k P .- N j ;
*

167 R 131 13 23
Title No statistical tests for acceptance / rejection '-i

[ ' . 33 96 29 of null hypothesis were used for two reasons:167 P
Judpents first. it is felt that the data doe * not confere

762 N 43 f48 671 to the assumption under which the most interesting '

' ~

tests, such as Friedman analysis of variance, are . |.c.
-

.
run (primarily the data is not independent) and -

1aure 3 presents the intersections and , second, interesting conclusions can be made from e.
nges 07 relevance judgments between abstracts direct inspection of data without recourse to

nd full texts. The arrangement is the same as in statistical tests of sipificance..

the previous figures
Conclusions ;

,

Full Test 1. h11 hvaathesist From the direct inspec. '
-

Fleure 3 Judpents non of the sata it may be decided even ,

without formal statistical tests to
207 1 56 723 reject the null hypothesis, which states*

R P H that the formats of output de not effect
the relevance judpents of the user.- It -

,

175 R 160- 3 12 seems that different representations of ,

documents significantly affect the users' ;tract
, 23 125' . 21 relevance judgment. Neuever, the set of -169 P

answers judged " relevant * in various for.J to
' mets differed from format to formet more742 N 24 28~ '690

'

than the ses of answers judged *not role. '

vent." It seems to be easier for the
s.e

users to recognise non. relevance from the
.Fleure _4 presents the measures of Sei

Spl.2.3, ans Es12 3. indicating the users' F shorter forests than relevances all this, '~

formance on judg&sAts between titles and fu 1 of course, with the judgment of full test
texts, where the full texts judgments are taken as taken as final and as the standard to i

final and thus as a standard. The measures, as which other judgments are sospered. ;
-

explained indicate the users' ability to approx 1
- mate the same judgment from titles as had been done Thus, if the null hypothesis had
from full texts: been worded in a more restrictive forw. *

I
such as: 'The formats of output do not >

| effect the non-relevant judgments of the
| user ' tt could not have been clearly

| rejected nor clearly accepted.

,
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2. 1 The overall percentage of 6. Partially helevant Mments: The
< from tities to full tent was emclusion of r's in calculations
| 861, which means that 8g7 of the 1086 increased all three sessures used. This

documents submitted as answers had the indicates that p's have a special,' '

widely over all of windering the most
same judgment on titles as on full text. unstable property

the judynents.The iamutablltty from abstracts to full
test was 901, i.e., 975 of the 1086
answers had the same judgment. The Discussion
issuutability of judgment from titles to
abstracts to full test was 785, 843 of A few positive aspects clearly stand outt
the 1086 answers had the same judgments relevance judgments seem to agree to a consider.
en all three fomats. Thus, the answers able extent over various formats, but not cos.
that had different judgments on different pletely. The degree of agreement encourages the
fomats constitute 225 of the total, or notion of a certain stability and reliability of
243 answers. This can be considered a relevance judaments, and thus this may justify
significant number, since over 1/5 of the their applicability as sore or less objective
output had different judgments nn differ. criteria for measures. It seems, as concluded
eat fomets. from a nonener of relevance experiments, that

people under wel). defined coneitions and within
in general, the shorter the repre. acceptable limits can be objective measuring

sentation in comparison to full text, the instruments indicating relevance, objective
more changes in judgments can be espected. because a relatively high correlation (as human

agreement correlations go) of agrooment exists.
3. Sensi tivi t.v t All three Se esatures for

titles arr significantly smaller than Turn'ng to generalizations from the results
those for abstracts. The highest Se for if an !!! tystem requirements can be satisfied by
both titles and abstracts is Se3, which the user 'ecognizing appr;ximately 2/3 to 3/4 of
entirely encludes the partially relevant relevant answers of til possible relevant answers,
judpents from the calculations. The then the titles can be submitted as output fomat
1msest Se for both representations is as anv ers to questions. This conclusion is, of
Se), which includes P's with N's. In cou9e, of special interest to IWIC or other :

that lowest case, the Se1 cf .63 for s'atess which distribute titles only. The abstract
titles is low indeed, meaning that only wt)) provide approximately 4/5 to 5/6 recognition
131 answers (i.e., 635) were judged in comparison to the loot recognition from full

test. Clearly, the cost of submitting titles is
clearly relevant (R))on titles of the207 judged so on ful tout. For abstracts much lower than that of submitting abstracts which, .

Se1 is somewhat better, being .77, or 160 in turn, is considerably lower than that of sub.
of the 207 answers were judged c)early pitting full touts. So taking cost into account
relevant on both abstracts and full text. submitting titles or abstracts is not a ' bad deaI,'

especially if knowing that most of the answers
4 fi t The 5p values for titles submitted will be non relevant anyway. The cost

a t ses11er than those for of throwing away non relevant titles or abstracts
abstracts. The highest 5p is Sp3 which, is much less than that of throwing away full tests,
as the highest Se, excludes F's entirely.
The lowest $p is SP2, where the P's are how to turn to the problem of partially role.'

.' counted with R's. The lowest 5p for vant answers. They displayed a high degree of
k titles was .93, or 671 answers were judeed instability over judgments and, as witnessed by
t' not relevant from titles of the 723 judged the perfomance of other variables in the empert.

to from full texts. Sp2 for abstracts was ments not treated here (3), having specia) :har. .=

3, .95, or 690 of the 723 answers were judged acteristics, they were not easy to handle. This J
not releva'it on abstracts and full texts. t> rings us to the following genere11:stions it .

*

{ In other words, thn diffemnces between seems that there entsts among the answers supplied
-

non-relevant judgments on titles and by a system to a user a clear set of "hard core'
,

abstracts were not great. The high number relevant answen, a clear and large set of * herd i
d -

of non-relevant answrs submitted to users core' non. relevant answers, and a fvazy grey area - - -

=

stems primartly from brood searches which of answers that are neither clearly relevant nor *
'

were designed basically as 4 * pulling out' clearly non-relevant. The answers from the last .'
device for al) entsting potentially rtle. set can be considered as having various ' degrees * ;
vant answers in the files, of relevance, while the other two sets, clearly =

'{ relevant and clearly non-relevant, can be thought i_

J Sid'tffsetivenesst Abstrects were consider. of e the opposite ends of a continuous relevance 4
i

enly more errective than titles. The scale. i

highest Es of .85 for abstracts and .72 f

-for titles was Es3, where P's were Firsily, let us cespare user and system per. 7
escluded, and the lowest was Esi (.76 for femence on different docueent formats. It was
abstracts and .5g for titles), where P's sentionel that if a user cannot determine role.
were treated as N's. vence fria a shorter format in relation to final

-

4
-

[ relevance of full text, a system cannot be -

c In general, if given a choice, the espected to do any better. The Cooperative Systems
_

f judpent from abstracts should clearly be taborator v investigated, among other variables, the
preferred over the judosent from titles. performan6e of index files based on titles,let us

-i

' 4
abstracts, and full text. For siselicity,
compare only the measures where P's were treated
as N's. Set of users on titles was Se) . 63 and ;

-

,
,
t

'
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the hiahest Sel of title based index files in C5L References !
was .3) *hieved by the broad search. Sej of

* *

Users on absc4 cts was .77 and the highest Se) of 1. Work performd under PH5 Grant FR-00118. {abstract based 1.Aex files was .80 Without the work on organization of t!ats by i

Carolyn Gifford and Georoe J. Baunents this !

Thus, as for as ce recognition / retrieval of paper would not be possible. Their contri. +

relevat.t enswers is concerned, the users perfomed bution is gratefully acknowledoed. I

considerably better on titles than systems, and
'

both did almost the same on abstracts. The 2. Gof fman W. and V. A. hewill., 'Casawnication
logical explanation for the Considerably higher and Epidepic Processes.* Proceedines of the
performance by users on titles is that the users Rnyal Society. Series A. Tol. Zys. Ro.1454
* read into or from* the titles (which included z may lytJ. pp. 316 334
tibliographic citations) additional infomation I

based on their own knowledge of the field, enabling 3. 1 1 T it }
them to estimate relevance of a document better e I,. a .

than IR systems based on the same fomst. In the comparative 5ystess Laboratory inal Report.
case of abstracts it seens that both users and Center for Documentation and Ceuunnitetten
systems utilized the same infomation and the Research. Case Western Reserve
system, as designed, performed with respect to Se Cleveland. Ohio 1968 611'

.

as closely as can be expected. PB

Regarding specificity, the users perfomed in 4 Re . and T. R. Savage,.

all cases considerably better than the experi. *C of Lexical Indt.
sental IR systems used in C5L 1.e., they were cators. cimentation. Vol.12 *

' r.vch better in reengnition of non. relevant answers ho. 2. April 1901, pp. m.130
than systems were. Therefore nsers *150 achieved np !

a higher effectiveness on perfemance than did 5. Resniet.1 - of Docs. i

systems, ment Titles and Abstr inino '

Relevance of Docusents.* 1n . Vol. 134, t
in general, then, a title based in a file No. 3484. 6 Det.1961, pp. 006. .

cannot be expected to perfom any highe ; nan .60
. 75 sensitivity and abstract J ased invex files 6. Rees. A. M., D. G. Schultre et al., A Fi 1

any higher than .75 . 85 sensitivity..because the taperii'eatal Accroach to the Suudv e e e.
users do not recognize relevant answers from com. vance assessments in Relan t on '.o Document
parable femats at any higher rate. These ceneral. Searchinq. Z vols. Center for Documentation
13ations assume, of course that the users' judo. and comunication Research Case Weste n .

ments of full texts 15 final and standard dich Reserve Un QV 1967,
in any case seems a reasonable assumption. 475 p.4PS.ww .

7. Goffman. W. and V. A. Newill. * Methodology for
Test and [ valuation of Information Retrieval
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this analysis is to review and update the information
presented in the Licensing Support System Preliminary Data Scope Analysis (DOE,
1989a) to detemine if significant changes have occurred in the projected number
of pages to be loaded into the Licensing Support System (LSS). The analysis was
performed in two steps. First the major sources of data were examined to
detemine the current (1990) information believed to be relevant to the LSS
database and the rate at which that information is being accumulated. Second,
a projected rate at which sages would be generated for LS$ was developed from
the current official schecule for the DOE OCRWM high level waste repository
program. These factors were used to generate a new table of pages to be loaded ;

,

into the LSS through the year 2009.
|
l

1.1 Background
i

The Licensing Support System Preliminary Data Scope Analysis was developed
in early 1988 and provided an estimate of the LSS data base in August 1990 and
projections through 2009 based on the following sources:

1) NNWSI Project Participants and Subcontractors

2) NNWS! ARS data base

3) OCRWM Headquarters ARS data base
;

4) NRC data base

5) Regulations
,

6) Commitments Tracking data base *

In addition to these sources, an adjustment was added to account for an
estimated under-representation of relevant topics. The final results, as
presented as Table 8 of the LSS Preliminary Data Scope Analysis, indicated a

.

cumulative page count at the end of 2009 of between 30,947,000 and 40,567,000.
Subsequent to the completion of that report an error was discovered in the .

analysis and a revised Table 8 Las produced in the Licensing Support System
Conceptual Design Analysis (DOE,1989b) which shows an increase in the 2009 page
count to between 32,191,000 and 42.216,000. ,

Upon further review of these figures, an additional mathematical error was
discovered in the calculations of the projected data scope size in August 1990

,

as defined in the LSS Preliminary Data scope Analysis. Item 7 of Table 7 (page
42) calculated the contribution of the ARS/ Washington documents to be 323,000 ~,

pages from March 1988 to August l$90, but the correct figure is 32,300 pages. '

Since the adjustment for under-est5mation of topics (Item 13 of Table 7) was
calculated as a percentage of the c.ontributions from the various sources, it

1 -
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must also be corrected.
1990 to be lowered slightly toThis results in the 1988 estimate of pages in August

.

8,705,000 pages for the low estimate and
10,705,000 pages for the high estimate. These corrected figures were then used
to recalculate the projections for 1990 through 2009. The results are shown in
Table 1-1,1988 Projection of the Size of the LSS Data Base. Table 1-1 is then'

the correct basis for comparison with the current analysis.

1.2 Analysis of Contributio";

It is helpful to review the projected sburces of information for the LSS
data base and their relative size. d' ased on the information from the LSS
Preliminary Data Scope Analysis (DOE,19894) as corrected above, the major data
sources for the size of the Aucontributions are summarized below: gust 1990 data base and their relative

1) NNWSI Project Participants and Subcontractors

Estimated 1980 to August 1990 production at 4,233,000 pages, all of which
was considered relevant to LSS.

2) NNWSI ARS Data Base

Existing (1988) data base plus production to August 1990 estimated at86,700 documents.
In addition a backlog of 845,000 documents had not yet

been entered into the system. At 8 to 10 pages per document, a judgement
of relevance at 65% to 70%, and 60% considered to be non duplicative ofthe NNWSI partici
3,913,000 paces. pants contribution, the totc1 ranged from 2,906,000 to

3) OCRWM Headquarters Data Base

Existing (1988) data base of 113,000 documents is supplemented by the
estimated production to August 1990 of 29,000 additional documents and a
backlog of 162,000 documents that had not yet been loaded into the system.At 5.8 pages per document, an estimated 20% relevance, and only 4%
considered to be durlicated in the above contributions, the total
Headquarters contribution is estimated at 338,000 pages.

4) NRC Data Base

The existing data base plus backlog in 1988 was estimated at 50,000
documents plus an additional 17,400 document estimated to be generatedbetween 1938 and August 1990. At 7 pages per document and an estimated
90% relevance, the total contribution to the August 1990 data base is425,000 pages.

2
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TABLE 1-1. 1988 PROJECTION OF THE $1ZE OF THE LS$ DATA BASE '

,

LOW ESTIMATE HIGH ESTIMATE

Pages Added Cumulative Pages Pages Added Cumulative Pages
Igy_ Durina D E At YeardDg Durina Year At Year-End

|1990 830,000 8,982,000 1,100,000 11,533,000-

1991 1,087,000 10,069,000 1,441,000 12,974,000 -

1992 1,428,000 11.497,000 1,892,000 14,866,000

1993 1,660,000 13,157,000 2,200,000 17,066,000

1994 2,009,000 15,166,000 2,662,000 19,728,000

1995 1,858,000 17,024,000 2,463,000 22,191.000-

1996 1,635,000 18,659,000 2,167,000 24,358,000

1997 1,386,000 20,045,000 1,837,000 26,195,000

1998 1,037,000 21,082,000 1,374,000 27,569,000

1999 1,266,000 22,368,000 1,704,000 29,273,000
- 2000 1,170,000 23,538,000 1,550,000 30,823,000

L '2001 1,877,000 25,415,000 2,487,000 33,310,000

2002 1,236,000 26,651.000 1,638,000 34,948,000,.

2003 1,261,000 27,912,000 1,671,000 36,619,000 ,

2004 1,327,000 29,239,000 1,759,000 38,378,000

2005 1,120,000 30,359,000 1,484,000 39,862.000

2006 415,000 '0,774,000 550,000 40,412,000
,

2007- 365,000 31,139,000 484,000 40,896,000

2008 365,000 31,504,000 484,000 41,380,000

2009 -365,000 31,869,000 484,000 41.864,000-

3
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These data sources are summarized in Table 12, along with the minor
-

contributions from the regulations and commitment tracking, and the relative
percentage of these sources are shown.

TABLE 1-2. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE AUGUST 1990 DATA BASE PROJECTION

'

Low Estimate High Estimate

Egggi Percent Enggi Earcant

NNWSI Project 4,233,000 49 4,233,000 40

NNWS1 ARS 2,907,000 33 3,913,000 36 -

Headquarters ARS 338,000 4 338,000 3

NRC 425,000 5 425,000 4

Mise 11,000 0 12,000 0

Adjustment 791,000 9 1,784,000 17
......... .........

Totals 8,705,000 10,705,000

From .the above it can be seen that the contributions from the Yucca
l Mountain project (Las Vegas) make up approximately 80 percent of the total.

Therefore the accuracy of the figures from this source are more important than
the accuracy of contributions from OCRWM headquarters, for example. The
alscellaneous contributions from regulations and commitment tracking are smaller
than the uncertainties. in other contributions and can be ignored. . (Commitment!

! tracking has been eliminated from the LSS scope).
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2.0 DATA 8ASE ESTINATE. 1990

L The first step in the analysis is to determine the size of the data base
,

t1at could be loaded into the LSS in 1990 and the rate at which that data base
is crawing. In order to evaluate this, the content of the major data bases that

,

encompass infomation that is a candidate for inclusion into the LSS is examined,
along with the associated growth rates, and an estimate of relevance and non-
duplication is applied. No adjustment is applied for underestimation of topics
as was done in the previous analysis. The topics to be included in the LSS were
defined as a part of the niegotiated rule making process, and these definitions -

were used to assess the relevance factors that are applied in this analysis.
,

2.1 Yucca Mountain Pro.iect
,

| Lince the 1988 analysis, the Yucca Mountain Project Office has accumulated
the products of the participating subcontractors and has entered, or is in theL

process of entering, records of these documents into the Records Information
,

System (MS). Therefore it is not necessary to separate the Project Office
i source frt.m the participating subcontractors. As of March 1990, the Ris !
I contained.akoroximately 100,000 records representing 1,725,000

microfilm frase count). In addition to the records in the system, an adpages (ditional
based on

5,500,000- pages of information has been accumulated but not yet entered. . New
,

; -

infomation is being accumulated at an average rate of 1500 records per week, i

Based on an average 17 pages per record (or document), the rate of new pages
generated is 1,326,000 pages per year.

Much of the technical information in the Yucca Mountain data base was
performed before the Quality Assurance Program was operative. Therefore it is
difficult to ascertain whether or not this infomation will be entered into thed LSS. In keeping with the philosophy of the 1988 analysis, the page count will
be estimated as both a " low estimate" and a "high estimate". For the low-

estimate it is assumed that this technical dut will not be entered into the LSS.'

With that assumption, it is estimatea tnr.t only 10 percent of the project data |base is relevant. For the high estimate, essuming the technical data is entered '

'
into the LSS, the relevance of this d2ta is estimated at 75 percent.

For most of 1990, no significant technical analysis has taken place. Most '

of the generation of paper pertains to tne development of strategies in the legal
Therefore it will be assumed that for both the low and high estimates,arena.

the percent relevance for 1990 is 10 percent.

In 1991 site work is expected to begin. When this work is in full
operation, the information generated in the project is assumed to be 75 percent
relevant to LSS. Therefore, from 1992 onward, the low and high estimates will
be based on the assumption that 75 percent of the documents entering the Las
Vegas RIS will be entered into LSS. For 1991, a transition figure of 45 percent
relevance is assumed.

5
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2.2 00f Headquarters

As of April of 1990, the DOE Headquarters Ris contained 192,402 records.
On the basis of the number of microfilm rolls corresponding to those records,
and using 3000 frames per roll, those records represent 1,205,000 pages or
approximately 6.3 pages per record. Based on the first four months of 1990, the
number of records processed per week (representing new document generation) are
358 corresponding to 5431 pages. (Note that this average number of pages per
record for this period at 15.2 is significantly higher than the cumulative
average to date of 6.3.) The annual rate of pages entered into the Headquarters
RIS is then 282,000.

With respect to the applicability of the headquarters records to the LSS,
.the estimate is that only 15 percent of the RIS information would be relevant
for material collected to date and until site work starts in 1991. After that
time, there will be periods of time when the M&O Contractor will generate
significant and relevant documents. Therefore, the relevance of documents will
be estimated at 20 percent from 1992 onward for the low estimate, and 35 percent
for the high estimate. For 1991 the figures will be 15 percent and 25 percent
respectively. In addition, a factor of 0.9 will be applied to all pages from
this source to account for an estimated 10 percent duplication of records with
the Yucca Mountain Project contribution.

2.3 Nuclear Reaulatory Cmaission

Estimates of documents and pages within the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
data base (NEWDOCS) were received, calculating only those documents which are
assumed to be non duplicative and relevant to LSS. These figures are 157,500
pages currently cataloged and a rate of accumulation of 20,250 pages per year.
These figures are significantly below the figures used in the previous analysis.

2.4 Total Contributions

Normalizing all data to the end of 1990, the summary of the contributions
from the three major sources appears in Table 2-1. At the end of 1990, these
estimates indicate that the candidate pages for the LS$ range from 1,173,000
pages to 5,654,000 pages. The comparative figures from the 1988 analysis are
from 8.982,000 pages to 11,583,000 pages.

6 |
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Table 21. SUNRARY OF LS$ DATA SOURCES

A. LOW ESTIMATE

Yucca DOE
Mount. M E

Pages, end 1989 6,894,000 1,118,000 142,000
"

Relevance, pre 1990 0.10 0.15 1.0

Non duplicative 1.0 0.90 1.0

LSS Pages, and 1989 689,000 151,000 142,000

Pages, 1990 1,326,000 282,000 20,000

Relevance, 1990 0.10 0.15 1.0

Non duplicative 1.0 0.90 1.0

L$$ Pa9es, 1990 133,000 38,000 20,000

LS$ Contribution,
end 1990 822,000 189,000 162,000

B. HIGH ESTIMATE

Yucca DOE
Mount. M E

Pages, and 1989 6,894,000 1,118,000 142,000

Relevance, pre 1990 0.75 0.15 1.0

Non duplicative 1.0 0.90 1.0

LSS Pages, end 1989 5.171,000 151,000 142,000

Pages, 1990 1,326,000 282,000 20,000

Relevance, 1990 0.10 0.15 1.0

Non duplicative 1.0 0.90 1.0

LSS Pages, 1990 133,000 38,000 20,000

LSS Contribution,
end 1990 5,304,000 189,000 162,000

i
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3.0 DATA BASE GROWTH THROUGH 2009

Two factors affect the growth of the data base from 1990. As mentioned
in the previous section, the relevance of the Yucca Mountain contribution will
grow to 45 percent in 1991 and to 75 percent from 1992 through 2009. Similarly
the relevance of the DOE Headquarters contributions will change with time in 1991
and 1992. More importantly there are phasps in the project schedule when
significant activities occur that result in increased generation of data that >

is candidate for 1.)clusion into the LSS. Figure 3 1 illustrates that relative
project activity and relates the activity to milestones in the project schedule
as defined by DOE in November, 1989 (DOE,1989c). This activity base does not

-

'

include any milestones or activities relative to the Monitored Retrieval Storage j(MRS).

From the project activity projection, the relative generation of candidate
documents was calculated compared to the generation rate in 1990. Applying these

--

project activity factor and the relevance factors results in a new estimate of
pages for the LSS data base as a function of time. The results as shown in Table

i3 1 may be compared with the previous results illustrated in Table 1-1. Figum
3 2 is a graphical plot of the cumulative pages at the end of each year for bou

,

the old and new estimates.
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TA8LE 3-1, 1990 PROJECTION OF THE $1ZE OF THE LS$ DATA 8ASE
'

LOW ESTIMATE HIGH ESTIMATE
|

| Pages Added Cumulative Pages Pa9es Added Cumulative Pa9esIgy_ Durina Year At Year-End Durina Year At Year End <

,

1990 191,000 1,173,000 191,000 5,655,000.

1991 688,000 1,861,000 715,000 6,370,000 !

; 1992 1,106.000 2,967,000 1,159,000 7,529,000
'

1993 1,106,000 4.073,000 1,159,000 8,688,000 t

| 1994 1,106,000 5,178,000 1,159,000 9,847,000

1995 1,580,000 6,758,000 1,656,000 r ' ll,503,000 ) f
L 1996 1,580,000 8,338,000 1,656,000 13,158,000

1997 1,580,000 9,917,000 1,656,000 14,814.000
|

| 1998 1,685,000 11,682,000 1,766,000 16,580,000

1999 1,685,000 13,287,000 1,766,000 18,346,000

|. 2000 2,211.000 15,498,000 2,318,000 20,664,000 -

\ .

~

2001 2,633,000 18,131,000 2,760,000 23,424.000
|

2002 3,054.000 21,185,000 3,201,000 26,625,000

: 2003 3,054.000 24,239,000 3,201,000 29,826,000

2004 2,243,000 26,482,000 2,351,000 32,177,000 |

2005 1,580,000 28,061,000 1,656,000 33,833,000

2006 2,106,000 30,168,000 2,208,000 36,041,000
|
| 2007 2,159,000 32,327,000 2,263,000 38,304,000
L 2008 2,159,000 34,485,000 7.263,000 40,567,000

2009 2,159,000 36,644,000 2,263,000 42,829,000
i.

I
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3

A new method for automatic Indoulng and retrieval is
of obsersed term document association data as a statisticaldescribed. The approach is to take advantage of impl6 cit
problem. We assume therr is some underlying latent se-higher order structure in the association of terms with

documents (* semantic structure ) in order to improve mantic structure in the data that is partially obscured by the
the detection of relevant documents on the basis of randomness of word choice with respect to retrieval, We

. . #

terms found in queries. The particular technique used is use statistical techniques to estimate this latent structure,
einguler value decomposition, in which a large term by
document metria le decomposed into a set of ca.100 or* and get rid of the obscuring " noise." A description of ,

thogonal tectors from which the original metris can be terms and documents based on the latent semantic structur,
s

approalmated by linear combination. Documents are is used for indexing and retrieval.' I

represented by ca.100 item vectors of factor weights. The particular . latent semantic indexing,,(LSI) analysis
. .

Overies are represented as pseudo-document vectors that we have tried uses singular value decomposition. We
,

formed from weighted combinations of terms, and take a large matris of term-document association data anddocuments with supre threshold cosine values are re-
turned, initial tests find this completely automatic construct a " Semantic" space wherein terms ar.d documents

method for retrieval to be promisical. that are closely associated are placed near one another,
3 g g g g
the space to reflect the major associative patterns in the '

Introduction data, and ignore the smaller, less important influences. As

We desenbe here a new approach to automatic indesing a result terms that did not actus!!y appear in a document '

and retrieval. It is designed to osercome a fundamental may 5111 end up close to the document, if that is consistent

problem that plagues existmp retneval techniques that try with the major patterns of association in the data. Position
'

to match words of quenes with words of documents. The in the space then serves as the new kind of semantic index- i

problem is that users want to retneve on the basis of con. ng. Retrieval proceeds by using the terms in a query to

ceptual content, and individual words provide unrehable identify a point in the space, and documents in its neigh-

evidence about the conceptual topic or meanmp of a docu- borhood are retumed to the user,

ment. There are usually many ways to express a gisen
concept, so the literal terms in a user's quer) may not De!!ciencies of Current Automatic indexing and

,

*

match those of a relesant document, in addition, most Retrisval Methods
words have multiple meaninp, so terms in a user's query
will literally match terms in documents that are not of in- A fundamental deficiency of current information retneval -

terest to the user. methods is that the words scarchers use often are not the
The proposed approach tries to osercome the deficien- Same as those by which the information they seek has been.

'

cies of term. matching retrieval by treatmg m,e untchatiility indexed. There are actudly two sides to the issue; we will
call them broadly synonymy and polysemy. We use syn.
onymy in a very general sense to describe the fact that

'To whom au correspondence should be addreswd

'By * semantic structure' me mean here only the correlation structure
Recened August 26.1987, reused Arn! 4.1988, accepted Arnl 3.1988 hi the may m which mdnidual words appear m docurnents. "semantr'

t

C 1990 by John Wticy & Sons. inc. amphes tely the fact that terms m a document ma) be taken as referents
to the document itself or to us topic.
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k there are many ways.to refer to the same object. Users in mains to be determmed. Not onry is there a potential issue )
: different contexts, or with different needs, knowledge, or d atnbiguity and lack of precision, but the problem of

*
I

knguistic habits will describe the same information using identifying index terms that are not in the text of docu. i
different terms | Indeed, we have found that the degree of- ments Frows cumbersome. This was one of the motives for -
sariability in descriptiv i term usage is much greater than is the approach to be described here.

I
comrnonly suspected. '.t r example, two people choose the The second factor is the lack of an adequate automatic jo
sarne main key word 'or a single well.known object less than nwthod for dealing with polysemy. One common approach
209 of the time (Furnas, Landauer, Gomer, & Dumais, is the use of controlled vocabularies and human inter- J

.1987). Comparably poor. agreement has been reported in mediaries to act as translators. Not only is this solution
studies of interindexer consistency (Tarr & Borko,1974) extremely expensive, but it is not necessarily effective. q

and in the generation of search terms by either expert inter- Another approach is to allow Boolean intersection or coor- 1
mediaries (Fidel,1985i or less expenenced searchers (Liley, dination with other terms to disambiguate rneaning. Suc-,

1951; Bates,1986). The prevalence of synonyms tends to cess is severely hampered by users' inability to think of
decrease the " recall" performance of retneval systems. By appropriate limiting terms if they do exist, and by the fact .q

polystmy we refer to the general fact that most word. have that such terms may not occur in the documents or may not |

more than one distinct meaning (homography), in different have be.m included in the indexing.
'

contexts or when used by different people the same term The third factor is somewhat more technical, having
(e.g., " chip") takes on varying referent i significance, to do with the way in which current automatic indexing
Thus the use of a term in a e.rch query does not neces- and retrieval systems actually work, in such systems each '

sarily mean that a document sontaining or labeled by the word type is treated as independent of any other (see, for
same term is of interest. Polysemy is one factor underlying ex.mple, van Rijsbergen (1977)). Thus matching (or not)
poor " precision." bon of two terms that almost always occur together is

The failure of current automatic indexing to overcome c;n ted r; heavily as matching two that are rarely found in -
these problerns can be largely traced to three factors. The tc t me document. Thus the scoring of success, in either
first factor is that the way index terms are identified is in- sti . g. ' Boolean or coordination level searches, fails to -.

complete. The terms used to describe or index a document take reundancy into account, and as a result may diston
typically contain only a fraction of the terms that users as a resuhs tc m unknown degree. This problem exacerbates a
Froup will try to look it up under. This is partly because the user's dit culty in using compound term queries effec-
documents themselves do not contain all the terms users tively to expand or limit a search.
will apply, and sometimes because term selection proce-
dures intentionally omit many of the terms in a document.

Rationale of the Latent Semantic IndexingAttempts to deal with the synonymy prcblem have re.
(LSI) F.ethodlied on mtellectual or automatic term expansion, or the

construction of a thesaurus. These arc presumably advanta-
Illustration of Rcrneval Prob / cms' geous for conscientious and knowledgeable searchers who -

can.use such tools to suggest additional search terms. The We illustrate some of the problems with term based in-
. drawback for fully automatic methods is that some added formation retrieval systems Oy means of a fictional matrix'
terms may have different meaning from that intended (the of terms by documents (Table 1). Below the table we give
polysemy effect) leading to rapid degradation of precision a fictional query that might have been passed against this
(Sparck Jones,1972). database. An "R" in the column labeled REL (relevant) in-

It is worth noting in passing that expenments with small dicates that the user wculd have judged the document rele-
interactive data bases have shown monotonic improvements vant to the query (here documents I and 3 are relevant). t
in recall rate without overall loss of precision as more in- Terms occurring in both the query and a document (com. I

i dexing terms, either taken from the documents or from puter and Inforr.arion) are indicated by an asterisk in the
>larfe samples of actual users' words are added (Gomez, appropriate cell; an "M" in the MATCH column indicates
luhbaum, & Landauer, in press: Fumas.1985). Whether that the document mateies the query and would have been
this "unhmited aliasing" method, which we have described returned to the user. Documents I rnd 2 illustrate common

'

elsewhere, will be effective in very large data bases re- classes of problems with which the proposed method !

TABLEI. Sample term by document matna.'

Access Document Retneval Informanon Theor) Database Inde6ng Computer REl. MATr1

bxl a a x x R

Duc 2 n* x x* M
br ) - a x* x* R M

. ' Query. tDF m computer 4ased dormatum loobup"
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ideals. Document 1 is a rekvant do ument, which, how- representation in which a set of terms, which by itself is *

ever, contains none of the words in the query. It would, incomplete and unreliable evidence of the relevance of a,,

therefore, not be retumed by a straightforward term over, given document, is replaced by some other set of entities
lap retrieval scheme. Document 2 is a nonrelevant docu- which are more reliable indicants. We take advantage of

. ment which does contain terms in the query, and therefore implicit higher order for latent) structure in the association
would be returned, despite the fact that the query context of terms and documents to reveal such relationships.

'

makes it clear enough to a human observer that a different
; sense of at least one of the words is intendcd. Note that in

this example none of the meaning conditioning terms in the
The Choice of Methodfor Uncmcring Lorent

query is found in the mdex. Thus intersecting them with
Semamic Structure

the query terms would not have been a plausible strategy
for omitting document 2. The Foal is to find knd At a useful model of the rela.

Start by considering the synonymy problem. Or.e way tionships between terms and documents. We want to use
of lookinF at the problem is that document I should have the matrix of observed occurrences of terms applied to
contained the term "look up" from the user's perspective, documents to estimate parameters of that underlying i

or conversely that the query should have contained the model. With the resulting model we can then estimate
.''

term " access" or " retrieval" from the system's. To Oesh what the observed occurrences really should have been. In
out the analogy, we might consider any document (or title this way, for example, we might predict that a given term

,

I or abstract) to consist of a small selection from the co n- should be associated with a document, even though, be- ,

plete dwhrse that might bve been writts,. on its topic. cause of variability in word use, no such association was i

Thus the text from which we extract index terms is a fal- observed,

lible observation from which to infer what terms actually The first question is what sort of model to choose. A
' apply to its topic. The same can be said about the query; it notion of semantic similarity, between documents and be-

| is only one sample description of the intended documents, tween terms, seems central to modeling the patterns of
and in principle could have contained many diffeient terms term usage across documents. This led us to restrict con-
hom the ones it does. sideration to proximity models, i.e., models that try to put

j N job then, in building a retrieval system, is to find similar items near each other in some space or structure.

L some way to predict what terms "really" are implied by a Such models include: hierarchical, panition and overlap-
'

query or apply to a document (i.e., the " latent semantics") ping clusterings; ultrametric and additive trees; and factor-
on the basis of the fallible sample actually found there. If analytic and multidimensional distance models (see Carroll

L there wet correlation between the occurrence of one & Arabic,1980 far a survey).4

term and another, then there would be no way nor us to use Aiding mformation retrieval by discovering lat:nt prox-
the data m a term by document matrix to estimate the imity structure has at least two lines of precedence in the

''

"true" association of terms and documents where data are literature, Hieratchical classification analyses are fre-
in error. On the other hand, if there is a great deal of struc- quently used for term and document clustering (Sparck
ture, i.e., the occur ence of some patterns of words gives Jones,1971; Salton,1%8; Jardin & van RijsberFen,197_l).
us a strong clue as to the likely occurrence of others, then Latent class analysis (Baker,1962) and factor analysis
da;a frem one part (or all) of the table can be used to cor. ( Atherton & Borko,1%5; Borko & Bernick,1%3; Ossorio,
rect other portsons. For example suppose that in our total 1966) have also been explored before for automatic docu-
collection the words " access" and " retrieval" each occurred ment indexing and retrkval.
in 100 Jocuments. and that 95 of these documents contain. In document clusterir:g, fo example, a not on of dis-i

ing " access" also contained " retrieval." We might reason- tance is defined such that two documents are considered
ably guess that the absence of " retrieval" from a document close to the extent that they contain the same terms. The
containing " access" might be erroneous, and consequently matrix of document to document distances is then sub-
wish to retrieve the document in response to a query con- jected to a clustering analysis to find a hierarchical classifi-
taining only " retrieval." The kind of struct. e on which cation for the documents. Retrieval is based on exploring ,

such inferences can be based is not limited to simple pair- neighbod ods of this structure. Similar efforts have ana-
. ise correlation. lyM ~ wa usage in a corpus and built clusters of relatedw

in document 2 we would like our analysis tc 'cIl us that terms, in effect making a statistically-based thesaurus. We
the term "information"is in fact something of an imposter. beliese an important weakness of the clustering approach
Given the other terms in the query and in that document s that bierarchies are far too limited to capture the rich se-
we would predict no occurrence of a term with the mean. mantics of most document sets. Hierarchical clusterings
ing here intended for "information," i.e., knowledge de. permit no cross classifications, for example, and in general
sired by a searcher. A correlational structure analysis may have very few free parameters (essentially only n parameters
allow us to down-weight polysemous terms by taking ad- for n objects). Empirically, clusiering improves the com-
vantage of such observations. putaConal efficiency of search; whether or not it improves

Out overall research program has been to find effective retrieval success is unclear (Jardin & van Rasbergen,1971;
models for overcoming these problems. We would like a Salton & McGill,1983; Voorhees,1985).
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. a. Previously tried factor analytic apptcoches have taken a We considered alternative models using the followinF
square symmetric matrix of similarities between pairs of three enteria:
documents (based on statistical term overlap or human (3) Ad>"J'ahl' 4Preseniorionot richness. To represent the,

judgmentsh and used linear al ebra to construct a low underlymg semanne structure, we need a model with
F

dimensional spatial model wherein similar documents are sufficient p wn. We behese hierarchical clustenngs
t be too restnctive, since they allow no multiple orplaced near one another. The factor analytic model has the

. croned classifications and hase essentially only aspotential of much greater richness than the clustenng
mans parameters as objects. Smce the right Lm"d of

model(a A dimensional model for n points has ni parame.
aher' atne is unknown. we looked for models whosen

ters). Hr' wever previous attempts along these lines, I o- power could be varied, as some compensation for
had shortcomings. First, factor analysis is computationally chwsmg a perhaps mappropnate structure. The most
expensive, and since most previous attempts were made obious elass is dimensional models, hke multidimen-
15-20 years ago, they were limited by processing con- sional scahng and factor analysis, where representa.
Straints (Borko & Bernick,196 ). Second, most past at. tional power can be controlled by choosing the number,

tempts considered restricted versions of the factor analytic 4. of dirnemions ti.e., & parameten per object).

model, either by using very lov dimensionality, or ty (on- (2) E2P r8' uPresentation of both scrms and documents.h

verting the factor analysis results to a simple binary clus- The desire to represent both terms and documents

tering (Borko & Bernick,1963), TMrd, some attempts umultane usly is nm than esthetic. In our pmximb
* ''"I * E*''''"'**'I"'''have relied on excessively tedious data gathering tech- by appropriately,'#"## E*'placing a new object corresponding

niques, requiring the collection of thousands of similant)
to the query in the semantic structure and fmding

judgments from humans (Ossorio,1966). those documents that are close by. One simple wa) to
Previously reported clustering and factor analytic ap- achiese appropriate placement is if tenn4, as well as

proaches have also struggled with a certain representa- documents, have positions in the structure. Then a
tional awkwardness. Typically the originai data explicitly query can be placed at the centroid of its term points.
relate two types of entities, terms and documents, and Thus for both elegance and retneval mechanisms, we

most conceptions of the retrieval problem mention both needed what are called two-mode proximity methods

types (e.g., given terms that describe a searchers' inter. (Carroll and Arabic,19hus, that start with a rectangu-

ests, relevant documents are retumed). However, represen- lar matrix and construct explicit representations of-

tations chosen so far handie only one at a time (e.g., either both row and column objects. One such method is

term clustering or document clustering). Any attempts to multidimensional unfolding (Coombs,1964; Heiser,
1981; Desarbo & Carroll.1985), m, which both terms

put the .ignored entity back . the representation have beenm
and documents would appear as pomts in a single space

arbitrary and after the fact. An exception to this is a pro- w th similant) related monotonically to Euclidean
posal by Koll (1979) in which both tems and documents distance. Another is two-mode factor analysis (Harsh-
are represented in the same space of concepts (see also man, i,10. Harshman & Lundy,1984a, Carroll &
Raghavan & Wong (1986)). While Koll's approach is quite Chang.1970; Kruskal,1978), in which terms and
close in spirit to the one we propose, his concept space documents would again be represented as points in a -
was of ser) low dimensionality (only seven underlying space, but simitanty is given by the inner product be-
dimensions), and the dimensions were hand chosen and tween pomts. A final candidate is unfolding in trees ,

not truly orthogonal as are the utiderlying axes in factor (Fumas,1980), in which both terms and documents j

analytic approaches.8 " "Id *PP''' '' I'**'5 "*'"''""d P''hI'"8'h 3

Our approach differs from previous attempts in a number dntance tnr ugh the tree would give the similarity.
. (Orc venion of this is equivalent to simultaneous hier-

of ways that will become clearer as t.ne model is described
archical clustering of both terms and objects.) Thein more detail. To foreshadow some of these differences,
exphcit represertanon of both terms and documents

wc; (1) examine problems of reasonable size (1000-2000 also leads to a strai htforward way in which to add orF
document abstracts; and 5000-7000 index terms); (2) use a -fold.in" new terms or documents that were not in oc
tich, high dimensional representation (about 100 dimen- origmal matnx, New terms can be placed at the r n-
sions) to capture term document relations (and this appears troid of the documents in which they appear; sitti
necessary for success); '3) use a mathematical technique larly, new documents can be placed at the centroi/ of

which explicitly represetas both terms and documents in their constituent terms?
_'

the same space; and (4) retrieve documents from query h are several unportant and mieremns ismes raised by considenns
terms directly, without rotation or interpretation of the the addmon of new terms and documents into the space. First, the addi-

underlying axes and without using intermediate docu- a n of new bpts mraduces smne temporal * pen *ncies tn the repre.

me chem sentation That is, unere a nem term or document gets placed depends on
what other terms and doeurnents are already in the space, Second. in gen-
eral, simpsy foldmg.in nem terms or documents will result in a somewhat

8
Koll begins with a set of seven nonoverlappmg but almost spanning different space than movid have been obtained had these objects been in.

dauments whgh form the ases of the space. Terms are located on the cluded m the ongmal analysis Smce the mmal analyus is tirne consum-
asis of the document in which they occur; the remainder of the doc- irg, it is clearly advantageous to be able to add nem objects by foldmg.in
aments are processed sequent' ally and placed at the average of their How mua of this can be done without rescahng is an open research
terms. This approach has txen evaluated on only a small dataset where it issue, and is hkely to depend on the vanabihty of the database over time,
mes moderately successful the representativeness of the ongmal of documents and terms, etc.
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t.V C<mipatusmnal trartaMer[for large datairst Many but eith an arbitrary rectangular matrix with different enti-

C of the canting modeh require connputation that grc ties on the rows and columns, e p. a matrix of terms and
up with N? or N' twhere N is the number o' terms documents. This rectangular matnx is aFain decomposed

V ' plus documentw Smce we hoped to work wrh docu-
into three other matnces of a very special form, this time

ments sets that were at least m the thousand , models h a pmcm called "singh valdemptd (SVDhwith efficient fittmf technques were needeq.
(The resulting matrices contait: " singular vectors" and

. The only model which satisfied all three criteria was "ungular values.") As in the one mode case these special
two-mode factor analysis. The tree unfoldits model was matrices show a breakdown of the original relationships
considered too representationally restrictise, and along with into linearly independent components or factors. Again,

#
nonmetric multidimensional unfolding, too computationally many of these components are very small, ard may be ig,
expensive. Two mode factor analysis n a generalization of nored, leadinF to an approximate model that contains man)
the familiar factor analytic model based on singular value fewer dimensions. In this reduced nulel all the term term,
decomposition (SVD) (See Forsythe, Malcolm, & Moler document document, and term-document similanties are
(1977), Chapter 9, for an introduction to SVD and its now approximated by values on this smaller number of
applications.) SVD represents both terms and documents dimensions. The result can still be representea geometri.
as vectors in a space of choosable dimensionality, and cally by a spatial configuration in which the dot product or =
the dot product or cosine between points in the space cosine between vectors representing two objects corre-
gives their similarity. In addition, a program was available sponds to their estimated similarity.
f Harshnian & Lundy,1984b) that fit the model in time of Thus, for information retrieval purposes, SVD can be
order N x A' viewed as a technioue for deriving a set of uncorrelated in-

2

dexing va iables or tactors; each term and document is rep-
resented by its vector of factor values. Note that by virtue

. SVD or Two Mode Factor Analysis I the dimension reduction, it is possible for documents
.

with somewhat different profiles of term usage to be

# mapped into the same vector of factor values. This is just .
the property we need to accomplish the improvement of

The lat at sem mueture analysis starts with a ma. unreliable data proposed earlier. Indeed, the SVD repre,
trix of terms by o _: nts. This matrix is then analyzed sentation, by replacinF individual terms with derived or.
by singular value decomposition (SVD) to denve our par- thogonal factor values, can help to s&c all three of the
ticular latent wmantic structure model. SinFular value de- fundamental problems we have described.
composition is closely related to a number of mathematical in various problems, we have approximated the onginal
and statistical techniques in a wide vanety of other fields, term document matrix using 50-100 orthogonal factors or
including ei ensector decomposition, spectral analysis, densed dimensions. Roughly speaking, these factors mayF

and factor analysis. We will use the terminology of factor be thought of as artificial concepts; they represent ex-
analysis, since that approach has some precedence in the tracted common meaning components of many different
information retrieval literature. : words and documents. Each term or document is then

The traditional, onsmode factor analysis begins with a characterized by a vector of weights indicating its strength
matnx of associations between all pairs of one type of ob- of association with each of these underlying concepts. That
ject, e.g., documents (Borko & Bernick,1963). This is, the " meaning" of a particular term, query, or document
might be a matrix of human judgments of document to can be expressed by & factor values, or equivalently, by the
document similanty, or a measure of term overlap com- location of a vector in the A space defined by the factors,
puted for each pair of documents from an onginal term by The meaning representation is economical, in the sense
doc.iment matrix. This square syinmetric matrix is de. that N original index terms have been replaced by the
composed by a process called "eigen analysis," into the A < N best surrogates by which they can be approximated.
product of two matrices of a very special form (containing We make no attempt to interpret the underlying factors,
"eigenvectors" and "eigenvalues"). These special matrices nor to " rotate" them to some meaningful orientation. Our
show a breakdown of the origmal data into linearly inde- aim is not to be able to describe the factors verbally but
pendent components or " factors."in general many of these merely to be able to represent terms, documents and
components are very small, and may be ignored, leading queries in a way that escapes the unreliability, ambiguity
to an approximate model that contains many fewer factors. and redundancy of individual terms as descriptors.
Each of the origir ' documanti similarity behavior is now it is possible to reconstruct the ori, aal term by docu-
approximated t. ,,5 values on this smaller number of ment matrix from its factor weights with reasonable but
factors. The res' .i can be represented gNmeui ally by a not perfect securacy. It is important for the method that the
spatial configuration m which the dot product or cosine be- derived k dimensional factor space not reconstruct the
tween vectors representing two documents corresponds to original term space perfectly, because we believe the origi-
their estimated similanty. nal term space to be unreliable. Rather we want a derived

in two-mode factor analysis one beFins not with a square structure that expresses what is reliable and important in
symmetric matnx relating pairs of only one type of entity, the underlying use of terms as document referents.
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. Unlike many typical uses of factor analysis, we are not = TAat.F : A umple catases conuiting of the iiiies et nme techn. cat
,

necessanly mierested in redccing the representation to a memmnda Terms occurnns m more than one utie are insticard There -
'

'.
ser) low dimensionality, say two or thice facters, tecause '" '' " ''* "" *I 8"" *' a' * I''' *b""' h"**a co*P"'" 'a'"''''a*

we are not interested in beinE able to visualire the sIace or and hr abnut sn* in+rno This daissei can be desenwd bic

means of a term b) document mams where cach cell entry mdicates the
understand it. But we do wish both to achieve sufficient g,cquenc3 .,in .wich a ierm occurs m a document -
power and to minimite the degree to which the space is
dntorted. We beheve that the representation of a concep. Technical Menui taampic

tual space for any large document collection will require * *'
more than a handful of underlying independent " concepts "
and thus that the number of orthogonal factors that will q H m maw mwyou for t.ab AK mnpurn arrWauons

c. A sunes of eser opmson of computer system respemw some
be needed is likely to be fairly large. Moreover. we be- c3 The f es .str ascrface managemeni sysicm
lieve that the model of a Euclidean space is at best a use- c4 sure i and Au=a surem ensmeenng iciuns of tr5 i

ful approximation. In reality, conceptual relations among c5 Relanon or awr. perceived resp <ms, nme io error measuremen .

terms and documents certainly involve more complex struc- mt: The reneranon of random, bmary. unordered trees

tures, including, for example, local hierarchies, and non, m2 The miersection trap 4 o' pathi in trees
ml Graph mm rs IV: Widths of trees and well-quasi.ordennglinear interactions between meanings. More complex

U'# **#'# # '""'relations can often be made to approximately fit a dimen-
sional representation by increasing the number of dimen- Terms Documents
sionC in effect, different parts of the space will be used ci c: c3 c4 c5 mi m2 m3 ma
for different parts of the languaFe or object domain. Thus 3,,,,e 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
we base reason to avoid both very low and extremely high m,,rraa i o i 0 0 0 0 0 0
numbers of dimensions. In between we are guided only by mmpu," t i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

what appears to work best. What we mean by " works best" " w' 0 I I O I O O 0 0 I
0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0is not tas is customary in some other fields) what repro. [m | 9duces the greatest amount of variance in the original ma' time o i 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 ,

trix, but what will give the best retrieval effectiveness. EPS 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 !

How do we process a query in this representation? Re- inn n o i b e 0 0 0 J- I

call that each term and document is represented as a vector
'

''": 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

in Odimensional factor space. A query, just as a docu- '',ap\ |
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

9
.nent, initially appears as a set of words. We can represent
a quer) 1or " pseudo-document") as the weighted sum of its
component tenn vectors. (Note that the location of each
document can be similarly desenbed, it is a weighted sum just two dimensions. Fi ure I shows the two-dimensionalF
of its constituent tenn vectors.) To return a set of potential geometne representation for terms and documents that re-
candidate documents, the pseudo-document formed from a suited from the SVD analysis Details of the mathematics
query is compared against all documents and those with underlying the analysis will be presented in the next sec-
the highest cosines, that is the nearest vectors, are re- tion. The numerical results of the SVD for this example are ,

turned. Generally, either a threshold is set for closeness of shown in the appendix and can be used to verify the place-
-documents and all those above it retumed, of the n closest ment of terms and documents in Figure 1. Terms are shown
are returned (We are concemed with the issue of whether as filled circles and labeled accordingly; document titles
the cosine measure is the t> cst indication of similanty to are represented by open squares, with the numbers of the
predict hum.in relevance judgments, but we have not yet terms contained in them indicated parenthetically. Thus.
systematically explored any alternatives, cf. Jones and each term and document can be described by its position in

' Furnas.1987.) this two-dimensional factor space.
A concrete example may make the' procedure and its One test we set ourselves is to find documents relesant

putatise advantaFes clearer. Table 2 pives a sample data- to the query: " human computer interaction." Simple tenn
set. In this case, the document set consisted of the titles of matching techniques would retum documents ci, c2. and'
nine Belleore technical memoranda. Words occurring in c4 since they share one or more terms with the query. How-
more than one title were selected for indexing; they are ever, two other documents, which are also relevant (c3 and
italicized. No,e that there are two classes of titles: five c5). are missed by this method since they have no terms
about human computer interaction (labeled ci-c5) and in common with the query. The latent semantic structure

- four about graph theory (labeled mi-m4). The entries in method uses the derived factor representation to process
the term by document matrix are simply the frequencies the query; the first two-dimensions are shown in Figure 1.
with which eac5 term actually occurred in each document. First, the query is represented as a " pseudo-document" in

'Such a matrix could be used directly for keyword based re- the factor space. Two of the query terms, " human" and
tnesah or, as here, for the initial input of the SVD analysis. " computer," are ir. the factor space, so the query is placed
For this example we carefully chose documents and temis at their centroid and scaled for comparison to documents
50 that SVD would produce a satisfacto y solution using (the point la,eled q in Figure I represents the query).
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T10 1.- A two-dimensional plot of 12 Terms and 9 Dxuments from the sai spe TM set. Terms an; represented by filled circles Documents are shown
as open squares, and component terms are mdicated parenthetically The query (" human computer micraction") is represented as a pseudo. document at -

- point g' Ates are scaled for Document. Document or Term-Term compansor4 The dotted cone represents the repon whose points are withm a cosme of.
-

9 from the query y J All documents about human. computer tel-c5) are r.ar the query (i c., withm this conel, but none of the graph theory documents
'

(mi-m41 are nearby. In thn reduced space, even documents c) and c5 shich share no terms with the query are near it

Then, we simply look for documents which are near the An'y rectangular matrix, for example a t x d matrix cf.
- query, q. In this case, documents ci-c5 (but not ml-m1) terms and documents, X, can be decomposed inta the
are '' nearby" (within a cosine of .9, as indicated by the . product of three other matrices:

~ dashed lines). Notice that even documents c3 and c5 which -

+

= T,So Do, ,- share no index terms at all with the query are near it in
,

this representation. The relations among the documents ex- such that T and De have orthonormal columns and So is di-
pressed in the factor space depend on complex and indirect agonal. This is called the singular m/ur decomposition of

- associations between terms and documents, ones that (-ome X. To and D are the me. trices of left and right singular ver.
- from an analysis of the structure of the whole set of rela- tors and So is the diagonal matrix of singular values.* Sin- ,

tions in the term by document matrix. This is the strength gular value decomposition (SVD) is unique up to certain !

of using higher orde'r structure in the term by document row, column and sign permutations' and by convention the
- matrix to represent the underlying meaning of a single diagonal elements of So are constructed to be all positise
term, document, or query. It_ yields a more robust and eco- and ordered in decreasing magnitude,<

nomical representation than do term' overlap or surface-
level clustering methods 'SVD is closely related to the standard eigensalue. eigenvector or

spectral decomposition of a square symmetric matris. Y, into YLt".
mhere V is orthonormal and L is diagonal. The relation between SVD and -

'i '' ***'1'i' i' mon man m of analogy in fact. T is se inamn ofTechnical Details t

eigenvectors of the square symmetnc matnx Y = XX', D. is th* matns
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Model, of eigenvectors of Y = X'X, and in both cases, sj mould be the h strn.

This section details the mathematics underlying the par- E 'f ''genvalun.
'*" * * N' P'"""''" " '" **'' "'' "" #' d''8 "'I '"d **I"'' "

ticular modeI of latent structure, singular value decomposi- the correspondences with T,' and D That n. column i and / of S. may be
lion, that we currently use. The casual reader may wish to

,

interchanged iff row i andj of s are interchanged, and columns i andj of -o

dip this section and proceed to the next section. T. and D. are interchanged.
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bgure 2 prewnts a schematic of the smgular salue de- the SVD geometncally The rows of the reduced matncc s*

compi sition for a r x d mains of terms by documents of smgolar vectors are taken as coordmates of pomts repre-

in general, for X = ToSoDo' the matnces T,,. D,,, and S , sentmg the documents and terms m a A dimenuonal space'

'- must all he of full rank The beauty of an SVD. howeser. With appropnate rescahng of the axes, by quantities related7

n that it allows a simple strategy for optimal approximate to the awociated diagonal values of S. dot products between
a

fit uung smaller matnces if the smgular salues in S are pomts in th space can be used to compare tbc correspond-

ordered by sire, the first i largest may be kept and the re- ing objects The next section details these compansons=

mammg smaller ones sei tojero The product of the result- Compt ting Fundamental Comparison Quantities

mg matnces n a maini X which is only approximately from the SVD Model, There are basically three sorts of

equal to,A . and n of rank A . It can be shown that the new compans .ns of interest those comparing two terms ("How

- matns A n the matris of rank A . which is closest m the similar . re terms i and j?"L those companng two docu-

$ least squares sense to X. Smce reros were introduced mto ments (".iow similar are documents i and j?"L and those

~ S the representation can be simplified by deletmp the compar ng a term and a document ("How associated are
term i ond document I "L in standard mformation retnes al

r
?zero rows and columns of So to obtain a new diaFonal ma-

tris S. and then deletmg the correst Jing columns of .pproaches, these amount respectively, to ~mpar .1g two

To and n to obtain T and D respectively The result is a rows, comparing two columns, or examining individualp~
o

r reduced model cells of the onginal matnx of term by document data. A,1
Here we make similar compansons, but use the matns X.

_ y ,j ,73p.
smce it is presumed to reprennt the important and reliableg which is the rank.A model with the best possible least- patterns underlying the data in X. Since X = TSt>' the

__

squares-t'il to X. It is this reduced model, presented m relevant quantities can be computed just usmg the smaller
----

Figure 3. that we use to approximate our data matnces, T, D, and S.

The amount of dimenuon reduction, i c., the choice of Comparing Tyo Terms The dot product between two
m

E
1. is entical to our work ideally, we want a value of 1 that row sectors of X reflects the extent to which two terms

is large enough to fit all the real structure in the data. but hase a similar pattem o,f occurrence across the set of docu-

small enough so that we do not also fit the samphng error ments The matnx XX' is the square symmetric matris

or unimportani details. The proper way to make such contammg all these term to-term dot products Since S is

choices is an opsn issue in the factor analytic literature diagonal and D is orthonormal it is easy to verify that

in practice, we corrently use an operational entenon- a g. =TW'
value of A which y elds good retneval performance ,,

Geometric Int rpretation of the SVD Model. For Note that this means that the i,j cell of XX' can be ob-

purposes of mtuitio T and dneusuon it is useful to mterpret tained by takmg the dot product between the i and j rows

cocumeets

-

|

= x y s De.ir

_ _ .

mm mac

-
tid lam

.

x - l S D
e n e

=
L Smgvlar vaive decompos+or; of the lef m i document matna x Where

i has orthogonai unit length columns 0o Te . i>
n

;

C has ofthogonal unit length Columns (Og' D * Il
C O|

' S l$ the OaQOnal maths of $snQular ta%Jesg

t 15 ihe numDef of FOWS of x
d is the numtee of columrss of Xa

|- m s the fann of x h mino d))

FtG Sehematie of the Smgular Value Decomomtmn (SVDs of a rectangular term by document maint The onpnal term by document mamt n
decomp %:d into three matrces caeh with linearly mdependem comp >nents

_
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A

of the matrix TS. That ik if one considers the rows of TS a row of D in the companson formulas of the precedmg* *

- as coordmates for ternu, dot products between these pointo section, One enterion for such a derivation is that putting

F ve the comparison between terms. Note that the relation in a real document X, shou,ld give D, (at least when the-[ i

Li between taking T as coordmates and taking 75 as coor- model_ is per'ect, i.e., X = X). With this constraint, a little
dmates is simple since S is diagonah the positions of the algebra shows that:

points are the same except that each of the axes nas been D* = Xy''
stretched or shrunk in proponion to the cor esponding di-
sponal element of S. Note that with appropriate rescalir.g of the axes, this

Comparmy To Documents. The taalpis for compar- amounts to placing the pseudo-document at the centroid of

ing two documents is similar, excep' nat m this case it is its correspondmg term points. This D, then is just like a

the dot product between two column vectors of the matrix row of D and, appropriately scaled by S" or S, can be

X which tells the extent to which two docu,ments hase a used like a usual document's factor vector for making be-

similar profile of tenns. Thus the matrix X'X centains the tween or within comparisons, respectively,

document to-document dot products. The definitions of the Prepeacessing and Normalisation. The equations given

matrices T. S and D aFain guarartee: here do not take into account any preprocessing or re-

j,A = DS D, weighting of the rows or columni of X Such preprocess-
mg might be used to prevent docun'ents of different overall

Here the i ] cell of i'X is obtained by taking the dot prod- length from having differential effev on the model,~ or be '
uct between the i andj rows of the matrix DS. So one can used to impose certain preconceptions ?f which terms are -
consider rows of a DS matrix as coordinates for documents, more important. The effects of certain of thee transforma-

and take dot products in this space. (Again note that the tions can be taken into account in a straightforward way,

DS space is just a stretched version of the D space.) but we will not go into the algebra here,

Comparing a Term and a Document. This comparison
is different. Instead of trying to estimate the dot product Tests of the SVD Latent Semantic Indexing
between rows or between columns of X, the fundamental

(LSI) Method
comparison between a te,rm and a document is the value of
an individual cell of X. X is defined in terms of matrices 7, We have so far tried the LSI method on two standard

5, and D. Repeating it here: document collections where queries and relevance judg-
ments were available (MED and CISI). PARAFACeA = TSD,
(Harshman & Lundy,1984b), a program for the iterative

The i,] cell of i is therefore obtained by taking it: dot numerical solution of multi mode factor ar.alysis prob.

product between the ith row of the matrix TS" and the jth lems, was used for the studies reported below, (Cther pro-

row of the matnx DS" Note that while the within com- grams for more standard SVD are also available-c.g.,
pansons (i.e4, term-term or document,documenti imolse Golub, Luk, and Overton,1981; Cullum, Willoughby, and

using tows of TS and DS for coordinatesi the between Lake,1983.)

- comparision requires TS" and DS" for coordmatesiThat '' Documents" consist of the full text of the title and ab-
is, it is not possible to make a single configuration of stract. Each documem is indexed automatically; all terms

,

points in a space that will allow both between and within occurring in moie than one document and not on a stop list

comparisiom. They will be similar howeser, differing only of 439 common words used by SMART are included in the

by a stretching or shrinking of the axes by a factor of S" analyses.' We did not stem words or map variants of -
Finding Representations for Pseudo Documents, the words to the same root form The analysis begins with a

previous results show how i; is possible to compute com- term by document matrix in which each cell indicates the

parisions between the various objects associated with the frequency with which each term occurs in ca:h document.
rows or columns of X. It is sery important in information This matrix was analyzed by singuhr value decomposition

: retrieval applications to compute appropriate comparison to derive our latent structure model which was then used -

. quantities for objects that did not appear in the original for indexing and retrieval. Queries were placed in the re-

analysis. For example, we want to be able to take a com- sulting space at the centroid of their constituent terms
pletely nosel query, find some point for it in the space, and tagain, all terms not on the stop list and occurring in more
then look at its cosine with respect to term or documents

*** h''e argued abose that the more terms the betier. but so far.
-in the space. Another example would be trymg, der the. ' " " ' ' " * ' ' " " ' ' ' " " ' ' ' " ' " " ' " ' ' " " " " ' "
fact, to find reEresentations for documents that did not aE- that occur m only one document, or equally frequently n all documents

_ pear in the origbl aralpis. The new objects in both these have httle or no m0uence on the SVD soluton. Rejectmg such terms has

examples an Tery much like the documents of the matrices, usuali> been sumcient to sausty our computa anal constramts. tin addi-

- X %d L in ihat they prescru themselves as sectors of terms. tion. Se Santed to be as connuent with SMART as pouible in mdeung.
thus the ominion of SM ART's cornnwn words ) Gnen greater resources,It Afor this run that uc call them psrudo. documents. In
* " " "' " * " * "' "" "'

ordes to tompare ' quer) or 3GUdo document, q, to other Esen given current hmited computational resources, the trms omitted in
doeurcents, ue r;ed to be sbk to start with its term vector indeung can w used for retriemt purposes by fotdm tivem back mio the

I, and derive r representationcD, that we can use just like concept space, as we descnbed bneny in the test
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= than one document were used). Cosines between the query on all terms occurring in more than one document and ;

a - sector and docun.cnt vectors are then straightforward to not on SMART's stop list of common words resulted in !
compute (see the " Technical Details" section for details), 5823 indexing terms, Some additional characteristics of

3

and documents are ordered by their distance to the query. the dataset are given below:

In many senses, the current LSI method is imposerished
and thus provides a conservatne test of the utihty of latent Term and l_si krhee. SMART I

semantic structure in indexing and information retrieval. Number or un,que termi 58:3 69:7 69:7
We have so far avoided adding refmements such as stem- Mean number of

ming, phrases, term +eighting, and Boolean combinations termi per duumeni 50 1 51 6 51 6

"*" P" 9"'O '8 3" 30 3(all of which Fenerally result in performance improve- M] '

g
ments) in order to better evaluate the utility of the basic relevant documents per query 23.2 23.2 23 2
representation technique.

We compare the results of our latent structu e indexing The number of unique terms, terms per document, and terms
(LSI) method against a straightforward term matching per query vary somewhat because different term pmcessmg
method, a version of SMART, and against data reported by algorithms were used in the different systems A 100 factor

'

Voorbece (1985) for the same standard datasets. The term SVD of the 5823 term by 1033 document matrix was
overly comparisons provide a baseline against which to obtained, and retrieval effectiveness evaluated against
assess the benefits of indexing by means of latent semantic the 30 queries available with the dataset. Figure 4 shows
structure rather than raw term matching. For the term precision as a function of recall for a LSI 100-factor solu-
matching method, we use the same term document matrix t on ("LSI 100"), term matching (" TERM"), SMART
that was the starting point for the LSI method. A query is (" SMART"), and the Voorhees data ("VO"), all on the
represented as a column, and cosines between the <lucry same set of documents and queries.
column and each document column are calculated. The For all but the two lowest levels of recall (.10), preci-
SMART and Voorhees systems are more representa ive of sion of the LSI method lies wcll above that obtained with
state of the art information retrieval systems, but differ- straightforward term matching, SMAI;T, and the vector
ences in indexing, term weightinF, and query processinF method reported by Voorhees The average difference in-
preclude precise comparisons of our LSI method and these precision between the LSI and the term matching method -

'

s> stems. Nonetheless, such comparisons are of interest, s .06 (.51 vs. 45), which represents a 13% improvement i

For the SMART evaluation >, documents were indexed us- over raw term matching. (The odds against a difference -
ing a stop list of common words, full stemming, and raw this large or larger by chance is 29 to I, (29) = 2.23.) -

term frequencies as options. Queries were similarly pro * Thus', LSI captures some structure in the data which is ob-
cessed and a vector sequential search was used for match scured when raw term overlap is used. The LSI method
ing queries and documents. This particular invocation of also compares favorably with SMART (r(29) = -1,%; the
SMART is the same as our term matching method except odds against a difference this large or larger by chance is,

for the initial choice of index terms. The Voorhees data 16 to I) and the Voorhees system, it is somewhat surpris- :
were obtained directly from her paper in which she used a ing that the term matching and SMART methods do not
vector retrieval system with extended Boolean queries (see differ for this data set. There are several differences in in.
Voorhees (1985) for details). Her documents were indexed dexing between LSI and SMART (word stemming is used
by removing words on a stop list, mappmg word variants n SMART but not LSI, and SMART includes word stems
into the same term, and weighting terms. Weighted ex- occumng in any document whereas LS1, for computational
, ended Boolean quenes were used for retrieval. reasons, includes only terms occurring in more than one

Performance is evaluated by measuring precision at sev- document) that should lead to better performance for
eral different levels of recall. This is done separately for SMART. The difference in performance between LSI and
each available query and then averaged over queries. For the other methods is especially impressive at higher iecall *

the LSI. term matching, and SMART runs, full precision- levels where precision is ordinarily quite low, thus repre-
recall curves can be calculated. For the Voorhees data, senting large proportional improvements. The compara-
only two precision recall p irs are avai:able; these are the tively poor performance of the LSI method at the lowest
vah es obtained w hen 10 or ;:0 documents were returned- levels of recall can be traced to at least two factors. First.
see het Figures lb and 6b. We present the values from her precision is .1uite good in all systems at low recall, leaving.

sequential search (SEQ) condition, since the best perfor- I ttle room for improvement. Second, latent semantic in- i

mance is generally observed in this condition and not in dexing is designed primarily to handle synonymy problems
one of the retrieval conditions usinF ocument clusters. (thus improving recall); it is less successful in dealing withd

polysemy (precision). Synonymy is not much cf a problem

MED. at low recall since any word matches will retrieve some of

The first standard set we tried, MED, was the com- 'The value 391 is repor" in Table i of the voorhees arixle we
monly vudied collection of medical abstracts. It consists suspect this is in error. and that the correct value rnay be 93 which mould
of 1033 documents and 30 queries. O t automatic indexing be in hne mth the other measures of mean number of terms per query
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FIG 3.= Schematic of the reduced Singular Value Decomposmon (SVD1 of a term by document matnx. The onginal term by document matnx is ar-
proumaud usmg the & largest smgular values and their corresponding smgulaf vecton.

9

' the relevant documents. Thus the largest benefits of the Up to this point, we have reported LSI results from a
LSI method should be observed at high recall, and, in. 100-factor represer.tation (i.e., in a 100-dimensional space).
deed, this is the case. His raises the important issue of choosing the dimension-

,
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matchmg.1.$1. and SMART methods are obtamed by measunng precinon at each of nine levels of recall (approximately .10 increments) for each quer)
, ,

P segerstely and then aversgmg over quenes The two Voorhees data points are taken from Table 4b in her article.
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c
ality ideally we want enough dimensions to capture all the - to note that previous attempts to use factor analytic tech.

> - real structure in the term. document matrix, but not too niques for information retrieval have used small numbers

manyior we may start modeling noise or irrelevant detail of factors (Koll (1979), seven dimensions; and Ossorio

in the data. How to choose the appropriate number of (l%6) 13 dimensions; Borko & Bernick (1%3),21 dimen.

dimensions is an open research issue. In out tests, we have sionst We show a more than 509r improvement in perfor.

been guided by the operational criterion of "what works mance beyond this range, and therefore suspect that some

best." That is, we examme performance for several dif. of the limited utility of previous factor analytic approaches
ferent numbers of factors and select the dimensionality may be the result of an impoverished representation.
which maximites retriesal performance ' The results for . Unfortunately this MED dataset was specially constructed

the MED dataset are shown in Fi ure 5 which presents av- in a way that may have resulted in unrealistically good re.F

erage precision as e function of number of factors. As can suits. From what we can determine, the test collection

be seen, mean precision more than doubles tfrom 25 to was made up by taking the union of the returns of a set of
.52) as the number of factors increases from 10 to 100, thorough keyword searches for documents relevant to the -
with a maximum at 100. We therefore use the 100-factor 30 queries in the set..it thus may be an unrepresentatively

space for the results we report. In this particular dataset, well segmented collection. The sets of documents for par.

performance mi ht improve a bit if solutions with more ticular queries are probably isolated to an abnormal extentF _

than 100 factors were explored, but, in Feneral, it is not in the multidimensional manifold of concepts. In such a
the case that more factors necessarily means letter perfor. circumstance our method does an excellent job of defining

inance. (in other small applications, we have seen much the isolated subdomains and separating them for retrieval.

clearer maxima; performance increases up to some point. This is probably not the way most natural document col.
and then decreases when too many factors are used. One lections are structured. It is worth noting, however, that

_

interpretation of this decrease is that the extra parameters other automatic techniques applied to the same dataset are

are modeling the sampling noise or peculiarities of the not able to capitalize as well on this same abnormal strue.

tample rather than important underlying relationships in the tural property. Thus the fact that LSI greatly outperforms
pattem of term usage over documents.) It is also important the rest is still quite significant. (Note also ti.at the use of

keyword searches to define the document test set probably
biase5 results in favor of methods based On surface term

* rhin is actually quite can to do smce the SVD solutions are nested
to eipiore grformance m a i0 dimenuonal soluir. ior ciample. cosines matching, such as SMART, since no documents that do
are calcutated usmg only the Grst 10 coordmates of the 100-factor soh. tion not contam any / the kQw0rds are included.)

MED - Precision as a Function of Number of Factors

E
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F1G. 5. A plot of eserage precmon (aseraged oser nme levels of recalli as a function of number of factors for the MED dataset. Precision more than
'

h
doubles tfrom about .20 to .30) as the number of factors is meressed from 10 to 100
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is no more useful than raw term overlap in capturing the ;

distinctions between relevant and irrelevant documents for j
Our second test case is the CISI set of 1460 information the available queries. The Voorhees data cover only a very |

science abstracts, This set has been consistently difficult.
Hnscp range of low recall levels, but for these values

d

for . 'omatic retrieva! methods. li consists of 1460 doc. precision is similar to that for LSI and term matchinF.
, , ,

umen < =,3 35 qaeries. Our automatic indexing, which es- SMART, on the other hand, results in reliably better per-
,

cluded words on SMART's stop list of common words and I ""*"C' Ihan LSI, although the absolute levels of prece
words occurring in only one document, resulted in 5I35 si n t.14) .is still sery low. (The odds against differences

,

'

inde'. terms. Some additional charactenstics of the dataset. this large or larger by chance is over 1000 to 1; f(34) =
- are given below,' - 3.66.) We believe that the superionty of SMART over LSI

can be traced to differences in term selection that tend to ,

Tenn and LSI Voorhees SMART improve performance. As noted previously, SMART used =
- Number cf unique terms 505 4941 5019 stemmed words but LSI did not, and SMART included all

'
terms whereas the LSI included only those appearing in

er r ument 45 4 43 9 45.2 more than one document. Since few te ms which appear in
- Mean number of terms per query 7.7 7.2 7.8

only one document (and were thus excluded by LSI) are
Mean number of

used in the queries, the omission of these words is unlikelyrelevant documents gr query 49.8 49.8 49 8

to be a major detenninant of performance. Thus, stemming

A 100-factor SVD solution was obtained from the 5135 appears to be the likely source of performance differences.

term by 1460 document matrix, and evaluated using the We have recently completed a new LSI analysis using

first 35 queries available with the dataset. LSI results for a SMART's index terms. This enabled us to explore how

100-factor solution ("LSI 100") along with those for term much of the difference between SMART and the original

matching (" TERM"), SMART ("SM ART"), and Voorhees LSI was due differences in term selection and further to -

L
("VO") are shown in Figure 6. All the methods do quite see if additionallatent structure could be extracted. For this

poorly on this dataset, with precision never rising above analysis, we began with a 5019 term (SMART's terms) by
I

.30, even for the lowest levels of recall. Average precision 1460 document matrix and obtained a 100-factor SVD so-

is .11 for both LSI and term matching (r = 1). For this lution. The 35 test queries were reevaluated using this new

data set, the latent structure captured by the SVD analysis LSI solution (which we refer to as LSI SMART). The re.

y
CISl: Precision Recall Curves
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Precmon recali curses for TERM matchmg. e 100 factor LSI. SM ART. and Voorhees systems on the CISl dataset. The data for TERM match-f1G 6.
ing, LSI. and $M ART are obtamed by measunng pree;sion at each of nine levels of recall (approumately 10 increments) for each query separately and
then aversging over quenes. The two Voorhees data pomis are taken from Table 6b in her paper !
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Conclusions and Discussionl sulting performance was indistinguishable from SMART's;

I
_

average precision for both methods was .14(i < II. This p g gg gggt

lCi .

suggests that much of the imtial difference between LSI ously suggested and tried in the literature, they have all
,

and SM ART v..s due to term selection differences. Unfor-gg g gg

tunately, LSI w as unable to improve upon term matching - present attempt overcomes. We have examined problems
either in the initial LSI vs. term matching comparison, or of reasonable size (1000-2000 document abstractsi and
in the LSI. SMART vs. SMART comparison. StemminF' 5000-7000 index terms) using a rich, high dimensional
howeser, seems to capture some structure that LSI was un- representation, which appears necessary for success, The
able to capture as evidenced by the superior performance explicit representation of both terms and documents in the
of SMART relative to term matching. In theory, latent sey g

mantic analyses can extract at least some of the commonah- queries a straightforward matter. Previous work by Borko
,

ties is usage of stemmed forms. In practice, w'e may often and his colleagues (Atherton & Borko,1%5; Borko &
have insufficient data to do so.- Bernick,1%3) is similar in name to our approach, but used

A problen in evaluating the CISl dataset is the very low th- Mr space only for document clustering, not docu.
level of prec}ision. Our intuition is that this database con-men; retrieval, and computational simplifications reduced
tains a very homogeneous distribution of documents that is its representationai power. In Borko and Bernick (1%3),
hard to differentiate on the basis of abstracts. Moreover' for example, factor analysis was perforn ed on a term-
many of the test queries, which were given in natural lan. g
guage, seem very vague and poorly stated. Thus the rele- 260 t bstracts), and 21 orthogonal factors were selected on

vance judgments may not be sufficiently reliable to allow k d M igd 4 he m hi-,

any retrieval system to perform well, or to provide an ade- fied into these 21 categories on the basis of normalized
quate comparison between methods. No direct evidence factor loadings for each term in the abstract, and perfor-
har been reported on the reliability (repeatability) of these mance was comparable to that of another automatic system.
re!<vance judgments, so this is mostly conjecture, although . It should be noted, however, thtt the information used for -
we do find many cases in which the relevance judgments g;g; ;, g g g gg ,, ,g g

appear to be ,n obvious error. in addition, it seems to us the 21-dimensional factor space, since only the factor load.i

that poorly stated queries would invite excessive reliance d ''sipfim" terms on each of the factors was used
on term overlap in judging relevance, especially if the (e.g., one value for 5,4, and 7 terms defining the three
judges wcre familiar with term matchmg as a possible sample factors presented in their Appendix B), in addition,
retneval strategy. Borko's work addressed the problem of document classifi-

cation, and not document retrieval. There is, for example,
n discussi n fhw ne might use the full factor space

Summary of Results from LSI Ana!yses (and not just the document clusters derived from st) for

These results are modestly encouraging. They show the document retneval.

latent semantic indexing method to be superior to simple
Koll's (1979) work on concept based information re-

term matchinF n one standard case and equal in another.
trieval is very similar in spirit to our latent semantic index-

i
Further, for these two databases, performance with LSI is ing. Both 'erms and documents are represented in a single

superior to that obtained with the system described b)
concept space on 'he basis of statistical term co-occurrences.

Voorhees; it performed better than SMART in one case Beginning with axes defined by a set of seven nonoverlap-

and equal in the other (when term selection differences ping (in terras) and almost spanning documents, terms

were climinated). In order to assess the value of the basic
were placed on the appropriate axis. New documents men

representational method we have so far avoided the addi-
placed at the mean of constituent terms, and new terms

tion of refinements that orse would consider in a realistic
were placed at the location of the document in which they
occurred. The system was evaluated with only a very small .

application, such as discriminative term weighting, stem- database of documents and queries, but under some cir-
ming, phrase finding or a method of handling negation or

cumstances performance was comparable to that of SIREdmunction in the queries. So far we have tested the method
for Boolean and natural language queries. Our experience

only with queries formulated to be used against other re- with the MED dataset suggests that better performance
tneval methods; the method almost certainly could do bet-
ter with queries in some more appropriate format. We have might have been obtained with a higher dimensional repre-

''

sentation. In addition, the latent semantic approach is not -
projects in progress to add standard enhancements and

order dependent (as is Koll's procedure), and it is a mathe-
to incorporate them in a fully automatic indexing and re-

matically rigorous way of unco ering truly orthogonal basis
tneval system. In addition, we are working on methods to

axes or factors for indexing.
incorporate the very low frequency, but often highly infor-

The representation of docuraents by LSI is economical;mative, words that were filtered out in the trial analysis
each document and term nred be represented only by

procedures. It seems likely that with such improvements
something on the order of 5) to 150 values. We have not

LSI will offer a more effective retrieval method than has
explored the degree of ace'. racy needed in these numbers,

previously been available.
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but we guess that a small inteFer will probably suffice, served by raw term vector ranking and other comparison

The storage requirements for a large document collection methods, it's putatne advantages would be the noise re.
.

can be reduced because much of the redundancy in the duction, as described stiove, and data compaction through
'

characterization of documents by terms is removed in the - the climination of redundancy. In applying the method.

representation. Offsetting the storaFe advantage is the fact some of the same implementation issues will arise as in raw
*

that the only way documents can be retrieved is by an ed vector methods-in particular' questions of term weight.

haustive ' comparison of a query vector against all stored ing. stemming, phrasal entries. similarity measure, and

document vectors. Since search algonthms in high dimen- counterparts for Boolean operators. Unfortunately, the value

sional space are not very efficient on senal computers, this of such retrieval enhancing procedures will have to be re.

may detract from the desirability of the method for sery evaluated for use with LSI because its representation changes

large collections. An additional drawback involves updat- the nature of the problems with which these procedures

ing. The initial SVD analysis is time consuming. so we were intended to deal. For example, stemming is done to

would like a more efficient method of adding new terms capture likely synonyms. Since LSI already deals with this

and documents, We suggest that new documents be located problem to some extent, the additional value of stemming

at the centroid of their terms (appropriately scaledh and is an open question. Likewise. LSI averages the "mean-

new terms be placed at the centroid of the documents in ing" of polysemous words, where raw term matching main-

' which they appear (appropriately scaledh How much of tains one to many mappings; as a result, phrases, and

this updating can be done without having to perform a new other disambiguation techniques may be more important.

decomposition is unknown.
While the LSI method deals nicely with he synonymy Appendix. SVD Numerical Example

.

problem, it offers only a partial solution to the polysemy In the " Technical Details" section, we outlined the details
problem. It helps with multiple meanings because the of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Model. This
meaning of a word can be conditioned not only by other appendix presents a numerical example using the sample
words in the document but by other appropriate words in

term by document matrix described in the "Overwew" sec-
the query not used by the author of a particular relevant tion and shown in Table 2 and Figure 1.
document. The failure comes in the fact that every term is The example 12 term by nine document matrix from

'represented as just one point in the space. That is, a word Table 2 is presented below.
1-

with more than one entirely different meaning (e.g.,
" bank"), is represented as a weighted average of the differ- #*
ent meanings. If none of the real meanings is like the aver- i 00 1000 0 0
age mesning, this may create a serious distortion. (In 1 0 1 000000
classical term overlap methods the meaning of the term is 1 3 000 0 000
the union of all of it's meanings, which probably leads to

0 1 1 0 1 0 0 00
less outright distortion, but to more imprecision.) What is o1 I 200000 ,

needed is some way to detect the fact that a particular term oi0 0 1 0 0 00
has several distinct meanings and to subcategorize it and 0 1 0 0 1 0a00
place it in several points in the space. We have not yet 0 0 t 1 000 00

- found a satisfactory way to do that (but see Amster (1984), oi0000 00 i
Choucka and Lusignan (19S5n Lesk (1986)) 00 000 I ' I O

The latent semantic indesing methods that we have dis- 00 0 000 1 1 I
cussed, and in particular the singular value decomposition 0 0 0 0_0 0 0 1 I
technique that we have tested, are capable of improving the
way in which we deal with the problem of multiple terms Recall that any rectanFula* matrix, for example a r x d
referring to the same object. They replace individual terms matrix of terms and documents X, can be decomposed
as the descriptors of documents by independent " artificial into the product of three other matrices:
concepts" that can be specified by any one of several terms
(or documents) or combinations thereof. In this way relevan! X = T. sod;.
documents that do not contain the terms of the query or

such that To and Do have orthonormal columns and So is di-
.

whose contained terms are qualified by other terms in the agonal. This is called the singular value decomposition
query or document but not both, can be properly character, (SVD) of X,
ized and identified. The method yields a retneval scheme Computing the SVD of the X matrix presented abose
in which documents are ordered continuously by similarity results in the following three matrices for To. So, Do
to the query, so that a threshold can be set depending on (r unded to two decimal places).
the desires and resources of the user and service.

At this point in its development, the method should be To (nine dimensional left singular vectors for 12 terms)

regarded as a potential component of a retrieval system, So (diagonal matrix of nine singular values)

rather than as a complete retrieval system as such. As Do (nine dimensional right singular vectors for nine

a component it would serve much the same faction as is documents)
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L*' MultiplyinF out the matrices TSD' gives the following-.,
_

022 -011. 029 -041 -0il -034 0.52 - 0 06 - 0 41 estimate of X, X. '

020'-007 014 -0 ? t 0 26' 0 50 -0.07 -o 01 -0 Ii
0 24 ' O ni .-016 -O " d -O 11 -0 25 -030 0 0h 0 49 i.
0 40 006 -034 04 03) 0 3K O (ni 0 00 0 01 01:n 0 40 0 38 0 47 0.18 -0 05 -012 -016 -O rN
0 64 O 17. 0 36 OL 016 -021 -017 0 03 0 27 0 14 0 37 0 33 0 40 016 -0 03 -0 07. -0.10 -O N '
0 27 011 -04) 0 07 006-011 0.28 - 0 02 - 0 05 0 15 O SI 0 36 0 41 0,24 0 02 0 0h 0.09 0 12-

027 :011 -043 0 07 008 -017 u a -0 02 -0 05 0 26 0 84 0 61 0.70 0 39 0.03 0 08 0.12 0 19
0 30 -H 14 033 0.19 0 li 0.27 003 -002 -017 0 45 'l.23 1.05 1.27 0.56 - 0 07 - 0.15 - 0.21 - 0 05
0 21 0.27 - 0 116 - 0 03 - 0.54 0 08 -0 47 -0 N -0 s8 0.16 0.58 0.38 042 028 0.06 0.13 019-022
0 01 0 49 0 23 ' O 03 0.59 - 0 39 - 0 29 0.25 - 0.23 0.16 0.58 0.38 042 028 0 06 0 13 0.19 0 22
0N 0 62 0 22 000 -007 0. I1 016 -068 0 23 0.22 055 0 51 0.63 0 24 - 0.07 - 0.14 - 0.20 - 0 l1
0 03 0 45 014 -001 -030 0 28 0 34 0 68 0 18 0.10 053 0.23- 0.21 0.27 0.14 0 31 0 44 0 42

- 0 06 0.23 - 0.14 - 0.27 0.14 ' O.24- 0.55 0.77 0 66
,

- 0.06 0 34 - 0.15 - 0.30 0.20 . 0.31 0 69 0 98 0 85.
- 0 04 015 -0.10 -0 21 0.15 0.22 0.50 0.71 0 62g

' 35
There are two things to note about the X matrix. (1)It does

"

,y
n t exactly match the original term by document matru X

50
(it gets closer and closer as more and more singular valuesg
are kept). (2) This is what we want; we don't want per-

g ,3

. feet fit since we think some of the O's in X should be 1 and '
g 3,

vice versa.
o 33

n, =
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h s ,. ' . .Asserte es'.Im.:

ATTN: %Ce h . ''Tu:a. ,a ,-]

T an % To % um 1

(\L u Ab (WJ Oto A -

Gentlemen: 1
1

Subject: Inquiry Ns. %-oo e
'

This refers to i telephone inquiry by uhm OA: \t of this office:with ,.

O b ,-u t - % , . u
'

-of your staff on h m & c 6 8. % . This inquiry 1

concerned activities authorized by the above listed NRC license.

From this discussion, we understand the following: 1

/V/ You have- never possessed material authorized by this license
and.do not plan to acquire such material in the near future. '

We further understand that you will notify this office by
telephone or in writing prior to acquiring licensed material. ;}.

C/ You have never possessed material authorized by this license,
but you plan to acquire such material in the near future,

/~/ You plan to send a letter to thit office request # , termination '

g

L of your license. Please include the enclosed Certificate of . . .

p Olsposition of Materials with your letter. "

'

If'our understriding is incorrect,- please inform us in writing.
,

In accordance with Section 2J/90 of:the NRC's " Rules of Practice",'Part 2,
Title 10 Codetof Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter will be placed .i
in the Public~ Document. Room. No reply to .this letter is required; however,- ~i

,
~ we.will be-' pleased to discuss any questions with you.

[ Your: cooperation with us is appreciated.

Sincerely, '

' pla.u; k Lk'

0? log Health Physicist'r
-

Nuclear Materials Safety Branch-,

Division of Radiation Safety
and Safeguards

Enclosure: // Certificate of Disposition of Materials (Form NRC 314)

cc:
Region I Docket Room i

State of PJ eurme.e .I
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